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ABSTRACT

Demand for cost reduction in offshore hydrocarbon field developments
has driven drilling technology research into two areas. The first of these
is concerned with using highly deviated drilling to access larger reservoir
volum es from fewer platforms whereas the second aims at employing
drill pipes more efficiently, that is, close to their fatigue limits. This work
has two principal objectives - firstly to develop analysis methodologies to
calculate cyclic loading in drill strings and secondly to carry out a
preliminary investigation of software associated with existing hardware
to implement a working drill floor based system.
As part of this work, analytical solutions for the buckling of vertical drill
strings when subjected to self weight and to both self weight and torque
are presented. These solutions are an extension of Lubinski's^ pioneering
work in the 1950's when he presented a solution for vertical drill strings
under self weight only and hinged at both ends. This work also uses a
power series solution technique to account for self weight with different
boundary conditions and with self weight and torque. It is shown that
drill string buckling characteristics for the case of self weight only are
significantly altered by the boundary condition applied at the bit. In the
case of both self weight and torque, a three-dimensional buckling shape
w ith a spiral drill string geometry also significantly changes buckling
characteristics. The analytical results are presented in a form that can be
readily transferred to computer programs for drill string buckling
calculations.
In addition, Galerkin's method is applied to some typical problems in
drill string mechanics. The technique is used to determine drill string
dynamic stability in vertical holes and drill string static deflection in
curved and straight inclined holes. In the first case, critical loads and
natural frequencies for lateral vibration are calculated assuming that the
drill string is hinged at both ends. In the latter case, emphasis is placed on
the particular conditions of low weight on bit and large drill string
pendulum length for w hich other solution techniques run into
difficulties. Results from Galerkin's technique compare well with those
from other semi-analytical solutions and it is shown that the technique

offers a sim ple and easily programmable alternative for analysis of
deviated drill strings.
Cyclic loading on oil field drill strings due to longitudinal, torsional and
lateral vibrations is investigated and compared with the "statical" cyclic
loading caused by a deviated string at a dog-leg. Numerical dynamic
analyses of longitudinal and torsional vibrations together with quasi
static models for lateral vibration and dog-legs are used to compare the
cyclic loading induced separately by each of these effects. A linear damage
law (i.e.. Miner's rule) is used to calculate the resultant fatigue damage
from the cyclic loading. The results show that longitudinal and torsional
vibrations may induce significant cyclic loading comparable to that from
typical dog-legs whereas the influence of lateral vibration is small. The
longitudinal and torsional vibrations are strongly influenced by rotary
speed and damping coefficients and can induce significant cyclic loading
and rapid accumulation of fatigue damage on drill pipes and collars.
The above analysis have been used to develop software for the automated
monitoring of cyclic loading and accumulated fatigue damage in oil field
drill strings. This software estimates cyclic loading to yield both the
expended and remaining service lives of drill pipe segments. The
software operates in conjunction with existing drill pipe tagging hardware
to identify each drill pipe segment and determine its respective cyclic
loading history.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

The continuing demand for cost reduction in offshore hydrocarbon field
developments in the North Sea is putting increasing pressure on drilling
technology on two fronts. The first of these is concerned with using
highly deviated and horizontal drilling to access larger reservoir volumes
from fewer surface platforms whereas the second is concerned with using
drill pipes more efficiently, that is, close to their fatigue limits. This
involves using techniques that have to be able to predict fatigue onset so
that such pipes can be taken out of service. This work has two principal
objectives - firstly to develop analysis methodologies to calculate cyclic
loading in drill strings and secondly to carry out an investigation of
existing hardware and developing related software to im plement a
working drill floor based system. These two objectives also show up the
main difficulties of this task - how to calculate dynamic stresses with
sufficient accuracy during drilling and how to implement a working
automated drill floor system that can do this and identify each drill pipe.
Failures due to drill pipe fatigue are common place and have been widely
reported in the literature - see for example Joosten, Shute and Ferguson
(1985). To the author's knowledge, this project is the first attempt in the
U.K. to develop an automated drill pipe analysis, tagging and local
monitoring system to predict, measure and analyse cyclic loading in drill
strings. In the past such a development has been hindered by the absence
of simple analysis methods capable of application to deviated drill strings
and by the absence of devices that could reliably identify drill pipes as they
are used.
This project has been concerned w ith developing the
background analysis techniques and identifying suitable hardware
components for the system. Although no economic cost-benefit analysis
of the system has been carried out it is believed that the time (and
money!) spent in tripping out, fishing and tripping in operations will be
far greater than the cost of introducing a pipe identification and cyclic
loading analysis system. In fact, it is anticipated that drilling companies
may be able to reduce operating risks and maintenance costs significantly
by minimising drill pipe failure events. Apart from monitoring pipe
cyclic loading, the system could incorporate, for instance, control of pipe
stock, location of each pipe and restrictions such as collapse pressure and
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tensile strength. This system is, therefore, part of the present trend to
automate and de-man drilling rigs.
A brief overview of the structure of this thesis is initially presented. In
this first chapter concepts and general information regarding drilling are
introduced. Section 1.1 describes some characteristics of oil and gas
extraction, it shows how hydrocarbons originated, accumulated in traps
and are now sought. Furthermore it also shows how oil wells are drilled
from drilling rigs. Section 1.2 presents a historical review of drilling
technology, from the ancient wells drilled by the percussion method, in
China, to present day records at the frontiers of technology - like
maximum horizontal reaches, longest wells world-wide and in the North
Sea and so on. Section 1.3 depicts the rotary drilling method, its main
components (circulating, rotating and hoisting systems) and personnel
involved and it explains how the hole is made. Section 1.4 explains how
drill strings deviate due to intentional or non-intentional actions - it
stresses the applications of directional drilling. Finally section 1.5
describes horizontal drilling, its applications and main advantages.
Chapter 2 displays a selection of the most representative work on the
mechanics of drill strings, assessing the historical evolution of drilling
techniques. This chapter is divided in to static, dynamic and vibration
analyses, buckling of drill strings and practical aspects. The literature
review tries to cover as many areas as possible that concern the mechanics
of drill strings.
Chapter 3 contains applications of Galerkin's method to three cases: static
and dynamic stability of drill strings in vertical holes as well as deflections
in inclined and curved holes. Galerkin's method is not only a means of
confirming existing results but also offers a possibility for solving more
complicated problems. The second principal objective of this work is to
study the combined effect of self weight and applied torque on buckling of
drill strings in vertical holes (chapter 4). When torque is included, it is
expected that buckling occurs for smaller weight on bit and is threedimensional although the analysis needs to be restricted to first order. It
is shown here that a solution of the governing equations can be elegantly
written in terms of power series involving complex notation. Chapter 4,
in addition, offers solutions for other combinations of boundary
conditions for the case of pure self weight.
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Vibration is often blamed for fatigue failures: chapter 5 provides
analytical solutions for longitudinal, torsional and lateral vibrations,
giving expressions for the dynamic loading (or stress levels) that allow an
estimate of fatigue damage. The models for longitudinal and torsional
vibrations include viscous damping and multiple pipe arrangements but
the form ulation of lateral vibration assum es continuous pipe and
disregards wall confinement effect and friction forces. Chapter 6 accounts
for cyclic loading due to vibration and drilling past dog-legs. The
Palmgren-Miner's rule of linearly adding fatigue damage for each stress
state is applied.
Chapter 7 deals with the implementation of fatigue monitoring on drill
floors, it also stresses the importance and benefits of controlling fatigue
damage. The technique for using a drill pipe identification or tagging
system is demonstrated and it is shown that drilling parameters (weight
on bit, rate of penetration, rotary speed and bit trajectory) obtained by a
measurement while drilling ('MWD') device can be combined to derive
cyclic loading and estimate fatigue damage. Proposals for typical
hardware and software systems are also discussed. Finally chapter 8
presents a summary of the main results and suggests future topics for
study, with emphasis on the application of the research to industry.

1.1 - Oil and Gas Exploration
Oil and gas are energy sources (internal combustion engines, gas turbines
and so on) and raw materials in the petrochemical industry (for the
production of plastics and fertilisers, for instance). It is generally accepted
that oil and gas originated from the sedimentation of small plants and
animals that inhabited the seas and rivers millions of years ago. These
organic remains were mixed and covered by sediments subjected to high
pressures and high temperatures. As the pressure on the earth's surface
is lower than in subsurface rock, oil and gas deposits tend to flow up until
they get '"trapped" by impermeable layers. Geological forces and rock
properties define the shape of these "traps". Initially oil was found in the
form of springs but eventually shallow reservoirs dried up and nowadays
deep wells must be drilled. Pioneering wells were dug near oil springs
because that was the best indication that a reservoir could be found. At
present indirect methods are applied to search formations that may
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contain hydrocarbons: magnetic, gravity and seismic surveys are run and
analysed before the decision to drill is taken. The first two methods
measure the variation in the earth's magnetic and gravity fields, whereas
a seismic survey identifies layers of rocks by measuring the time that
sound waves take to reflect up from them. Ultimately, unless a well is
drilled, there is no guarantee of the existence of hydrocarbons or if the
reservoir will be commercially profitable. If surveys reveal promising
geological structures, an exploratory ("wild cat") w ell may be drilled.
Onshore oil rigs are dismantled and transported to the sites by helicopters
or trucks. Offshore mobility is also paramount, several types of drilling
units are currently employed (Figure 1.1.1 and Table 1.1.1). Basically the
drilling rig is chosen according to its water depth capability, load
capacities, environmental conditions and availability of rigs. After the
drilling unit is positioned drilling may start and when the reservoir is
reached the levels of hydrocarbons are m easured by formation
evaluations (well logging, coring and drill stem testing).
The rotary drilling system, by far the most popular method of making
hole, is review ed in section 1.3. If the initial drilling results are
favourable, appraisal wells are drilled to confirm the commercial viability
or otherwise of the field. A development drilling programme, employing
drilling platforms, may then start. For the purposes of long term oil or
gas production, fixed platforms - steel jacket and concrete gravity
platforms (Figure 1.1.2), for instance - are natural choices for shallow and
intermediate water depths. They are stable platforms and offer large deck
-load capacity. In deeper waters compliant platforms - guyed towers and
tension leg platforms (Figure 1.1.3), for example - may be employed.
Som etim es a combination of m obile units w ith fixed platforms
constitutes the most economical solution - the mobile units carry out
development drilling while the fixed platforms are used for production.
After the production structure is in place, the next step involves the
com pletion of the w ell, that is, w ell preparation for production:
explosives perforate the casing and formation, packers and tubing are
installed and the flow of hydrocarbons is controlled by surface or sub-sea
completions (Christmas trees). Water, sediment and other impurities
must be filtered from the hydrocarbons, then gas is separated from oil and
compressed. Finally oil and gas are transported through pipelines or by
tankers.
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Not so long ago oil was relatively cheap and abundant but when a cartel
led by middle-eastern countries started dictating oil prices in the early
seventies it became a strategic necessity for each country to develop its
own reserves. The race to expand oil production led to surveys in hostile
areas such as the Arctic, jungles and especially offshore. In fact, nowadays
around 30% of total production comes from offshore oil fields that spread
from the Gulf of Mexico to Brunei and from the North Sea to Brazil
(Patel, 1989). To extract oil under such adverse conditions and keep costs
com petitive, it is necessary to apply new technology and this has
promoted advancement of knowledge in oceanography, meteorology,
structural analysis, hydrodynamics, sea-bed soil mechanics and marine
geology.

Type

Number of M aximum
Water
Units
W orld-wide Depth ft (m)

Submersiblebottom standing

40

Jack-up

500

Drill Ship

100

Semisubmersible

175

Com ments

Less used nowadays, still
175 ft
important in Arctic areas
(53.3 m)
where strong structures
are needed.
Popular because they can
1020 ft
drill in intermediate water
(310.9 m) depths, they are stable and
have good load capacity.
V e ssel r esp o n se m ay
hinder drilling in "rough"
around 7500 seas. Dynamic positioning
ft (2286 m) is applied to m inim ise
m otions.
Comparatively more stable
around 7500 than drill ships but in
ft (2286 m) contrast they offer less
deck-load.

Types of Drilling Units
Table 1.1.1
1.2 - Historical Review of Drilling
For more than two thousand five hundred years, mankind has dug wells
to extract the earth's natural resources - at first it is likely that ground
water supplies were sought. Archaeology reveals that in China
exploratory w ells in search of brine deposits were drilled by the
percussion method as early as 600 BC. By 1500 AD well depths had
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reached 2000 ft (609.6 m). The percussion m ethod (Figure 1.2.1)
encompasses a heavy bit suspended by a cable: the bit is raised and
dropped, drilling stops periodically because cuttings and water need to be
bailed out. The time required to remove tools, bail out cuttings and water
and replace tools increases with well depth. Additionally the cable length
limits the tool weight and the rate and length of stroke - hence it becomes
uneconomical to drill deep wells (Campbell and Lehr, 1973)
In England a circulation system for rotary drilling was patented in 1844:
water was injected dow n the annulus returning to the surface, with
cuttings, through hollow drill rods (Chilingarian and Vorabtur, 1981). In
Pennsylvania, 1859, the first w ell intentionally drilled to find oil
succeeded in doing so at 69.5 ft (21.2 m) (Baker, 1979). Drilling fluids
(muds) were first used sometime between 1887 and 1901, initially
employed to continuously remove cuttings but the percussion method
still prevailed over the rotary drilling method. In Texas, 1901, oil was
extracted at a rate of 84000 barrels a day (b/d) (13355 m^ per day) through a
rotary drilled well - exceeding by far the average rate of 50 b /d (7.95 m^ per
day) of those days. This is considered the milestone which established the
predominance of the rotary drilling method. The first offshore well was
drilled in California, 1897: a drilling rig was placed at a wooden wharf that
extended 300 ft (91.4 m) from the beach. The success of this first offshore
operation stimulated the erection of many other wharves, the longest one
reaching 1200 ft (365.8 m) into the sea. In 1947 the first platform was
installed in 20 ft (6.1 m) water depth, out of sight of Louisiana's coast.
Nowadays wells have been drilled in water depths above 7500 ft (2286 m)
and as far as 200 miles (321.8 km) from land (Baker, 1979).
The follow ing figures illustrate recent technological achievements in
drilling. The longest w ell world-wide, totalling 31441 ft (9583.2 m)
(Drilling Magazine, July/A ugust 1987, p. 22), w as drilled in 1974,
Oklahoma. In the North Sea, the longest well (19804 ft or 6036.3 m) was
drilled in South Brae field, 1986. If it had been drilled by a mobile rig it
would have cost ten million pounds, however, directional drilling from
existing facilities saved five million pounds (Lloyds List, 03 /0 4 /8 6 , p. 3).
Drilling capacity in deep waters has also increased: in 1970 the maximum
floating drilling capability was around 2000 ft (609.6 m) water depth but in
1982 seventeen drilling units were able to operate in up to 6000 ft (1828.8
m) water depth. In 1982, at Golfe du Lion off France, a well was drilled at
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5624 ft (1714.2 m) water depth (Institute of Petroleum Encyclopaedia, 1983)
but in 1987-88 Shell drilled in the Mississippi Canyon at 7520 ft (2292.1 m),
establishing a record (Lloyds List, 08/12/89, p. 2). In terms of horizontal
drilling, records are broken constantly: in the North West Territories,
Canada, 4013 ft (1223.2 m) of hole were drilled at an angle of 88 degrees
(Drilling Magazine, July/August 1987, p. 22) but the Danish Underground
Consortium drilled the longest (6220 ft or 1895.9 m) horizontal well in the
Dan field (Lloyds List, 17/07/91, p. 3). The North Sea's longest horizontal
well was drilled in March 1993 with a horizontal section measuring 7116
ft (2169 m) at a total vertical depth of 9613 ft (2930 m) (Offshore Engineer,
May 1993, pp. 28-30). No doubt this record will be broken again by the
time this thesis is printed.

1.3 - The Rotary Drilling Method
The basic principle of the rotary drilling method (Figure 1.3.1) is the
simultaneous combination of a downward axial force, called weight on
bit, and bit rotation. The drill string self weight provides the compressive
load on bit and the rotary table turns the drill string. Drilling mud, a
mixture of water, clays, minerals and chemicals, is pumped inside the
drill pipe and jetted out through the bit nozzles at high speed and
pressure. The drilling fluid lubricates and cools bit and pipes and
removes cuttings from the bottom. Furthermore, the mud hydrostatic
pressure balances formation pressures so as to prevent cave-ins and blow
outs. Drilling fluid hydraulics may also affect the rate of penetration.
Drilling mud returns to the surface through the annulus between the
drill string and the bore hole w all where it is then cleaned and
recirculated (Figure 1.3.1). Basically drill strings consist of a drill bit, drill
collars, stabilisers and drill pipes (McCray and Cole, 1959). Each of these
are described further below :
a There are several types of rotary drill bits (Figure 1.3.2). Drag bits are
made of fixed blades and they are usually employed in soft formations.
Disk bits resemble drag bits but with blades mounted on disks which
can rotate slowly to produce a scraping action. Rolling cutter bits, the
most popular ones, may be structurally classified as cone type and
cross-roller type - they have rows of teeth cut into the rolling
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members. Diamond bits do not have independent parts, they drill by
direct abrasion between rocks and the much harder diamonds.
b

Drill collars (Figure 1.3.3) are thick pipes placed close to the bit whose
purpose is to furnish weight on bit and stiffness to the bottom of the
drill string. The total length of drill collars vary considerably but a
range of 100 to 900 ft (30.5 to 274.3 m) is most common.

c

S ta b ilise rs (Figure 1.3.3) are curved blade elements w hose outer
surfaces reduce the apparent radius (they may even fit the well bore
wall), therefore they increase the stiffness of the bottom hole assembly
and improve the ability to drill straight.

d Drill pipes (Figure 1.3.3) are thin walled pipes connected by means of
tool joints. They constitute the longest part of the drilling column: the
upper end of the drill pipe line is supported by the kelly and the lower
extremity is usually connected to a drill collar. Drill pipes are designed
to work under tension which can be quite high at the top of the well.
The cross section of the kelly is square or hexagonal so that rotation and
torque can be transmitted from the rotary table. As drilling progresses the
kelly continuously slides down through the kelly bushing. The kelly is
suspended by the swivel; the drill string, kelly and swivel, on their turn,
are supported by the hoisting system. The drawworks is a heavy drum
around which the drilling line (wire rope) is spooled. Crown and
travelling blocks consist of sets of pulleys whose aim is to alleviate the
load on the drilling line. Drilling derricks must be strong enough to
support high loads and wind forces and they should be as portable as
possible to facilitate transportation.
Onshore or offshore the following crew, in order of importance, is directly
involved in the drilling task (Baker, 1979): the tool pusher supervises and
co-ordinates drilling operations, he also responds for the drilling
company on contract affairs; the driller is responsible for drilling
machinery; the derrickman connects and disconnects the pipes on top of
the derrick; and two or three floormen, sometimes called rough necks,
handle the lower end of pipes. Before drilling starts, the drill string is
lowered close to the bottom, mud circulation is activated and rotation at
low speed is started. The drill string is further lowered until it touches
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the formation, the rotation is continuously increased and the weight on
bit is adjusted by raising or lowering the swivel.
repeated after every 30 ft (9.14 m) of hole is drilled.

This procedure is

1.4 - Directional Drilling
Drill strings are flexible, they tend to bend and deviate the bit away from a
straight path. The rotary speed, w eight on bit and drill string
arrangement must be selected according to each specific soil and hole
geometry otherwise the hole may deviate and even spiral threedim ensionally.
The horizontal and vertical angles are called,
respectively, azimuth and inclination (Figure 1.4.1). Oil wells may be
thousands of feet deep but the bit trajectory depends strongly on the last
portion of drill string that contains the drill collars. Several methods
have been employed to change bit trajectory: mechanical devices (e.g.,
whipstocks and down hole motors), hydraulic techniques (using mud jets
at bit) and natural ways (involving knowledge of rock formation and
assembly configuration). To maintain bit trajectory, the angle of the
resultant force relative to the bore hole axis should be zero, provided a
correction for stratified formations is taken into account. It is also
important to m inim ise the bit tilt angle in order to improve bit
performance thus reducing bit wear. The bit tilt angle corresponds to the
angle that the deflected drill string makes with the bore hole centreline at
the bit. Whenever possible, simple bottom hole assemblies should
prevail over more complicated arrangements.
Directional drilling technology has been favoured for offshore
exploration because a series of wells had to be drilled from a single point,
as this is not as costly as moving the rig or building a new offshore
platform. Further applications of directional drilling programmes
include "killing" of wild or cratered wells through m ud/w ater injection
and more efficient drainage of oil reservoirs. In fact, at present most
offshore oil wells are drilled directionally. Likewise, drilling technology
is employed in the exploitation of water and mineral resources: ground
water reservoirs, for example, constitute 95% of the world's total fresh
water supply and moreover they are less contaminated than superficial
water sources (Campbell and Lehr, 1973).
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1.5 - Horizontal Drilling
Horizontal drilling was first attempted in the former USSR in the early
fifties when forty three wells were drilled before the programme was
interrupted because of cost overruns. It was resumed by western oil
companies in the late seventies, and it is predicted that more than 50000
horizontal wells will have been drilled in this decade, constituting the
fastest growing segment in the oil service market (Lang and Jett, 1990).
Horizontal drilling reduces the number of platforms required to cover an
oil field and production is improved as formation exposure increases.
For example, a horizontal drilling programme permitted oil extraction
from the Tyra field. North Sea, which primarily supplied gas (Lloyds List,
17/07/91, p. 3). Horizontal drilling is also advantageous when producing
oil from thin or geologically complex reservoirs. Figure 1.5.1 presents two
schemes for horizontal w ells drilled in the North Sea (Conoco N ew s
Release, Feb. 28, 1990). Recently British Petroleum (BP) discovered
further reservoirs in its Sherwood oil field (Figure 1.5.2) and driven by
environment and cost concerns decided to use long reach techniques
instead of building a "drilling island" in Poole Bay (The Sunday Times,
May 16,1993).
In the U.K. the Beckingham 36 w ell, drilled by British Petroleum,
pioneered horizontal drilling in 1985. The main objective of BP was to
acquire experience in manipulating this new technique; the cost was four
times higher when compared to a simple vertical well. It is expected that
the gap in cost will reduce when more experience and knowledge are
obtained (Hardman, 1989). In general, horizontal drilling requires more
detailed planning, more accurate offset well data and sometimes the use
of special tools. Offshore the extra cost to drill horizontal wells is smaller
than onshore, hence a faster expansion is forecast in the offshore segment
of the oil industry.
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Typical jack-up n g . K ey: a - spud cans; b - elevating racks: c - legs; d - gear
units; c - drilling derrick and e q u ip m en t; ( - accom odation; g - helicopter p ad ; h - cranes;
I - nearby jacket platform

Typical sem isubm ersible vessel. K ey: a - subm erged p o ntoons; b - surface
piercing deck su p p o rt colum ns; c - bracing m em bers; d - m ooring lines; e - anchor racks;
f - deck s tru c tu re ; g - m oonpool: h - acco m o d atio n ; i - helico p te r p ad ; j - drill pipe racks

Dynamically positioned drill
ship. Key: a - drill ship; b - riser; c - blow
out preventer; d - well head on sea bed; e
- acoustic positioning beacons

Jack-up, Drill Ship and Semi-Submersible^
Figure 1.1.1

1 From Patel, 1989.
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A typical tensioned buoyant platform . Key. a - surface platform; b
tensioned tethers; c - tether foundations; d - tem plate on seabed: e - marine risers

Guyed tower production platform. Key. a - slender ttower; b - spud
foundation; c - mooring lines; d - sea bed clump weights; e - anchors

Tension Buoyant and Guyed Tower Platforms^
Figure 1.1.3

^ From Patel, 1989.
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CHAGBAMMAnC AND NOT TO S C A L P

CA St£ TOOL v n USCO ST

K k.

wéwvwll

Percussion Method^
Figure 1.2.1

Rotary Drilling Method^
Figure 1.3.1

^ From British Petroleum Company Limited, 1970.
^ From Sii Smith Tool, Division of Smith International, Inc.
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DRAG BITS

pnusiEKU

Rolling-Cutter Bit

Diamond Bit

Types of Rotary Drill Bits^
Figure 1.3.2

^ Drag Bit: From Rabia, 1985. Rolling Cutter Bit: From Sii Smith Tool, Division of Smith
International, Inc. Diamond Bit: From Christensen Drilling Products.
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( a

)

(c )

( b )

(d)

S ta b ilis e r s : (a) in té g ra i b la d e s t a b i l i s e r ( o p e n s p ir a l o n left, tig h t s p ir a l o n rig h t); (b) a n d (c) s l e e v e s t a b i l i s e r s
(s te e l b o d y o n left a n d r e p l a c e a b l e s l e e v e o n rig h t o f (b) a n d h y d r o - s tr in g c o m p o n e n ts o n le ft a n d h y d r o - s tr in g s t a b i l i s e r
o n rig h t of (c); (d) w e ld e d s ta b i lis e r ; (e) r u b b e r s l e e v e s t a b i l i s e r . (C o u r te s y of C h r i s t e n s e n D rillin g P r o d u c ts )

TOOL
J O IN T
WELD A REA
T U BI NG

TOOL
JOINT

R IC IO IT Y O F n n i l L C O I I A R
I I 1 7 I I M I ' I I M A I or U M I L L P i n
ty pic a l

S chem atic diagram o f d rlllp lp e an d drillcollar. (C o u rteay o f Sii S m ith T o o l, Divi
sion o f S m ith In te rn a tio n a i, In c.)

Drill Collars, Stabilisers and Drill Pipes
Figure 1.3.3
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(c)

(b)

A d ir e c tio n a l w ell: (a) th r e e - d im e n s i o n a l v ie w ; (b) v e r tic a l s e c t io n ; (c) h o r iz o n ta l s e c tio n .

Directional WelP
Figure 1.4.1

N E T H E R L A N D S KOTTER FIELD
K 8 / 1 A HORI ZONTAL WELL

UK N OR T H VALI ANT FIELD
4 9 / 1 6 - P 0 5 / 0 3 HORI ZONTAL W E L L
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D epth

Depth

O
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2000

4000
B u ild R a te

8-11.S ' / t o o
620" H o rizo n ta l s e c t i o n
6000
Total m e a s u r e d d e p th 6 9 0 0 '
A v 0 r a g 9 B u ild R a te
1 2 ' /TOO"
2 0 0 0 ' H o rizo n ta l s e c tio n

Total m e a s u r e d d e p th 1 1,000'

Scheme of Horizontal Wells^
Figure 1.5.1

^ From Rabia, 1985.
2 From Conoco News Release, 1990.
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BP SETS NEW MILESTONE IN SUBSEA DRILLING

SHERWOOD Dili
^ # ^ ^ ^ # M E L D WELLS

SALISBURY

A
teaoi
d etail

BOURNEMOUTH
P o o le Bay

Long reach drilling tech n iq u es
em p loyed in the Sherw ood oil field in
D orset have benefited the oil giant
and the environm ent

ISLE OF W IGHT

ENGLISH CHANNEL

Sherwood Oil Field^
Figure 1.5.2

^ From The Sunday Times, 1993.
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CHAPTER 2 - REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

This chapter presents a selection of representative previous work on the
mechanics of drill strings. The limitations, results and applicability of each
formulation are emphasised and the most important of these are reproduced,
as briefly as possible, to give some insight into the development of the
research literature. Chapter 2 is sub-divided in to five items: section 2.1 deals
with static analysis, hence time dependent forces are not included. Section
2.2 treats the case of dynamic analysis where rotary speed, inertia and
dissipative forces are considered. Several modes of vibration are reviewed in
section 2.3 whereas the instability of drill strings leading to buckling is
presented in section 2.4. Finally some practical aspects and experiments
related to drilling are reported in section 2.5.

2.1 - Static Analysis
Early work on static analysis of drill strings was dominated by solution of
the governing equations using iterative or polynomial series methods.
However, complex assemblies containing several stabilisers and different
drill collars needed to be analysed by numerical methods. Sub-section 2.1.1
below examines the stability of drill strings in vertical holes, the critical
weight on bit and the post-buckling shape. This leads on in 2.1.2 to the
problem of drill strings in straight inclined holes with the solution for one
stabiliser presented in 2.1.3. The method applied in 2.1.2 is then adapted and
extended to constant curvature holes in 2.1.4. Finally some numerical
solutions for general cases are reviewed in 2.1.5.

2.1.1 - Stability of Drill Strings in Vertical Holes
By the beginning of this century, "Vertical holes" were obtained through time
consuming operations of varying the weight on bit and redrilling, with the
maximum acceptable deviation, relative to the vertical, being five degrees.
However, it was argued that the rate of change of angle was more important
than the absolute angle itself because a small rate of change would not
interfere in drilling, completion or production while a larger rate of change
could be "dangerous" for the drill string. At that time only slick assemblies
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(i.e., drill strings without stabilisers) were employed - thus buckling due to
self weight was a major concern. If the weight on bit is zero the drill string
remains vertical, on increasing the weight on bit drilling progresses vertically
and any small lateral excitation vanishes because the equilibrium is stable.
As more load is applied, the system becomes unstable and any lateral
perturbation tends to buckle the drill string leading on to buckling at second
and higher order modes if the load is continuously increased (Figure 2.1.1.1).
The nature of the problem suggests that, at least for the first modes, buckling
occurs in one plane.
Buckling may affect drilling in many ways: generation of caves, fatigue
damage of pipes and rapid bit wear. The buckled drill string touches the
bore hole wall, rotates and rubs the surrounding formation. Contact forces
increase with apparent radius and vice-versa, hence this self-feeding process
may lead to large caves in soft formations. The apparent radius, or radial
clearance, is defined as the difference between the hole and drill string radii.
Note that the bending moment is also proportional to the apparent radius
and high stresses could develop inside caves. Furthermore alternating
compression and tension stresses, resulting from rotation of the buckled pipe
around its own axis, may induce fatigue damage and failure. Also, the bit
tilts after buckling and for isotropic formations it tends to drill in the
direction of the resultant force on bit, i.e., the bit tends to deviate from the
vertical. Lubrication and force distribution on the bit teeth become
asymmetric when the drill string buckles and consequently accelerated bit
wear may take place. Despite these inconveniences, Lubinski (1950)
advocated that it may be better to apply high weights on bit to improve
penetration rate. He argued tha a perfect vertical hole can only be drilled if
critical weights are not exceeded.
Lubinski’s paper (1950) on the stability of vertical drill strings is recognised
as laying the mathematical foundations for the mechanics of drill strings.
Previous research was restricted to a description of the problem and drilling
had to rely on empirical methods and experience derived from trial and
error. Lubinski investigated drill string buckling up to second mode calculating forces on bit and contact points, bending stresses and mode
shapes. The governing equation, given by (2.1.1.1), to describe the stability
of vertical drill strings is derived and solved in Appendix 1. The solution
involves a power series function as given by equation (2.1.1.2), with
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boundary conditions that assume bending moments and displacements are
zero at extremities. Thus :

Y(X) =

(2.1.1.2)
n =0

where :
Y(X) describes the shape of the buckled drill string,
E is Young's m odulus,
I

is the second moment of cross-sectional area,

p is the weight "in mud" of the drill pipe per unit length,
p = (p-pJgA ,
p and Pm are respectively steel and mud densities,
A is cross-sectional area,
g is the acceleration due to gravity,
F2 is the component of force on bit transverse to the hole centreline

and
A„ - n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ... - are coefficients of the polynomial series .

2.1.2- Inclined Holes
The longest "footage" in directional drilling consists of straight inclined
holes - hence it is important to study this case. If the weight on bit is zero the
only force to act between the tangency point (i.e., the point where the
"suspended" drill string contacts the bore hole wall) and the bit is the drill
string's own weight. This restoring force, often caUed pendulum force, tends
to bring the bit to the vertical. On the other hand as load is added to the bit a
reaction force tends to deviate the trajectory away from the vertical. The
balance between these two forces determines if the bore hole angle will tend
to increase, decrease or remain constant. Lubinski and W oods (1953)
acknowledged that the problems of deviation in slightly inclined holes and
stability in vertical holes are governed by the same equation (a proper set of
boundary conditions should be applied to each case). They pointed out,
however, that solution by series presents poor convergence for large weights
on bit and an iterative method may be necessary - both formulations are
presented in Appendix 2. At the end of Lubinski and Woods' paper Szego
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show s how solution can be extended to large inclinations if minor
modifications in the iteration method are introduced (Appendix 2). Lubinski
and Woods' experimental work showed that helical buckling of drill collars
is unlikely to occur for most practical applications.
For a certain range of tilt angle, the bit drills in the direction of the resultant
force if the formation is isotropic. In anisotropic formations, however, the bit
teeth do not remove soil equally and consequently a deviation force (Figure
2.1.2.1) appears in the direction of more material removal (Bradley, 1975).
Lubinski and Woods also developed a method to account for anisotropic
formations. Since anisotropic formation properties are not identical in all
directions, it follows that when formation drillability is lower along the
bedding planes than perpendicular to them, the bit does not proceed in the
direction of the resultant force (Figure 2.1.2.2). This difference in drillability
is quantified by the drilling anisotropy index h which is an empirical
constant obtained from experiment - for isotropic formations h is zero. Table
2.1.2.1 lists formulae for equilibrium in anisotropic formations.
Particular Case

Formula
—1 a (l - hcos^ x)- ^ h s i n x cosx

General case

Slightly inclined formations
sinx = X

^ ~ f (j)\
— \a h s i n x +
\CC /
h

cosx = l

a

:

Horizontal formations
a

Vertical formations

sin^x)

—a

1

1

-h
-h

Equilibrium in Anisotropic Formations
Table 2.1.2.1
where :
a is the bore hole angle,
(j) is the angle of the resultant force on bit and
X is the formation angle (or dip of formation).

Lubinski and Woods also explained how a dog-leg - defined as the rate of
change of hole angle - may originate if weight on bit or formation dip vary
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abruptly. They advocated that instantaneous drops in weight on bit can
cause larger dog-legs in dipped formations than in horizontal beds.
Continuation of a dog-leg is illustrated in Figure 2.1.2.3: when bit meets the
formation interface there is an instantaneous change of hole angle
proportional to the formation dip - ^ - a = h x ~ where W is the angle of
actual drilling. This formula applies to small formation dip, in general the
change of hole angle depends also on the weight on bit, drill collar size,
radial clearance and hole angle. Drilling proceeds at this new angle until the
drill collar touches the discontinuity point, then the bit follows a path
parallel to the previous hole until the drill collar lays again in the new hole
whose angle is defined by the new set of parameters. Lubinski and Woods
recommended that abrupt drops in weight on bit should be avoided.
W oods and Lubinski (1954) published two papers containing direct
applications of the previous theory. In their first work, it was shown how a
new equilibrium configuration can be assessed once one of the following
parameters is changed: hole angle, hole size, drill collar outside diameter,
weight on bit or formation dip. It is assumed that the mud density is ten
pounds per gallon (1198.2 kg/m^) and the inside diameter is 37.5% of the
outside diameter but it should be stressed that the results are not very
sensitive to these two variables. In their second paper, the weight on bit per
hole diameter is introduced as a performance criterion. It is shown that
proper combinations of radial clearance and collar diameter can optimise
penetration rate for certain formations and hole inclinations. Results
presented show that drilling efficiency improves when heavy drill collars are
used in small radial clearances and some deviation is tolerated.

2.1.3 - Use of Stabilisers
Essentially stabilisers are curved blades placed on drill collars to stiffen
bottom hole assemblies, increase the ability to drill straight and reduce
undesirable bit movements. In addition they centralise drill collars making
sure they rotate around their own axis - thus m inim ising lateral
displacements. In short stabilisers improve drilling performance by reducing
bit wear and allowing more weight on bit to be carried (and consequently
increasing the rate of penetration). Stabiliser efficiency increases as the
outside diameter of the blades approaches the bit diameter (Short, 1982).
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Stabilised drill strings - often called packed hole assemblies - may contain up
to eight elements but normally three or four are common place.
Woods and Lubinski (1955) presented a solution for single stabilised drill
strings in slightly inclined holes. The solution technique was omitted from
the paper but it is likely that they used a power series method, as reviewed
in Appendices 1 and 2, to solve the governing equations. Figure 2.1.3.1
shows the system of co-ordinates and the assumed boundary conditions.
The solution requires that :
0
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0
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0
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(2.1.3.1)

where
F„ G„
Q, and Ri are respectively power series,
calculated at% =
(i = 2,3 and 4), given by equations A l.lSa to A l.lSi. The
points %2 , ^ 3 and X4 correspond to dimensionless distances from the neutral
point to respectively bit, contact point and stabiliser. The dimensionless
radial clearance is c and the bore hole angle is a. Equation (2.1.3.1) derives
from the boundary conditions depicted in Figure 2.I.3.I.
Often, the best position of a stabiliser is as in Figure 2.1.3.2 (scheme c ) but
sometimes the stabiliser should be placed closer to the bit, as in b. The ideal
position of a stabiliser is defined as the one that provides the maximum
weight on bit keeping the angle of the resultant force on bit equal to the hole
angle. The ideal position of a stabiliser is a function of the geometry (i.e.,
drill collar, hole size and hole inclination) and weight on bit. Crookedness
and formation dip directly influence the weight on bit and hence they
indirectly affect the position of the stabilisers. Woods and Lubinski present
results in simple charts. They show that for some formations the use of just
one stabiliser permits drilling with up to 50% more weight on bit.
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2.1.4- Curved Holes
Murphey and Cheatham (1966) analysed the deflection of drill strings in bore
holes with constant curvature. The origin of the co-ordinate system is at the
bit and the X axis is tangential to the bore hole centreline (Figure 2.1.4.1).
The elastic line is given by the solution of the following differential equation :

El ^

+ (Wj - p X c o s a ) ^ = F^ + p X si na

UK.

(2.1.4.1)

UK

where :
£ is Young's m odulus,
I is the second moment of cross-sectional area,
p is the drill pipe weight "in mud" per unit length,
F2 is the component of force on bit transverse to the hole centreline,

W2 is the weight on b it,
a is the average inclination of the bore hole .
Observe that equation (2.1.4.1) reduces to equation (2.1.1.1) when a
approaches zero - for vertical or slightly inclined holes - and the centre of
reference is moved to the neutral point. The boundary conditions are :

Y(O) = - 0 ( O ) = O

(2.1.4.2a)

Y(L) = C - - ^

(2.1.4.2b)

(L) = ——

(2.1.4.2c)

uJ\.

UK

K

(2-l-4.2d)

=

where C is the radial clearance, L is the "pendulum" length and R is the
radius of curvature of the bore hole. Defining new dimensionless groups :

v = — ^ -----Y
p E I si na

%=

X

(2.1.4.3a)
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c=

1

w:

(2.1.4.3b)

p El si na

=

r

p sm a

psinaR

(2.1.4.3c)

equation (2.1.4.1) can be reduced to :

£ i + ^1 - — ^
dx^

where lu. =

pcosa

(2.1.4.4)

Wy. Equation (2.1.4.4) is integrated as follows to permit

an iterative solution :

dx"

^1 - —

y ~ ~ jy(^)
Wl Q

(2.1.4.5)

The following boundary conditions have to be satisfied

(2.1.4.6a)

(2.1.4.6b)

(2.1.4.6c)

(2.1.4.6d)

i l n (/)
\ -= A- dx'

A first solution satisfying all boundary conditions is attempted as :
X Î . nx
y{x) = c — I— sin —-—
I K
I

Ifx'^

Ifx^*

(2.1.4.7)
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Substituting (2.1.4.7) in the right hand side of equation (2.1.4.5) an expression
for

—-

is found. Applying boundary condition (2.1.4.6d) the following

relation is obtained :
131

l_ l
ZÜ2 V2

7C^^

2

r

40 zv2 j

(2.1.4.8)

Integrating the right-hand side of equation (2.1.4.5) twice, applying
expressions (2.1.4.6a) to (2.1.4.6c) and eliminating

Z '-- 4 - Î
c =

r

24

24

I

7T

ZVr

15
28

using (2.1.4.8) gives :

35 zv2 j
144

,

(2.1.4.9)

A simple and direct solution can be written in terms of polynomial and
trigonometric functions - its main advantage is that no further iteration is
necessary and for straight inclined holes, i.e., 1/r = 0 , the results agree with
the solution of Lubinski and Woods (1953). Observe that the dimensionless
variables are differently defined. Murphey and Cheatham advocated that
their iterative method was accurate when compared to exact series solutions.

2.1.5 - Numerical Methods
In the seventies, numerical techniques became more popular due to
expansion in the use of computers. Methods using finite elements
(discretisation of the continuum domain) and finite differences
(approximation techniques of the governing equations) have been employed
where an analytical approach is not feasible. Complex bottom hole
assemblies may incorporate differences in material properties, hole shape,
dimensions of drill collars and stabiliser arrangements - nonetheless the
stress-strain behaviour can be calculated fast and accurately. These
numerical programs are useful for design when an optimum assembly needs
to be chosen; for in-field decisions when change of parameters can be
promptly verified avoiding time consuming trials; and in the evaluation of
performance when drilling with special devices.
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a - Finite difference methods
Walker (1973) used a finite difference method to confirm the contribution of
''packed assemblies" to reduce the cost of drilling. The mathematical model
requires that the sum of the strain energy (bending and compression) and the
energy induced by external forces is zero for a stable deflection line.
Formation anisotropy and torque are not considered and the total potential
energy W relative to the initial position (Figure 2.1.5.1) is given by :

«p=j

El
2 dX^

cosa
2

^

X

- pYsina dX

(2.1.5.1)

2

where variables have been defined in equation (2.1.4.1). The bore hole
constraint is expressed by :
|Y(X)| S C,

(2.1.5.2)

where C, is the clearance at X = L, and L, is the distance from the bit to the
point of contact i . The following solution is proposed :

Y(X) = 'Z K ,s in ^ ^ ^ 7 tX
w h e r e L is drill string "pendulum" length and

(2.1.5.3)

are generalised

coefficients. The method of Lagrange multipliers, satisfying restriction
(2.1.5.2), is attempted:

'E= 'F+ J^A{Y{Li)±Q]

(2.1.5.4)

where Ai are the Lagrange multipliers. A stable solution requires that :

dK„ " dA,

=

0

(2.1.5.5)

The sequence of solution is as follows: Substitute (2.1.5.3) in (2.5.1.1) and
integrate it to find*f^' differentiate *F, given by equation (2.1.5.4), with respect
to Kn and A as in equation (2.1.5.5) and then solve the set of equations for
and A numerically.
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Other research workers have also used finite difference methods for various
aspects of drill string mechanics. Bradley (1975) reinforced the importance of
maximising the size of drill collars and the degree of stabilisation to allow
more weight on bit to be carried and thus improve the rate of penetration.
Bradley, Murphey, McLamore and Dickson (1976) demonstrated that the rate
of penetration may increase when heavy metal drill collars are placed close
to the bit, an extra 50% to 100% weight on bit can be carried without
increasing the hole angle. The basic principle of applying heavy drill collars
is to increase the pendulum force so that it suffices to replace the lower part
of the drill string. The drill collar optimum length depends on the particular
situation and longer collars may even worsen the performance. Hole
curvature and applied torque were included in a three-dimensional model
by Walker (1977). The drill string is divided in to elements of constant
geometry and material properties, a generic solution is found for each part
and the final solution is obtained when the boundary conditions at
extremities and contact points are added. Walker advocated that this
approach may be faster than finite element methods. Packed assemblies may
satisfactorily control inclination but they may permit larger deviations in
direction than slick assemblies. The co-ordinate system is shown in Figure
2.1.5.2, and the governing equations are :
d^Z

^d^z

„
^

^

... .9"y
„
^ ^
^

d^Z

3Z

^

ay
Æ ^

^

(2-l-5-6a)

“

T = G J (Of

_, _ ,
(2.1.5.6b)
(2.1.5.6c)

where :
Z(X) and Y(X) describe the three-dimensional curve of the deflected
drill string,
ly and Iz are respectively the second moments of the cross-sectional
area around Y and Z axes,
T is the applied torque,
G is the shear m odulus,
(Op is the rate of rotation of the pipe around its own axis,
/ is the polar moment of the cross-sectional area and
the remaining variables are defined in equation (2.1.4.1).
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Boundary conditions at the bit are :
Y(0) = Z(0) = 0

(2.1.5.7a)

-ry

If torque is disregarded, equations (2.1.5.6a), (2.1.5.6b) and (2.1.5.6c) reduce
to equation (2.1.4.1). Shear forces, bending moments, slopes and
displacements must be continuous in the nodes whereas at the contact points
moments, slopes and displacements are constant. At the upper extremity,
i.e., at X = L, the following boundary conditions apply :
Y(L) = C ; Z(L) = 0

(2.1.5.8a)

f M - f m - O

(2.15,8b)

where C is the radial clearance. A series of three papers by Toutain (1981)
confirmed the accuracy of the two and three-dimensional static theory: the
two-dimensional program determines the inclination and the horizontal
deviation requires a three-dimensional formulation. The mathematical
approach is similar to that of Walker (1977). Enen, Callas and Sullivan (1984)
developed a personal computer program, which is especially helpful and
advantageous for analysis on-site, based on the classical bending equation.
The two-dimensional program evaluates the best stabiliser configuration and
inclination trend for a given bottom hole assembly. Jogi, Burgess and
Bowling's (1986) three-dimensional program produced results that compared
favourably with actual wells drilled in the Gulf of Mexico. The program
accounts for bore hole inclination, curvature and up to five stabilisers and
twelve drill collars can be analysed. The equations are similar to those of
Walker (1977).
b - Finite element methods
The finite element method, namely the matrix displacement method, applied
to beam analysis is outlined here. Basically the whole string is divided into
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short beams (elements) connected by points called nodes. Body forces are
substituted by nodal loads and axial forces are assumed constant over an
element. Simple arbitrary functions approximate displacements within each
element and the principle of minimum potential energy function is applied.
The potential energy 77 for discrete systems can be represented by the
matrix equation :
J7= | s ’'[K ]S-S’'F

(2.1.5.9)

where :
S

is the nodal-displacement vector,
[K] is the stiffness matrix,
jF

is the generalised applied nodal-force vector and
T is a superscript indicating a transposed matrix.
For equilibrium the following relation must be satisfied :
% =0

(2.1.5.10)

æ

Substituting equation (2.1.5.9) into (2.1.5.10) results in :
F = [K]S

(2.1.5.11)

In short, finite element methods concern discretisation, assemblage of
stiffness matrix and resolution of equation (2.1.5.11). The shorter the element
the smaller is the error of this approximation but numerical inaccuracies may
be introduced if the stiffness matrix becomes too large. One of the first
application of the finite element method to drill string analysis is credited to
Nicholson (1972). The bore hole boundary constriction was applied through
a non-linear minimisation problem using a penalty function method. Some
further assumptions also used were :
1
2
3
4
5
6

Equivalent frictional load is applied to the nodes.
Rotation occurs around the centre of the drill string.
Moments and translational displacements are zero at bit.
Only axial displacement is allowed in the upper extremity.
The bore hole wall is rigid.
There is no coupling between torsional and flexural or axial
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displacements.
7 The hole is circular and straight.
The displacement equation derived from the method of virtual work is :

dX* dX

( W ^ - p X c o s a ) ^ =p sina

(2.1.5.12)

which is identical to the two-dimensional equation (2.1.5.6b) if the applied
torque is set to zero. Integration of the above expression leads to equation
(2.1.4.1). When forces acting on nodes and axial forces are considered
constant, the following equilibrium equation can be used :
d^Y

d^Y

where P is the axial force. Solution of equation (2.1.5.13) for each element
approximates the solution of equation (2.1.5.12) for the whole structure. For
large hole angles and small clearances the bending moments due to axial
forces vanish and the second term in equation (2.1.5.13) can be neglected,
producing :
d^Y
E I ^ =0
dX^

(2.1.5.14)

Equation (2.1.5.14) can be solved directly. Equation (2.1.5.13), on the other
hand, requires iteration but it should only be used when the hole angle is
small and radial clearance is significant. Three situations were verified: slick
assembly; two-stabiliser assembly (one close to the bit and the other in
varying positions); and two field problems. Results agree with established
solutions but it is felt that linear analysis is inadequate for large weights on
bit. It also seems that the position of the second stabiliser rules the hole
angle trend.
Alternative approaches were proposed by MiUheim, Jordan and Ritter (1978).
In the first model the drill string is divided in to straight beam elements with
circular cross-sections and six degrees of freedom - three translations and
three rotations in each node. Contact is represented by gap elements
consisting of straight trusses with constant cross-sections: Figure 2.1.5.3
illustrates how the Young's modulus changes when a pre-specified strain is
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reached. A more refined model employs curved beam elements and non
linear elastic foundations composed of five springs whose stiffnesses are
very small until contact occurs. This model may represent initial curvature
effects and continuous contact, hence curved elements might be better suited
to curved bore holes while straight beam elements can be used for large
displacements in straight holes. Investigations were carried out on
assemblies with up to four stabilisers - comparisons with actual responses
produced excellent results (within 3% of each other!) except for four
stabilisers.

2.2- Dynamic Analysis
There was a boom in dynamic analysis in the eighties as a natural step
following an understanding of the static phenomenon. The rotary speed and
friction coefficients play important roles in the assessment of bit trajectory,
especially in azimuth control while static analysis is basically limited to the
prediction of inclination. The dynamic analysis is dealt with below in two
parts: harmonic and transient responses.

2.2.1 - Harmonic Response
Millheim andApostal
(1981) extended the finite element static version
(Millheim and al,1978) by including inertial and frictional
forces
proportional to acceleration and velocity, respectively. The external force
vector Fj^ acting in each node N is assumed to be harmonic :
^ Fi + F^ s i n Q t + F^ c o sQ t

(2 .2 .1.1)

where :
is the rotational sp eed,
FjJ is the steady component and

Q

F^ and F^ are the force vectors respectively proportional to s i n O t

and cos Q t .
Using similar notation, the response vector
= % + % sinQ t +

has the following pattern :
cos Q t

(2 .2 . 1.2 )
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The program does not account for bit tooth/formation interaction, as a result
it may overestimate the right-hand tendency of the bit. Only friction due to
pipe rubbing on the wall is taken into account - the wall is considered to be
infinitely hard, side cutting is neglected and the well bore is assumed to be
circular. In addition, torque on bit is disregarded. Experiments conducted in
five directional wells - in which four had a near bit stabiliser and the other
one w as a slick assembly - drilled under controlled conditions show
agreement with the numerical results. Four different vibratory paths are
observed and classified according to their energy levels (Figure 2.2.1.1). For
low rotary speeds (low energy) friction forces predominate and the pipe
keeps in contact with the wall. On increasing rotary speed, the pipe tends to
lift and contact the wall at two points. At even higher energy levels the pipe
travels in four quadrants touching the wall intermittently, in what is called
pipe whip. In this unstable region the inclination and direction of forces may
change dramatically. Finally above this whip speed, the pipe turns around
the well bore in stable paths.

2.2.2 - Transient Response
The "steady state" dynamic analysis does not account for intermittent drül
string/ formation interaction. The formulations necessary for computing
transient responses are quite comprehensive and take a long time to simulate
a few seconds of drilling. This suggests that they are more suited to research
rather than practical in-field application. Eronini, Somerton and Auslander
(1982) proposed an integrated dynamic model for rock-drilling rigs. The
drill string (as a transmission line), the rotary drilling bit (considered as a
"non-ideal" transformer), the rock-bit mechanics (fracture model) and a
performance criterion (penetration rate, for instance) are combined
altogether in one model whose set of differential equations is solved by an
implicit trapezoidal scheme. Bottom hole cleaning and tooth wear are also
taken into account. Baird, Caskey, Wormley and Stone (1985) implemented a
three-dimensional transient finite element program which includes :
1
2
3
4
5

Three-dimensional curved well bores.
Non-circular well bore cross-section at bit and stabilisers.
Formation hardness variations.
Start-up procedures for bottom hole assemblies.
Formation interaction at bit, stabilisers and nodes.
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6

Polycrystalline diamond compact (TDC') bit models.

Drill collars and drill pipes are modelled by classical beam elements and the
bit is represented by a complex element. The chronological sequence of
analysis is: static placement of the bottom hole assembly, constant
acceleration up to the selected rotary speed and, finally, application of the
weight on bit - the last two steps involve transient dynamic solutions. Brakel
and Azar's (1989) three-dimensional finite element program also predicts bit
trajectory. Dynamic effects and rock-bit interactions were considered and
good results were obtained. Roller cone and polycrystalline diamond
compact bits were modelled providing the boundary conditions (forces and
moments) at bit. Both types of bit gave similar inclination tendencies.
Bit tooth/ formation interaction is disregarded in Birades's work (1986) moreover the bit-face friction and moments are taken to be zero and the bore
hole wall is infinitely rigid with a circular cross-section. Birades presented
static and dynamic (transient) three-dimensional computer programs using
the method of finite elements. Quasi-dynamic frictional forces are
incorporated in the static analysis and results coincide with the averages of
the transient program. The step by step transient analysis is time consuming
- nonetheless it helps to validate the static version. Contact between pipe
and bore hole wall is modelled by successive shocks of zero duration and the
continuous contact assumes shocks of low intensity. The dynamic equation
is solved by the Newmark method and the instant of contact is obtained
based on Osmont's work (1982). During shocks, normal velocities are
reversed and the tangential velocities and rotational speeds are functions of
the previous values, friction coefficients and geometric characteristics.
Osmont proposed an unconditionally stable algorithm which is particularly
useful for time domain responses because it is capable of simulating dynamic
responses of structures which may undergo contact. It was asserted that the
time integration algorithm compared favourably with some experiments.

2.3- Vibration Analysis
Vibration is a major concern in any dynamic system. In drilling mechanics,
high levels of vibration may induce low rates of penetration, fatigue and
failure of collar threads, premature bit wear and undesirable deviation.
When a drill string "breaks", time - and money ! - consuming fishing
operations are necessary to re-assemble the string and resume drilling.
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Several vibration phenomena have been identified, the most common are
longitudinal and torsional modes of vibration although beating and lateral
precession might be important under certain circumstances. Measurements
of the motion on the top drill pipe can indicate the vibrational behaviour of
the rest of the drill string, determining maximum stresses and bit load
variations, for instance. Unfortunately experimental measurements are
scarce because of the high cost involved - some of them are, however,
described in section 2.5. In this section the principal theoretical research in
this area is reviewed although details of solutions are left to chapter 5.

2.3.1 - Longitudinal and Torsional Vibrations
The classical technique for these vibrations is to compute the undamped
natural frequencies and vibration modes of the string first, and then apply
determ inistic loads. These vibration m odes are usually assum ed
independent and they are governed by the same kind of differential
equation. Bogdanoff and Goldberg (1961), how ever, developed a
methodology to account for torsional and longitudinal vibrations assuming
that forces on bit and contact points are random. They advocated that a
statistical approach models the vibration more realistically because of the
intrinsic randomness of the load. The longitudinal and torsional
displacements are respectively defined as U(x,t) and 0(x,t) and the system of
reference is shown in Figure 2.3.1.1. The governing equations given below
assume that the damping is viscous and that the coupling and bit are
massless :

^

+

=
à

^
ot

dx

+ K(x,t) + U(x,t) - K - L, W

+ 2 K ^ ^ a l ^ + l,(x,t) + g
at
dx

(2.3.1.1a)

(2.3.1.1b)

where :
2

bt is the torsional viscous damping per unit of length divided by

JP.
J is the polar moment of the cross-sectional area,

p is the density of the pipe material,
af = G/p /
and
= E/p ,
G is the shear m odulus,
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E is the Young's m odulus,
Li(x,t) and K(x,t) are random torque fluctuation functions,
- Lj(x) and - K are torque constant m eans,
L2 (x,t) is the random axial force fluctuation function,

2 ha is the longitudinal viscous damping per unit length divided
by A p ,
A is the cross-sectional area and
g is the acceleration due to gravity.

It should

be observed that Li(x,t), Lj(x) and L 2 (x,t) both originate in the

compressive part of the pipe while K(x,t) and K are from the tension part.
The boundary conditions are given by :
G ^ l O , t ) = k, 0(0,t)

(2.3.1.2a)

OX

G ^(L,t) = T ( t ) - f

(2.3.1.2b)

OX

A E ^ ( 0 , t ) = KU(0,t)

(2.3.1.2c)

OX

A E ^ ( L ,t ) = F (t)-F

(2.3.1.2d)

OX

where :
L is the drill string length,
kt and ka are, respectively, the torsional and longitudinal spring

constants of the coupling,
T(t) and - T
are the fluctuatingandconstant torques on bit and
F(t) and -F are the fluctuating and constant axial forces on bi t .
G overning equations and boundary conditions are statistically
interdependent, the probability of failure can be minimised if some coupling
constants are regulated. Unfortunately, this work lacks both experimental
and theoretical results.
Bailey and Finnie (1960) calculated the natural frequencies of undamped
longitudinal and torsional vibrations for drill strings which may be
comprised of different pipes. Assuming independent vibrations, the
governing equation and solution are, respectively :
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V{x, t) = (Aj sin

CO x/Ca,

+ A 2 cos co xJcJ*(A3 sin cot + A 4 Cosco t)

(2.3.1.3b)

where :
V(x, t) may be the longitudinal or angular displacement,

= p/E

for longitudinal vibration,

c j = p/G

for torsional vibration,
p is the density of the pipe material,
E is the Young's m odulus,
G is the shear m odulus,
CO is the angular frequency which is assumed three times the rotary
speed and
A l , A 2 , A 3 and A 4 are constants .
The natural frequencies are determined by applying the boundary conditions
at equation (2.3.1.3b). Continuity of displacements and forces must be
satisfied at connections for the case of different pipes. Paslay and Bogy
(1963) proposed an analytical solution for longitudinal vibration induced by
intermittent contact between the bit teeth and rock. If the contact forces and
weight on bit have the same magnitude the rate of penetration can be
affected. The drill string is divided into two sub-systems, pipe and collar
(Figure 2.3.1.2), whose compatibility is ensured by the boundary conditions.
This approach, known as the mobility method, is particularly interesting
when one part of a complex system can be dealt with analytically. The
governing equation for linear damped forced vibration of bars is :

where :
U = U(x,t) is the longitudinal displacement,
F = F(x,t) is the excitation force,
JLL is the viscous damping constant and the

remaining variables are defined as in equation (2.3.1.1b).
For harmonic excitation the force and displacement are :
F(x,t) = F(x)e^^

(2.3.1.5a)
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U(x,t) =

(2.3.1.5b)

The detailed development of the solution is given in the original paper. The
proper choice of boundary conditions at kelly does not seem to influence
motions of and forces on the drill collars. The success of this method relies
on good damping evaluation - consequently further experimental work in
this field needs to be carried out. Dareing and Livesay (1968) solved
equation (2.3.1.4) for drill strings containing different pipes - the boundary
conditions are:
U(t) = Uo sin

CO

t

{A E )^ + KU + M

^

=0

at bit

(2.3.1.6a)

at top

(2.3.1.6b)

where :
Uo is the amplitude of the bit displacement,

is the angular frequency which is assumed three times the rotary
sp eed ,
A is the cross-sectional area,
E is the Young's m odulus,
ka is the spring stiffness of the cables and
M is the mass of the kelly, swivel and travelling block.
Û)

Details of the solution and examples are given in chapter 5. Kreisle and
Vance (1970) examined the reduction in longitudinal vibration when shocksubs - which consist of spring-damper elements - are connected to the drill
string just above the bit. Excitation is assumed to derive from the lobes
formed by the cones of the bit and only viscous damping is considered. The
modelling of the problem (see Figure 2.3.1.3) uses the wave equations :

i . l » d 2

P .3X 7)

where the subscripts i = 1 and i = 2 apply respectively to drill pipe and
drill collar { a l ^ - E J and the other variables are as defined in equation
(2.3.1.4). The following boundary conditions are employed :

- K Ui(0,t) - Aj E - ^ ( 0 , t ) = M ^ ( 0 , i )
dx
dt

(2.3.1.8a)
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îij (h,t) = Ui (k,t)

(2.3.1.8b)

A ,E ^ (k ,t) = A ^ E ^ (k ,t)
dx
dx

(2.3.1.8c)

U2 (Il + h,t) = (1 - r') îi. sin û) t

(2.3.1.8d)

- A 2 E ^ l i + l 2 ,t) = K J U 2 (l i + l 2 , t ) - ( l - e - ‘)U„sincot}
dx
^
■*

(2.3.1.8e)

where ka, Kg, M, li and I2 are defined in Figure 2.3.I.3. Equations (2.3.1.8a)
and (2.3.1.8e) are respectively applied to assemblies without and with shocksubs. In addition, a three-lobe pattern was assumed so that the excitation
occurs at three times the rotary speed. The transient oscillation was not
taken into account since it dies down due to the damping term but the steady
state is solved by means of a Laplace transformation which enables easy
manipulation of the algebraic equations. Vibration can be substantially
reduced, especially for rotary speeds above 100 rpm, nevertheless a better
estimate of the damping coefficient is required to improve accuracy.

2.3.2 - Lateral Vibrations
The lateral motion originates from the parametric effect of the time
oscillating axial force. Huang and Dareing's (1968) solution neglects
damping and wall contact forces. The governing equation is :

where :
y(x, t) is the lateral displacement,

p is the mass of the drill string per unit length,
Fo is the force on bit and

other variables are defined as in equation (2.1.4.1).
The solution, presented in Appendix 4, is obtained for continuous pipe using
a power series method as expressed by equation (2.3.2.1b). It is shown that
inertia forces are small for the first modes whose natural frequencies are very
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small and in the final analysis, static and dynamic buckling virtually
coincide. Thus :

y(x,t) = |^ A „ :r ”|sm û )f

(2.3.2.1b)

where
are coefficients to be determined and co is the circular frequency
which is three times the rotary speed.

2.3.3- Precession
Dunayevsky, Juzdis and Mills (1984) have presented a mathematical work on
drill string precession, defined as the rotation around the bore hole axis.
Precession may be important, for instance, when estimating drill collar
failure and casing wear. Precession may occur when rotation around the
pipe's axis becomes unstable and the energy of axial vibration feeds into
lateral vibration - this phenomenon of energy change is known as parametric
resonance. It differs from forced resonance because the amplitude grows
exponentially instead of linearly and the frequency of resonance does not
coincide with the natural frequency. It is assumed that the pipe remains in
contact with the bore hole wall. However, if enough stabilisation is provided
it seems that the drill string will contact the wall intermittently instead of
permanently. The angle of precession y(s, t) (Figure 2.3.3.1) is given by the
solution of :

E i y + viL + l g dt^
dt
ds^

zv-p
+ s i n a —^ y

+

+ ^ |[(a 7 -p )(s -L )c o s a + W2 + P f c f ; ] ^ | = 0

where :
w is the drill string weight per unit of length,

is the viscous damping coefficient,
s is the length co-ordinate along the drill string,
I is the second moment of cross-sectional area,
V

E is Young's m odulus,
p is drill string weight "in mud" per unit length,

(2.3.3.1a)
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L is the length of the drill string,
a is the bore hole angle,
g is the acceleration due to gravity,

W2 is the weight on bit and
C is the radial clearance .
Also

P(x,t) = E A ^
ds

(2.3.3.1b)

where A is the cross-sectional area and the displacement U(s,t) is a solution
of the following equation :

For hinged drill strings, for instance, the boundary conditions are :
y(0,t) = ^ ( 0 , t ) =
ds

(2.3.3.2a)

0

0

(2.3.3.2b)

■K Uj(0,t) + Aj E ^ ( 0 , t ) = M ^ ( 0 , t )
ds
dt

(2.3.3.2c)

A;E ^ ( L , t ) = K, U 2 <L,t) - P, coswt

(2.3.3.2d)

^ ( L , t )

=

y (U )

=

ds

and for axial motion :

ds

U, (Lp,f) = U 2 (Lp,t)

(2.3.3.2e)

E A ,^ ( L ,t ) = E A ^ ( E , , f )
ds

ds

(2.3.3.21)

where :
the subscripts 1 and 2 mean, respectively, pipe and collar,
ka, Ka are, respectively, the spring constants of drawworks and
shock-sub,
M is the mass of the swivel and travelling block,
Û) is the frequency of excitation (i.e., three times the rotary sp eed ),
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Ft is the amplitude of weight on bit variations and

Lp is the length of drill p ip e .
It is assumed that weight on bit fluctuates harmonically but poly-harmonic
excitation can be dealt with: the coefficients of respective harmonics are
determined experimentally or by complex bit-formation models. The trivial
solution 7 = 0 means that drilling may occur without precession. However,
if the weight on bit is greater than the critical static load, precession can start
since the system is no longer stable. Precession may also occur if the
amplitude of the weight on bit variation Ft and the excitation frequency co
fall in the region of resonance. Equation (2.3.3.1a) is then solved using a
semi-discrete finite element approximation, and the rotary speeds leading to
resonance are given by a combination of the transverse natural frequencies
cOi^ and cof. Thus :
col + co]
CO =

m

m = 1,2,.

(2.3.3.3)

In this work m is taken to be one. Precession may be particularly dangerous
if the rotary speed co is close to any axial natural frequency
Thus :
(2.3.3.4)

cof = co]+col

Some combinations of weight on bit and rotary speed should be avoided to
avoid resonant conditions. On the other hand, if the weight on bit variation
is around 5% to 7% it is unlikely that precession develops because of
damping attenuation. Precession is often followed by buckling so that static
criteria do not suffice when rotary speeds fall in resonant regions.
Dunayevsky, Juzdis, Mills and Griffin (1985) enlarged their previous work
incorporating curvature effects to give the new and more general equation
for precession as follows :
w -p
d \Gjdr]
+ -—
ds _R^ ds_
C

wd^y
g dt^

dU
j ( z v - p ) cosa(s) ds - (W^ + E A -^ )
ds

Ls

where
G is the shear m odulus,

7

sina(s)

=

ds

0

+

(2.3.3.5a)
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/ is the polar moment of the cross-sectional area,
R is the radius of curvature and
the other variables are defined as in equation (2.3.3.1a)
The axial displacement is :
w d^u ^ 2

g a"

Jk

du
ds

711

- jsin a(s)U

(2.3.3.5b)

Boundary conditions are the same as in equations (2.3.3.2a) to (2.3.3.2f) and
the frequency of precession is :
col+col-rje < co < (ol^+CDl„+r] £

(2.3.3.6)

where :
coh and 6)^ are the lateral natural frequencies,
£=
T]

10

~^Pt and

is the severity factor .

The severity factor depends on n and m , weight on bit, inclination and
bottom hole design: the bigger the value of rf the more severe is the
vibration. The severity factor is easy to manipulate by plotting threedimensional graphs as functions of the rotary speed and any of the following
variables: weight on bit (with and without shock-sub), length of the heavy
weight drill pipe, measured depth or inclination. Around the three peaks in
Figure 2.3.3.2, for instance, an amplitude growing vibration may occur.
Unfortunately it is difficult to accurately predict weight on bit fluctuations
and thus it is recommended that weight on bit and rotary speed are well
separated from resonant regions otherwise the bottom hole assembly may
need to be redesigned. Shock-subs do not necessarily diminish vibration, for
some frequencies they may even increase its level. Comprehensive
experimental work is needed to validate the theory and shear forces,
moments and displacements should be determined. Dunayevsky, Juzdis and
Abbassian (1989) used previous models to investigate some excitation
mechanisms. In long drill strings the natural lateral frequencies are very
close to each other and their combination may also be important. The
authors emphasised the convenience of adopting the severity factor because
it provides a "quantitative" measure of vibration intensity. It is possible that
some natural frequencies fall in non-critical (small severity) areas.
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2.3.4' Beating Phenomena
Lin and Wang (1990) investigated the beating phenomenon, i.e., the
periodical increase and decrease of vibration observed in some deep wells.
This commonly occurs in start-up tests and in systems with low torsional
natural frequencies. Beating is induced by non-linearities due to dry friction,
viscous damping and torque on bit. The rotational vibration is associated
with the "stick-slip" phenomenon - when the static coefficient of friction is
significantly larger than the dynamic coefficient the pipe sticks in the bore
hole wall until enough torque is applied to overcome this resistance. In fact
the rotary speed can be very high as the potential energy stored in the
"spring" is transformed into kinetic energy. The torsional motion for bit offbottom is regulated by :

m

4- 2 ^

at

eft

+

^ 0

(<l>-^t) = 0

(2.3.4.1)

where :
is the absolute angular displacement,
is the viscous damping ratio,
is the torsional natural frequency,

(f)

f

d(})) is the torque induced by dry friction and
f (<^
dt

¥

£2

is the rotary speed .

The torque induced by dry friction can be expressed as :

(2.3.4.2)

f ( - ^ ) = f 2 +(fi~f 2 ) ^ ^ ( ~ ^ ^ ) ^
at
eft

w h ere/i and ^ are, respectively, the maximum and minimum values of
friction and a and b are constants. Equation (2.3.4.1) can also be expressed
in terms of the relative displacement q>, ç = (j>- £2 t , so that :

%
at

+ 2Ç a ,(^ + £ 2 ) + f ( ^ + n ) +
at

eft

= 0

(2.3.4.3)

Equation (2.3.4.3) is applied at f = 0 with the following initial conditions :
cp(0 ) = —^

(2.3.4.4a)
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^ 0 ) +ü =^ =0
dt
dt

(2.3.4.4b)

The relative velocity increases and then decreases until the absolute angular
velocity is zero at t = ti (i.e., ^ ( t j = - £2). From this time on, the relative
at
displacement decreases linearly (i.e., (p = (j>- £ 2 1 ) and <j>= (j) (tj) is constant
until the relative displacement is equal to - f i / Q ] and the cycle is
completed.

2.4 - Buckling of Casings, Tubings and Drill Pipes
This section reviews research literature on buckling of casings, tubings and
drill pipes. In horizontal or high inclined bore holes, the weight on bit is
increased by placing heavy drill collars before the horizontal section of the
well. In this case the assumption of constant axial force may be quite realistic
and the drill string in the horizontal section will work under compression.
For the case of inclined or vertical holes the bottom hole assembly is usually
very stiff and it is less likely that the drill string will be sufficiently loaded to
buckle helically. However, casings and tubings are much more flexible and
could buckle if ''enough" compressive forces are applied. Lubinski (1950)
calculated the critical weight on bit required to buckle vertical drill pipes
subjected to self-weight. "Euler columns" (Chen and Atsuta, 1977) have
much lower critical loads because the axial force is assumed constant. The
crictical loads calculated by Lubinski (W^) and Euler {? „) for pinned
extremities are respectively given by :
Wcr = 1.94 m p

(2.4.1a)

P^ = EI

(2.4.1b)

where :
m is given by -

= E l/p,
p is the drill string weight "in mud" per unit length,
E 1 is the bending stiffness,
L is the pipe length and
n is the buckling mode {n = 1 , 2 ,...).
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For example, the critical loads for 150 m of drill collars (outside diameter = 6 "
1 /4 and inside diameter = 2" 1/4) immersed in a 12 lb/gal (1437.8 kg/m^)
mud are

= 8400 Ibf (37363 N) and

= 604 Ibf (2687 N). Equation (2.4.1a)

is applied for the idealised condition of planar buckling in perfect vertical
holes. In 1953, Woods and Lubinski studied the deflection of pipes in
straight inclined holes and experiments indicated that helical buckling could
occur for certain combinations of weight on bit, hole inclination and radial
clearance. Chen, Lin and Cheatham (1990) advocated that sinusoidal
buckling would precede helical buckling. Using the principle of energy
conservation, Lubinski, Althouse and Logan (1962) determined the relation
between the axial force and the pitch of the helix for pipes in vertical holes.
The axial force and helical pitch were considered constant and no end effects
were taken into account. This relation is given by :

F, =

(2.4.2)
Vh

where F/ is the loading force and is the helical pitch. It was not shown,
however, which critical weight would make the pipe buckle helically.
Furthermore, the idealisation of constant axial forces restricts the field of
practical application. Paslay and Bogy (1964) used an energy method to
calculate the critical load of rods inside inclined cylinders (Figure 2.4.1).
They write displacement as a series of sinusoidal functions and assumed
contact to be permanent. Equation (2.4.3) is written for the horizontal
cylinder but for general cases an eigenvalue / eigenvector approach is
required. This gives :

i
P .=2

(l-2û)(l + û)

(EIw^i
^
[ c J

(2.4.3)

where :
7^ is Poisson's coefficient,
w is drill pipe weight per unit length and
C is radial clearance .
Mitchell (1975) studied the helical buckling of pipes subjected to combined
end torque and axial load and later Mitchell (1982) included the effect of the
extremity boundary condition at the packer in the pitch/force relation,
assuming that pipe rotation and displacement are zero in the packer. From
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the extremity to the fully developed helix, a transition section with no
contact in the cylinder is assumed (Figure 2.4.2). This yields :
22A E ir

(2.4.4a)

Vh

W,= 0 . U 6 6 ^

(2.4.4b)

L,=4.4934

(2.4.4c)
yPcr,

where W„ is the constraining force and Lj is the distance from the packer to
the full helix. Cheatham and Pattillo (1984) showed that equation (2.4.2) is
valid when the axial force is increased (i.e., for loading condition). However,
when the axial force is reduced (i.e., in the unloading situation) the cylinder
does not offer resistance to radial motion and the force-pitch relation is given
by :

E, =

4 tü^EI

(2.4.5)

Vh'

where F„ is the axial force during unloading. Figure 2.4.3 represents the
idealised hysteresis behaviour of loading and unloading. It should be
pointed out that for intermediate loads the pitch is constant. Dawson and
Paslay (1984), based on an ''inspiration" from equation (2.4.3), derived a
simple expression to calculate the critical load in inclined holes that should
be regarded as an approximation of the "true" eigenvalue/eigenvector
analysis. The expression is :

i
Per=2

(l-2j?)(2 + t?) I

El IVsin a '

c

J

(2.4.6)

where a is the hole inclination. Sorenson and Cheatham (1986) analysed the
effect of the packer's boundary conditions on helical buckling: from the
packer to the full developed helix two intermediate sections are assumed
(Figure 2.4.4). The "end" section goes from the packer to the point of initial
contact and the "transition" section extends up to the full helix. The "end"
and "transition" sections depend on whether the boundary conditions in the
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packer are pinned or fixed.

Cheatham and Chen's (1988) experiments

confirmed the hysteresis behaviour of Figure 2.4.3. They introduced the
concept of critical hole angle «cr which corresponds to the inclination angle
when the contact force on the high side of the hole (i.e., p = 7u) is zero. It is
assumed that the axial force remains constant and the self weight only
influences the contact force. The contact force q , expressed by equation
(2.4.7), is larger in the low portion of the cylinder. The contact force is :
q = AF

FC
El

+ w si na cosp

(2.4.7)

where :
AF = F - F , ,
F is the axial compressive force applied to the rod end and
p

is the circumferential angle as defined in Figure 2.4.5 .

Chen, Lin and Cheatham (1990) analysed the buckling characteristics of
horizontal pipes: it seems that at first the pipe buckles sinusoidally, as
predicted by equation (2.4.3), but as load is further applied the pipe buckles
helically. The experimental and theoretical critical loads compare
satisfactorily. The theoretical load is given by :

&=

2

V2

(l-ûf

(î-2 t? )(l + t?)

1i
c J

(2.4.8)

Chen and Cheatham (1990) introduced the concept of apparent wall force q*
which is defined as the resultant of the real contact force q and the radial
weight component w sin a sin P , resulting in :
q* = q - w sin a cos P

(2.4.9)

For the unloading situation the real contact force is zero and the apparent
wall force varies along the pipe length suggesting that the pitch is not
constant for the high side of the pipe. This fact indicates that the inclusion of
self weight might be important for a number of applications: the helical pitch
and contact forces are then functions of position in the drill string. Future
research is needed to determine helical buckling properties of pipes
subjected to variable axial forces.
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2.5 - Tests and Practical Aspects
Research literature on the mechanics of drill strings is very short of
experimental data. In order to obtain reliable physical correlations between
theory and reality, some tests must be carried out at full scale but at
prohibitive cost. It is not the purpose of this section to describe the various
methodologies and apparatus involved - instead a few tests are examined
with further information available in the references.

2.5.1 - Rate of Penetration
The cost of drilling wells is related to the speed with which hole is made thus it is important to investigate parameters that may affect rate of
penetration. Based on field and laboratory data Gatlin (1957) evaluated the
influence of weight on bit and rotary speed on the rate of penetration. In his
experiments, the circulation conditions are relevant because when the rate of
penetration increases more cuttings are produced and faster cleaning must
be provided. Hydrostatic pressure, mud properties and hydraulic factors
were all kept constant so that they could be excluded from the analysis. It is
desirable to drill with weights on bit above the rock's compressive strength
because the penetration rate increases linearly with the weight on bit in this
region. It is also expected that the penetration rate increases with rotary
speed. Taking both parameters into account yields a simple expression for
loads above the compressive strength of rock (Figure 2.5.1.1). This is :
R ^ = a + hW 2 N^

(2.5.1.1)

where :
a , b and c are constants dependent on the rock type and bit s iz e ,
Rp is the penetration rate,

W2 is the weight on bit and
N is the rotary speed .
Expression (2.5.1.1) has been confirmed by different experiments performed
on diverse kinds of rocks. A more complex and comprehensive study
involving rock mechanics is credited to Outmans (1960), whose theoretical
models for rock/bit/drilling fluid interaction assume impermeable rock and
a hard-formation bit. The drilling mechanism is very complicated but it is
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expected that average parameters can be derived in simple formulae. The
penetration rate is expressed as a function of the hydraulic bit horsepower,
w eight on bit, rotary speed and drilling fluid pressure. His analysis
compares favourably with experimental results from the literature.

2.5.2- Side Forces
In previous research, it has been assumed that the bore hole wall is infinitely
hard. Actually, side forces on bit and stabilisers can produce lateral cutting,
and consequently the theoretical results for bit trajectory may be wrong.
Millheim and Warren (1978) described a full scale experiment to evaluate
this tendency: the apparatus keeps the penetration rate, side force, rotary
speed and bit hydraulics constant. Hole enlargement is found to be a
function of the penetration rate, side force, rotary speed, rock type and
stabiliser/bit design. However, other parameters may affect side cutting and
further investigation is needed.

2.5.3 - Friction Coefficient
Johancsik, Friesen and Dawson (1984) experimentally determined friction
coefficients between drill collars and well bore walls assuming that only
gravity and tension forces acting through curved pipes contribute to the
normal forces. Friction forces are written as normal forces times friction
coefficients although, in reality, the friction coefficient changes from point to
point since lubrication and type of contact are not constant alongside the hole
(average values can perhaps be assumed!). Drag and torque can be directly
determined if the friction coefficient is known, but on the other hand an
iterative method is required to calculate the friction coefficient from known
torque and drag. Here, drag is defined as the force applied to move the drill
string up or down the hole and torque as the moment to rotate the drill
string. It was found that typical values of friction coefficients ranged from
0.25 to 0.40 for sea water based muds.

2.5.4 - Vibration Tests
Dareing (1985) claimed that the penetration rate may increase due to
longitudinal vibration, that is, some of the energy in vibration can be
directed to ""make hole"" and this beneficial aspect may compensate for the
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premature wear of equipment. Some of the energy supplied to a drill pipe is
dissipated in rotary friction and another part is consumed by internal
damping. When the drill string rotates, the bit may vibrate longitudinally at
three times the rotary speed and with peak to peak amplitudes between 1 /4
and 1 /2 inch. The phase angle between the dynamic bit force and bit
displacement

0

varies with rotary speed, vibration damping and bottom

hole assembly configuration. The dynamic force is not distributed equally
on the three-lobes which may explain why the hole can have a spiral
centreline. A better rate of penetration can be obtained by adjusting 0 , or
ultimately by controlling the rotary speed and bottom hole assembly
configuration. The phase angle governs the level of vibration and the point
of application of the dynamic forces. If 0 < 0 < 9 O degrees, the penetration
rate might be low because cutting and cleaning is more difficult, however if
90 < 0 < 180 degrees the three-lobe pattern (and consequently the source of
excitation!) may be eliminated. Besaisow and Payne (1988) compared
vibrations observed while drilling actual wells with those predicted by
theory. Data collected (i.e., axial load, torque, radial, tangential and axial
accelerations and rotary speed) from drilling and from "pure rotation" were
recorded and "Fast Fourier Transformed", revealing several important
vibration mechanisms. Three theoretical models were investigated - based
on a finite element eigenvalue algorithm; on a finite element with frequency
response solution; and on simplified beam equations. Each of these showed
good agreement with test results. The authors concluded that more
experiments and field data are required to better understand resonance.
Aarrestad and Kyllingstad (1988) studied coupling between longitudinal and
torsional vibrations. Data on actual wells and from forced harmonic drilling
compared favourably with the theoretical model. Records of weight on bit,
torque on bit and axial acceleration reveal that the main excitation frequency
is equal to three times the rotary speed for three-lobe bits.

2.5.5 - Practical Aspects
Millheim's (1978 and 1979) series of eight articles mainly focused on practical
aspects of directional drilling in which technology and acquired experience
are described but theory is not detailed. Those papers chronologically
comprise :
1

Brief literature review and historical evolution.
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2

Description of devices and techniques commonly used to change hole

3

angle.
Identification of the variables involved in the mechanics of bottom hole

4
5

assemblies.
Application of finite element method to single stabiliser assemblies.
Extension to multi-stabiliser systems, study of most common

7

arrangements.
Control of hole direction in very soft formation taking into
consideration the sideways cutting of bit and stabilisers.
Best assembly configuration for drilling in medium-soft and medium

8

formations.
Bit and stabilisers wear when drilling in hard formations.

6
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CHAPTER 3 - GALERKIN'S METHOD APPLIED TO DRILL STRINGS

Some differential equations can not be solved analytically in a closed form or
they are not "complex enough" to require solution by full numerical
integration techniques. When a phenomenon "lies" between these two
extremes, it is possible that approximate series solutions constitute a good
alternative. Such series solutions tend to converge to the "exact response"
(Chen and Atsuta, 1977) as the number of terms employed in the "guessed
solution" increases. One such method developed by Galerkin has been
applied to several problems - for example in the study of the dynamics of
tethers of tension leg platforms (Park and Patel, 1991). In this chapter the
Galerkin's method is applied to the cases of dynamic stability of drill strings
in vertical holes (section 3.1), deflections of drill strings in inclined (section
3.2) and curved (section 3.3) holes and furthermore a scheme of solution for
the lateral vibration of vertical drill strings is presented (section 3.4). The
objectives of this chapter are to use Galerkin's method to verify "semianalytical" solutions presented in chapter two and to introduce this powerful
method to the mechanics of drill strings.
Consider the differential operator E, which is not necessarily linear, given by:
E (y) = 0

(3.1)

Suppose that the variable y is function of x , i.e., y = y(x) and that the
solution of equation (3.1) is assumed to be expressed by the following series :

y(x) = X

(3.2)

“n

n=I

where shape functions t]„ ( x ) must satisfy the boundary conditions and a„ are
coefficients to be determined from the following N conditions :

J e iy ) n „ ( x ) d x = | e

Tj^dx = 0

(3.3)

Equation (3.3) represents N simultaneous equations whose solution gives
the coefficients
In stability analysis, on the other hand, equation (3.3)
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represents an eigenvalue/eigenvector problem whose solution leads to the
critical conditions.

3.1 - Dynamic Stability of Drill Strings in Vertical Holes
In this section the eigenvalue/eigenvector problem for drill string first order
buckling is solved and compared with Lubinski's solution reviewed in
section 2.1.1. The governing equation for drill strings in vertical holes (see
Huang and Dareing, 1968) (Figure 3.1.1) is :

where :
Y(X, t) is the function describing the buckled drill string,
E is the Young's m odulus,

is the second moment of the cross-sectional area,
p is the drill string physical plus added mass per unit length,
p is the drill string weight "in mud" per unit length and
X2 is the distance from the bit to the neutral p oin t.
I

In equation (3.1.1) it is assumed uniform drill pipe with cylindrical bore hole
cross-section, homogeneous elastic pipe material and small displacements.
Also note that the weight on bit is given by the product of X2 and p. Thus X2
may be referred to as a "measure" of the weight on bit. A series of sinusoidal
functions approximates the solution of equation (3.1.1) :

Y(X,t) = | E A.

sin cot

(3.1.2)

where L is the drill string length, œ is the circular frequency, A„ are
coefficients and N is the number of terms considered. The derivatives of
equation (3.1.2) are:

cos

I sin cot

(3.1.3a)

(3.1.3b)
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sin cot

(3.1.3c)

(3.1.3d)

d^Y

2

f^

.

. nnX\ .

^

(3.1.3e)

Note that equation (3.1.2) automatically satisfies the assumed boundary
co n d itio n s

of

hin ged

ends,

i.e.,

Y(0) = Y(L) = —^ ( 0 ) = -—^(L) = 0.
oX

oX

Substituting equations (3.1.3a) to (3.1.3e) in equation (3.1.1) gives :

N

-p (X ,-X )

El

I

-pzv^ sin

^nnX^

A

n=l

I

cos
L )

=

0

(3.1.4)

^nnX'^

I L J

Multiplying equation (3.1.4) by sin knX/L and integrating it from X = 0 to X
= L produces :

El

N

I

= 0

I n k i n ^ + k^)

n,k=l

^

[n^ - k ^ f

(3.1.5)

^

where for k odd n is even and vice-versa, otherwise A„ = 0. The following
relationships were used to obtain equation (3.1.5) :
L/ 2

if

k= n

r . knX . nnX
J sin
sin
aX =

(3.1.6a)
0

if

k^n
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^k = odd, n = even

-4knÜ

if

K^{k^-n^y

^

A

vice - i^ersfl

and

. k n X . nTtX
sin ^ sin ^ dX =
if

4

k=n

(3.1.6b)

0
f . knX
sin

cos

nTüX

k=n

if

dX =

(3.1.6c)
^k = odd, n = even

2kL
if

K {k^ -n ^ )

and

vice - versa

Equation (3.1.5) can be made dimensionless if the following relations are
used:
= El / p ^ L = m I, A„ = m a„ and X 2 = m X2 , where m is a
characteristic length. Then :
kn

kTU^^
2

I

n,k=l

2

"A I

n k { n ^ + k^)

=

0

(3.1.7)

(«' where the frequency parameter ^ is Ç = pœ^m/p and for k odd n is even
and vice-versa, otherwise a„ = 0. If there is no mud f = co^m/g, where g is the
acceleration due to gravity. Actually equation (3.1.7) expresses a system of
simultaneous linear equations whose solution is non-trivial only if the
determinant is zero.
Static buckling
The solution of equation (3.1.7), assuming f = 0 for static buckling, depends
on the drill string length but "'based on" Lubinski's solution ( x i = - 6 and X2 =
1,94) the total length of the drill string I was chosen as / = 7.94
dimensionless units. A first solution of equation (3.1.7) is attempted with
two terms :
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I
—

O'

f li'

Xn

9 7T^

(3.1.8)

47T'

10

+

Xn

9 7U^

0

«2.

Substituting I = 7.94 in equation (3.1.8) it is found that the solutions for the
first and second modes are respectively X2 = 2.558 and %2 = 6.165. The
eigenvalues of the problem are summarised in Table 3.1.1 when up to ten
terms are considered.
N

^2

1

4.13

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

2.56

6.16

2.13
4.78
7.19
1.99
4.30
6.13
8.15
1.95
4.15
5.76
7.28
9.32
1.94
4.11
5.64
7.04
8.49
10.85
1.94
4.10
5.62
6.97
8.32 10.03 12.73
1.94 4.10 5.61 6.96 8.28 9.90 11.95 14.96
1.94 4.10 5.61 6.96 8.27 9.87 11.85 14.22 17.52
1.94 4.10 5.61 6.96 8.27 9.87 11.8 14.1 16.8 20.4

Critical Weights on Bit (I = 7.94)
Table 3.1.1
The accuracy of the results increases with the number of terms. Observe that
there are N critical loads corresponding to N buckling modes. However it
must be borne in mind that the waU confinement effect was not considered
and results, from the second mode on, should be analysed with caution. The
critical weight on bit of first order converges to Lubinski's result - i.e.,
= 1.94 - when six terms are employed. It is interesting to note that the
second critical weight on bit for I = 10.218, X2 = 4.03, is slightly smaller than
the power series result of = 4.218. This suggests that the waU "holds" the
pipe and consequently more weight on bit is required to buckle the drill
string. For other values of f and I, results also showed convergence within a
few terms.
Natural frequencies of lateral vibration
Equation (3.1.7) is solved and results presented in Figures 3.1.2a to 3.1.2d.
Examination of these Figures demonstrates four features as follows:
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1- Short drill strings may not buckle in second (or higher) mode even if their
weights are fully applied to the bit (as it is the case for Z= 4 in Figures
3.1.2c and 3.1.2d). In fact, for shorter drill strings (Z = 2, for instance) no
first static mode would ever occur.
2- Shorter drill strings require larger weights on bit for buckling. Shorter
drill strings also present higher natural frequencies.
3- The first natural frequencies of lateral vibration are usually very low. A
drill string considered statically stable may vibrate if excited in one of
these natural frequencies.
4- On increasing the weight on bit the drill string becomes "less stiff" and its
natural frequencies reduce (see Figure 3.1.2a).
Shape of the buckled drill string
When the drill string buckles it "touches" the bore hole wall at the contact
point (or tangency point). At the contact point (X3 , X 3 = m X3 ) the inclination
of the buckled pipe is zero, i.e.,

^

fn7i\
1

\

n—1

—

I J

which translates into :

dx

(riTtXo^

cos
cos^
\

I

*

=0

(3.1.9)

J

The tangency point can be determined if the eigenvectors derived from
equation (3.1.7) are substituted in equation (3.1.9). In addition at the
tangency point the displacement is equal to the apparent radius c , so that :

%

sin —^

= c

(3.1.10)

n=I

where c is the non-dimensional difference between the radii of the bore hole
and pipe. The coefficients a„ are obtained when the eigenvectors, given by
equation (3.1.7), and X3 , calculated by (3.1.9), are substituted in equation
(3.1.10). Next an example is developed when two terms are used. The
following relation is obtained from equation (3.1.8) :
= 2.2798 U2

(3.1.11)

Condition (3.1.9) gives :
aicosinx^ll) + 2 Uzcos (2 k x ^A) = 0

(3.1.12)
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The tangency point is obtained when equation (3.1.11) is substituted in
(3.1.12) to give the result X3 = 2.712. The coefficients of the buckled shape
derive from equation (3.1.10) producing aj = 0.8021 c and
buckled shape is then expressed by :

^2

= 0.3518 c. The

y(x) = [ 0.8021 sin (n xfl) + 0.3518 sin (2 71 xA) ] c

(3.1.13)

Of course expression (3.1.13) is a '"rough" approximation of the "true"
solution because few terms were used, however if six terms are employed X3
= 1.78 and the following solution is obtained :
y(x) = [ 0.6912 sin

(k x A )

+ 0.0670 sin (4 izxA)

+ 0.4025 sin (2 nxA) + 0.1743 sin (3 nxA) +

+ 0.0230 sin (5 nxA) + 0.0078 sin (6 nxA) ] c

(3.1.14)

Equations (3.1.13) and (3.1.14) are plotted in Figure 3.1.3a, it is clear that for
six terms the results "virtually coincide" with Lubinski's solution. The
advantage of the Galerkin's method resides in the fact that it does not need
iteration nor a trial and error approach. In Figures 3.1.3b and 3.1.3c
examples are plotted for the first two modes of vibration. Inertia forces
substantially modify the drill string buckled shape and this is even more
pronounced for the second (and probably for higher) mode. Furthermore,
results for the second static m ode using Galerkin technique differs
significantly from Lubinski's power series solution because in this latter case
the wall confinement effect was considered.

3.2 - Inclined Holes
First of all a solution for slightly inclined holes is attempted and then the
analysis is extended to holes with large inclination.
Small inclinations
Equation (3.1.1) also governs the deflection of drill strings in slightly inclined
holes (see Figure A2.2) if inertia forces are disregarded. However, the
following boundary conditions must be satisfied :

m ; = ^ (0 ) = ^ (X ,) =

0

(3.2.1a)
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Y(Xi) = C + a X j

(3.2.1b)

— (Xjj = a

(3.2.1c)

where a is the inclmation of the hole, C is the difference between the radii
of the bore hole and pipe and Xj is the vertical distance from the bit to the
point of tangency. Equation (3.1.1) can be made non-dimensional by using
= EI/p, X 2 = m x 2 , X = m x and Y = m y , to give :

The following relation - "analogous" to (A2.4) - can be attempted as a
solution of equation (3.2.2) :
y(x) = (c + a Xi) xjxi + z{x)

(3.2.3a)

whose derivatives are :
(3.2.3b)

^ ( x ) = (c + a x j ) — + ^ ( x )
dx
Xj
dx

dx

and so on

dx

(3.2.3c)

where C = m e and X i = m x i . The boundary conditions are :

z(0) = ^ ( 0 ) = z(x,) = ^ ( x , ) = 0
dx
dx

(3.2.4a)

^ (x ,) = - —
dx
Xj

(3.2.4b)

Substituting equations (3.2.3b) and (3.2.3c) in (3.2.2) results in :
|£
dx

+

_ A =
dx

dx

(3 .2 .5 )
X-,
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where z(x) is assumed to be expressed by :
N

z(x) = %

sin

(3.2.6a)

n=l

where a^n-i) are coefficients to be determined. Consequently
dz

■^(2n —l)7r

(2n-l)Kx
X

\
d^z

^

^ (2 n - l ) ^ n ^
^( 2 n - l ) K x ^
= -A
T2
^(2n-i) sfyz
n=l

UX

-

d^z
dx

X ,

T l

„_2

^{ 2 n - l ) n x ^

2

n=I

--------- -

4

(3.2.6d)

^(2n-l)

^ ( 2 n-l)^n^
=

(3.2.6c)

-^1

^ ( 2 n - l) ^ 7 T ^
~7Ç3

(3.2.6b)
J

^( 2 n - l ) K X ^

--------- ^ ( 2 n - l ) S t n

%I

(3.2.6e)

/

Substituting equations (3.2.6e), (3.2.6c) and (3.2.6b) in (2.3.5) leads to :
(2 n - l Ÿ n ^
N
n=l

(2n-lf7t^ ,
-'2
- + %—

L
(2n-l)K

J

^2

cos

Sin

A2n-l)7ix^

I

+

J

^(2n-l)7tx^
\

-^1

a,(2n-l)

c + axj

J

(3.2.7)
Multiplying equation (3.2.7) by sin(2k-l)7uxjxi and integrating it from %= 0 to
x = Xj produces :
(2k-lfn^

xA

4(c + aXj)Xj

+

(2k-if7t^

(3.2.8)

The following relationship is obtained when the boundary condition (3.2.4b)
is applied to equation (3.2.6b) :
N

^ (2k - 1 ) a^2k-i) - —
k=l

^

(3.2.9)
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N ow equations (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) may be combined to solve the problem.
Using one and two terms respectively results in equations (3.2.10a) and
(3.2.10b) :

N=1;

N =2 ;

K

- =

-

Ax.

Ax.

9jü^
8 *1

c

+ ---8

(3.2.10a)

n"

X2 ^ 1
-2

5x,

_

2_

-

—

(3.2.10b)

s'
^2

.

Equations (3.2.10a) and (3.2.10b) show excellent agreement with (A2.8) and
results are presented in Figure 3.2.1. It is interesting to note that the point of
tangency usually occurs close to the bit what suggests that in many practical
applications the analysis for ''constant" pipe may apply to multiple pipe
dimensions.
Large inclinations
Solution for the deflection of drill strings in large inclinations follows similar
methodology. Equation (A2.10) is differentiated twice to give :

dx^

+ ( wy - x c o sa )^ -^ - c o s a ^ - sina =
^ ^
Ux^
dx

0

(3.2.12)

where a is the hole inclination and ZV2 is the dimensionless axial component
of the force acting on the bit. The boundary conditions are :

(3.2.13a)

(3.2.13b)

yd ) = c

^ y d)
n\ _
=

0

dx"

^ (l) =
dx

0

(3.2.13c)

(3.2.13d)
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where I is the dimensionless drill string "pendulum" length and c is the
dim ensionless radial clearance. Equation (3.2.12) is solved using the
following relationship :

y(x) = j x

+ '£

sin

n=l

f (2 n -l)n x
I

(3.2.14)

where a(2n-i) are coefficients to be determined. Equation (3.2.14) satisfies the
boundary conditions (3.2.13a) to (3.2.13c). Substituting equation (3.2.14) in
(3.2.13d) gives :
N

(3.2.15)

- 1) a^2n-i) - ~

%
n=2

and substituting equation (3.2.14) in (3.2.12) produces
n ^ (2 n -iy
(2 n -l)l
n

+ x c o sa -z v . sin

cosa cos

(2 n -l)n x
I
(2n-l)

^(2n-l)7Tx^

y

V

= s tn a + j c o s a
(3.2.16)
Multiplying equation (3.2.16) by sin (2k-l) %xfl and integrating it from %= 0
to x = l leads to :
7T ( 2 n - l )
I

I
+ ^cosa

r
4Î
( 2 n - I f 7t^ s i n a + j cos a
\

W2 >a^2n-i)

(3.2.17)

When one term is used equation (3.2.15) results in
(3.2.18)

Ui — c/ 7t

Substituting equation (3.2.18) is in (3.2.17) yields :

tan a

41^

4

I
I cosa

cosa

(3.2.19)
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Equation (3.2.19) is similar to equation (A2.14) and for small angles a it
simplifies to (3.2.10a). Equation (3.2.19) represents a relationship between c ,
a, I and ZV2 . N ow it is interesting to determine the dependence of the angle

of the force on bit p with those other variables. Integrating equation (3.2.12)
results in :

—% — u + (zVj ~ X coscc^—
^ — X sinoc = 0
dx

(3 .2 .2 0 )

dx

where u is the transversal component of the force on bit. Integrating
equation (3.2.20) from x = 0 t o x = l and using equation (3.2.14) for one term
gives :

—u I — —cos oc { x \ 1 + COS—— Idx +
/
Jo {
I )

(3.2.21a)

C Wj rf ( ^
7t x\ ,
■
J
n
+ — 1 + C0S-— dx - sin a x d x = 0
Jo \
/ .,
Jo
I1 Jo^

or, using tan p = u/w^ and manipulating equation (3.2.21a) results in :
c

1

tana J

tan a

cosa f l
Wz

2 \

ICOSa
2Wz

+ 1

(3.2.21b)

which is identical to equation (A2.12). The same procedure could be
developed using two or more terms in equation (3.2.14) but results given by
equations (3.2.19) and (3.2.21b) are accepted to be precise enough.

3.3 - Curved Holes
Murphey and Cheatham (1966) analysed drill string deflection in bore holes
w ith constant curvatures. An iterative method was used to solve the
governing equation, with only one iteration performed. In this section an
alternative solution is developed using Galerkin's method with N terms.
The system of co-ordinates is referred to Figure 2.I.4.I. Equation (2 .1 .4.4) is
differentiated to give :

0*

W2 j dx

^ A A . -— 1
XÜ2 dx

(3.3.1)
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whose variables were previously defined in section 2.1.4. The following
solution for equation (3.3.1) is attempted :
, \

c

=

7

Ÿ
^

If

1 X

- 7

Ifx^

\h

+

\h

(3.3.2)

f (2 n -l)7 T x ^
I

where again the variables are defined in section 2.1.4.

All boundary

conditions given by equations (2.1.4.6a), (2.1.4.6b) and (2.1.4.6d) are satisfied
except equation (2.1.4.6c) - i.e., ^(Z) = - l/r - which results in :
N

(3.3.3)
n=l

Substituting equation (3.3.2) in (3.3.1) produces :
2
1

ri

—

I

3

J

'^2 )

là d n -lŸ

‘

-2

T

+

^X

"

C

vZ;
-

I w

I

+
2

r IV 2

6

Vi y

( 2 n - l) K x
s in

1

I

v^ 2
y
(2n-l)l
f(2n~l)7TX^
------------ cos

n=l

U

2

KW .

(3.3.4)
Multiplying equation (3.3.4) by sin (2k-l)

k

xfl and integrating it from x - Q

to %= Z leads to :

z
2
+

'K (2k-1)~

I
2

'7t(2k-l)~

1

l - ± +^
rl^ Iw.

, .

Z I

8

Z

I

V

L
6rWn

3
Z 2
+ —— - +
r

r

I

9
2w 2 y

6

1-

{2k - i f

+
y

y
1{ 2 k — 1)7U

(3.3.5)
Combining equations (3.3.5) with (3.3.3) results in:
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2

+ 3 ^ ^ +... + f2N
r Aj
A3
'(2N- 1)

7T^

0

2

+2

Aj A 3
A 2N-1) _
(2 N -1 )
3
Z 2
+... +
IÜ2 _Aj A3
A 2N-1;

... +

(2 N -1 )~
A(2N-1)

(3.3.6)
where C(2n-i> is the dimensionless radial clearance calculated for N terms, N =
'((2 N -l)7 t^

2,2, 3,..., A^2n- i) -

[1

J

1

and
2

zü 2

! _____

U 2 N - 1 /Æ"

6

;

f

(2 N -l)^ n ^

. When one term is used

equation (3.3.6) reduces to :

-2 + -

J
Cn

=

1

(3.3.7)

Equation (3.3.7) approximates equation (2.1.4.9). The non-dimensional
component of the force on bit transversal to the centreline,/ 2, is calculated by
substituting equation (3.3.2) in (3.3.1) and integrating it from x = 0 to x = l :

2

+ -^

a,(2N-1)
( 2 N - 1 ) ,^

1 (1
120r

rj

K\

(3.3.8)

where

=

2Î

1

2

. For N = 2 it reduces to

(2N-1)

i - L U - V

23 I
T -

40 w 2 j

(3.3.9)

which is equal to the iterative solution given by equation (2.1.4.8). Equations
(3 .3 .6 ) and (3 .3 .8 ) were programmed and they generally provide excellent
results for few terms except when W2 is small and I is large (see, for example.
Table 3.3.1). The effect of curvature and weight on bit on the contact point is
illustrated in Table 3.3.2.
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I

0.5
2.5
4.5

0.9856
0.9255
0.2162

0.9997
0.9983
0.9033

^1 3 ( ^ 1 9

^19

1 .0 0 0 0

0.0026652
2.60
111.6971

0.9998
0.9854

Dimensionless Radial Clearance, Wi = 0.5 and l/r = 0.0
Table 3.3.1

/
0.5
1 .0

1.5
2 .0

2.5
3.0

TV2 - 5
lfr = 0

W i-5
Hr = 1.0

Wi = 10
l/r = 0

W2 = 10
l/ r = 1.0

0.0027
0.0462
0.2704
1.0892
4.0865
24.1210

—

0.0027
0.0463
0.2714
1.1018
4.236
29.378

—

—
—

0.5537
3.1507
20.9677

—
—

0.777
4.3085
34.2207

Dimensionless Radial Clearance for Some Parameters
Table 3.3.2
The Deflected shape
The drill string deflected shape is calculated by substituting
in to
equation (3.3.2). Results for Wi = 0.5, l/r = 0 and / = 4.5 are plotted in Figure
3.3.1. It is seen that the normalised shapes (i.e., the actual deflections divided
by the radial clearances for N terms) are very close for N = 1, 4 or 7.
However, note that the actual radial clearances for N = 1, 4 or 7 differ
considerably (see Table 3.3.1).

3.4 - Dynamics of Vertical Drill Strings
In this section damping forces are included and axial forces are assumed to
vary harmonically. The differential equation governing the lateral motion of
vertical drill pipes (Figure 3.1.1) is then given by :

E I ^ -

dx

[ p x - F J l+ e s in c o t) ] ^ + p ^
dx^

+5^ = 0
dt

where :
y(x,t) is the lateral displacement,
E I is the bending stiffness,

p is the drill pipe weight ''in mud" per unit length,

(3.4.1)
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is the average weight on b it,
e

is a perturbation parameter,

CO

p

is the circular frequency which is three times the rotary sp eed ,
is the mass of the drill pipe per unit length and

b

is the viscous damping coefficient per unit length.

Lateral vibration is assumed to derive exclusively from parametric excitation
and wall confinement is not considered. The solution of equation (3.4.1) may
be represented by :

(3.4.2)

y(x,t) = X/„Ct> s i n ^ x
n=l

^

w here L is the length of the drill string and f j t ) are time dependent
functions to be determined. Equation (3.4.2) is particularly valid when the
extrem ities are hinged - i.e., y(0,t) = y(L,t) = - ^ ( 0 , t ) - - ^ ( L , t ) = 0.
Substituting equation (3.4.2) in (3.4.1) results in :

'^ \e I —

+ [p x -F ^ {l+ esin co t)]\

riTT

frj /x\
t ) s i •n — x

+

n=2

+

(3.4.3)
.
UK
fjtk o s^ x I
Sin— X 'V
L
I L J

Ï
n=l

= 0

Multiplying equation (3.4.3) by sin k n xfL and integrating it from x = 0 to x
= L leads to :

k=l

L

m=l

kn^

El
\

L

=

- F^[l+esincot) fk(i)

+ P ^ (t)

J

(k ^ -n ^ )\

=

0

+

b ^ (t)\
dt

+

(3.4.4)

k = odd, n = even (and vice-versa)

Equation (3.4.4) is very difficult to solve - it consists of a system of non-linear
differential equations with time-dependent coefficients. It represents a
system of Mathieu's equations whose solution provides the dynamic stability
criteria for parametrically excited drill strings. Park and Patel (1991) offer
solution for a similar set of equations, however, they assume that the axial
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force is constant. This simplification can not be done in the case of drill
strings where axial force variation is an essential part of the problem.
However, qualitative analysis developed in section 6.2.3 shows that bending
stresses induced from lateral vibrations are not large enough to cause fatigue
damage. Hence solution of equation (3.4.4) is not fundamental to the study
of drill pipe fatigue damage and is not presented here.
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CHAPTER 4 - BUCKLING OF VERTICAL DRILL STRINGS

Several solutions for the stability of vertical drill strings subjected purely
to self weight are found in the literature - Lubinski (1950) calculated static
buckling assuming hinged ends and Huang and Dareing (1968) obtained
the natural frequencies of lateral vibrations considering the top end builtin and the bottom end hinged. In fact, it is still not clear which kind of
boundary conditions best represent the actual constrictions in the
extremities. Hence it is worth extending this solution to other boundary
conditions to verify the dependence of the critical conditions on them.
Furthermore, drill strings are subjected to torque applied by the rotary
table and this combined action of torque and self weight needs to be
investigated. It is to be expected that drill strings buckle under lower
weights on bit when torque is applied simultaneously with compression.
The buckling shape will be three-dimensional and governed by coupled
fourth order differential equations. These equations can be written in
complex numbers to keep them at the same order. In section 4.1 the
solution developed in Appendix 1 is extended to other boundary
conditions. The analysis is limited to the calculation of the critical
weights on bit though it can be easily adapted to calculate buckled shapes,
bending moments and so on as given in Appendix 1. In section 4.2, the
case of combined self weight and applied torque is studied - a solution is
obtained by polynomial series containing complex terms. The equation
governing the helical buckling of pipes subjected to self weight is derived
in section 4.3.

4.1 - Other Boundary Conditions
The critical load required to buckle a drill string depends on the kind of
restraints applied to the extremities. Lubinski (1950), for instance,
assumed that bending moments vanish at the extremities. It is not fully
understood which boundary conditions best model the practical drilling
situation but it is expected that Lubinski's results are on the safe (or
conservative!) side because they produce the lowest critical weights on bit.
Literature lacks information on the characteristics of buckling under these
other conditions and it is felt to be worth while to evaluate them here. In
this section, the critical loads are calculated for three other boundary
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conditions - bottom end built-in and top end hinged (and vice-versa) and
both ends built-in. The solution follow s a similar m ethodology as
developed in Appendix 1 .
Summary of the solution
The solution of the dimensionless equation which governs buckling of
vertical drill strings may be expressed by :
y(x) = a Six) + h T(x) + c U(x) + g

(4.1.1a)

with the inclination and curvature given by :

^ ( x ) = aF(x) + bG(x) + cH(x)
dx

2

dx

(x) = aP(x) + bQ(x) + c R(x)

(4.1.1b)

(4.1.1c)

where a, h, c and g are constant and Six), Tix), Uix), Fix), Gix), Hix), Fix),
Qix) and Rix) are power series respectively given by equations (Al.lSa) to
(Al.lSi). If a simplified notation is used - i.e., Sixi) = Sj ; Sixi) = Sz and so
on - the critical loads may be obtained when the following determinants
converge to zero :
Sj - S 2
F2
Si - S

2

Tj - T2
G2

Hz

T i~ T2

U1 - U

Fl

Gi

^

G2

Sj - S 2
Fl
F2

U1 - U

Tj - T2
Gj
G2

2

= 0

Top end hinged
Bottom end built - in

(4.1.2a)

= 0

Top end built - in
Bottom end hinged

(4.1.2b)

= 0

Top end built - in
Bottom end built - in

(4.1.2c)

2

Rz
U1 - U

2

Hz

where the subscripts 1 and
(bottom end).

2

respectively refer to Xi (top end) and Xz
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Results
The results of equations (4.1.2a) to (4.1.2c) are presented in Table 4.1.1.
The notation used is such that T and B mean top and bottom ends
respectively whereas I and II denote hinged and built-in boundary
conditions respectively. For example, TII, BI means top end built-in and
bottom end hinged. The variable Xj denotes the non-dim ensional
distance of the kelly above the neutral point whereas %2 denotes the nondimensional distance of bit below the neutral point. Hence, the nondimensional drill string length may be expressed by
+
Table 4.1.1
presents the change in Xz as Xi is varied from

-6

to 0 , corresponding to a

progressive movement of the neutral point towards the kelly. Also note
that the weight on bit is given by the product of p and X2 . Thus, higher X2
means higher weight on bit. A lot more weight on bit is required to
buckle the drill string when the bottom end is built-in. In contrast, the
kind of boundary condition at the top end has little effect on the weight
on bit except when Xi tends to zero (i.e., the neutral point approaches the
kelly point). The smaller the absolute value of Xi the larger is the weight
on bit (i.e., %2 ) proportionally required to buckle the pipe. Furthermore,
short drill strings tend to be more stable because they require larger %2 (or
weight on bit) for buckling condition. As expected, the solution for
hinged ends is on the safe (perhaps conservative!) side because it
produces the lowest critical weights on bit.
Results from Table 4.1.1 also show that %2 converges asymptotically to
constant levels as the length of a drill string increases. For example, the
case of TJ, BI reveals that a drill string 4.202 long buckles for X2 = 2.202. A
much longer drill string, i.e., 7.939, would need slightly less weight on bit
to buckle, or %2 = 1.939. It can be inferred from this analysis that buckling
characteristics do not depend on the drill string length once a "certain"
critical length is reached. In other words, it does not matter if a drill
string is, for instance,

8

or 16 dimensionless units long.
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Boundary Conditions at Ends
Xi

T IB I

TIL BI

TI, BII

TII, BII

3.413
3.444
3.478
3.522
3.570
3.618
3.746

3.426
3.462
3.508
3.574
3.683
3.881
4.211

X2

-5
-4
-3

1.939
1.984
2.039
2.109

-2

2 .2 0 2

-1

2.349
2.648

-6

0

1.958
2 .0 1 0

2.083
2.191
2.372
2.661
3.107

Critical Weight on Bit
Table 4.1.1
Although this analysis was limited to the determination of critical weight
on bit, it can be readily extended to calculate deflected shapes and bending
m om ents.

4.2 - Inclusion of Torsion
When a shaft is subjected simultaneously to torque T and constant thrust
P it may buckle in a three-dimensional curve. A solution for this
problem is reproduced in Den Hartog (1952) with critical conditions for
first order buckling expressed by TV(4 El) + P = tt EîfL, w here L is the
shaft length and El is the bending stiffness. Note that P is taken positive
for compression, hence a tensile force tends to stabilise the system and
higher torque is then required for buckling.
The case of vertical drill strings is more complicated because the axial load
due to self weight is distributed. The drill string also buckles in a threedimensional curve, but this spiral shape is more accentuated in the lower
portion while in the top portion the string is ''stabilised" by tensile forces.
The governing equations, for the system of co-ordinates shown in Figure
4.2.1, can be written as:

= -T

dY
dr

dr

= T

d^Y
dZ^
d^X
dZ^

(4.2.1a)

(4.2.1b)
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(4.2.1c)

T = GJ cûp

where :
E is the Young's modulus ,
I is the second moment of cross-sectional area ,
X(Z) and Y(Z) are functions describing the buckled curve ,
p is the drill pipe weight "in mud" per unit length ,

T is the applied torque ,
G is the shear modulus ,
7 is the polar moment of cross-sectional area and
cOp is the rate of change of axial twist along the drill string.
It is noted that equations (4.2.1a) and (4.2.1b) are coupled by the torque
term. The equations presented by Walker and Friedman (1977) reduce to
equations (4.2.1a) to (4.2.1c) if the hole is assumed vertical and similar axis
of co-ordinates is used. Equations (4.2.1a) and (4.2.1b) are made
dim ensionless by using El = p m ^ , X = m x , Y = m y , Z = m z and T - p
t :
d^x

d^x
dx
, d^y
+ --+h 2z —Tr +
1 - =
- —t
- t x—^
T
dz^
dz^
dz
dz
4

A . +
dz^

^
dz^

(4.2.2a)

= fA

dz

dz

Equations (4.2.2a) and (4.2.2b) can be written in complex form by
m ultiplying equation (4.2.2b) by = -1 and then adding it to equation
(4.2.2a). Thus :

5 - i - 1 ="0
where u(z) = x(z) + i y(z). Observe that if equations (4.2.2a) and (4.2.2b) are
explicitly decoupled, two eighth order equations, each one requiring eight
boundary conditions, are obtained. Equation (4.2.3a), on the other hand,
needs four complex boundary conditions. Integrating equation (4.2.3a)
results in :
A

dz

_ J -Æ +
dz

dz

- / = 0

(4.2.3b)
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w h e r e / is a complex constant. Making r = ^

dz"

produces

(4.2.4)

dz

Solution of equation (4.2.4) can be written in the follow ing complex
power series :
viz) =

(4.2.5)
n=0

w h ere C„ are complex coefficients to be determined.
equation (4.2.5) in (4.2.4) yields :

X [ n ( n - 1 ) z”- ' - I f « z”-’ + z"*’]C„

Substituting

= /

(4.2.6)

71=0

From equation (4.2.6) it is shown that the coefficients C 2, C 3, ..., C„,... and
so on can be uniquely expressed in terms of Q , Q a n d / (see Appendix 3),
so that :
——(z) —C q + Cl z + C2 z^ + C3 z^ + ... + Cji z” + ...
dz

(4.2.7a)

F*(z) + C, G*(z) + fH * ( z )

(4.2.7b)

reduces to
^ ( z )

dz

= Co

where the complex functions F*(z) , G*(z) and H*(z) are given by :
z^
z ° - — + 4 — - 2 8 — +.
3!

9!

6!
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+
rj

(it)——+ (it)^ —7 + (it)^ — + (it)^ — +...
71
6!

F*(z) = +

zJ

+
10

81

10!

+

,13
r}^
z 10
l O O ( i t ) ^ + 235 (it)^ ^ + 455 (it)^ ^ + 785(it)^
+.
ili
Î2!
iJ I
10 !
+

(4.2.8a)
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+

.4

.3

£

r5

( i t ) ^ + ( i i f ^ + ( i t f ^ + ( « / ^ + ...
2/
3!
4/
51

z“

G * (z) =

5 (it)-^ + 9(it)^ ~— + 14(it)^ %Y+ 20(it)^ — +... +
6/
7/
8!
rlO
r9
£
+ 4 0 ( i t ) ^ + 1 03 (itf ^ + 215 (it)^ ^ + 395(it)^ ^ +...
+
97
ÎÔ!
1Ï7
u
.13
rl2
z 12
U O ( i t ) ^ + 1470(itf ^ + 3835(it ) ^ + 8575(it)^ ^
11!
Ï2!
Î3!
14!

+

+
(4.2.8b)

+
£ +
+ (z^)—

.6

-—+ (it)^ £—l- + (it)^ ——+..
4! ' ' 5!
67

+

.9
£
7 (it)-— + 12(it)^ — + 1 8 (it)^ — + 25 (it)^ ——+...
6!
7!
8/
9!
r]

H * (z ) =

+

M
.12
.10
z
+ 67 ( i t ) ^ + 163(it)^ ^ + 325(it)^ ^ + 575(it)^
+.
11 /
12 /
ÎÔ!
12
.15
.14
.13
Z
8 3 2 ( i t ) ^ + 2625(it)^ ^ + 6525(it)^ ^ + 14000(it)^ — +..
Î 2 ./
13!
14/
15/
+

+

(4.2.8c)
Equations (4.2.8a), (4.2.8b) and (4.2.8c) seem to be complicated but in fact it
is not difficult to find the recurrence formulae and program them in a
computer language. Integrating and differentiating equation (4.2.7b)
results in :
u (z) = Co S*(z) + Cj T*(z) + / U*(z) + r

(4.2.9a)

d^u
^ ( z ) = Co P*(z) + Q Q*(z) + f R * ( z )
dz

(4.2.9b)
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where :
S *(z)= V F *(^ )d^

;

JO

P * ( z ) = 4 ~ ^ * (z )
dz

;

;

T * ( z ) = \'G * ( ^ ) d ^
JQ

Q * (z) = - ^ G * ( z )
dz

;

U * ( z ) = ^ H *(^ )d^
JQ

and

R * (z ) = - ^ H * ( z )
dz

are easily obtained (see Appendix 3) from equations (4.2.8a), (4.2.8b) and
(4.2.8c) and K* is a complex constant. It should be noticed that the first
rows of equations (4.2.8a), (4.2.8b) and (4.2.8c) are exactly the same as
equations (A1.18d), (A1.18e) and (A1.18f) if the dimensionless applied
torque t is set to zero, and the problem reduces to buckling purely due to
self weight. It should also be mentioned that each term in the first rows
of equations (4.2.8a), (4.2.8b) and (4.2.8c) "originates" a new sub-series. For
instance, in equation (4.2.8a) the fourth row "originates" from the fourth
term

of

row

-1 0

nu m b er

one

(i.e .,

- 2 ^—

o r ig in a te s

11

1 0 0 (it)-j^ +

+

...

).

If more terms are considered in the

"main" series more sub-series are produced but fortunately this process
converges because the higher terms and respective sub-series become
progressively smaller. There are four complex constants - Q , Q , / and
K* - and, therefore, four complex boundary conditions are needed. Linear
and angular displacements are assumed zero at the extremities, i.e. :
u(Zi) = 0

(4.2.10a)

u(z2) = 0

(4.2.10b)

^(Zj)=0
dz

(4.2.10c)

^ (Z ;)= 0

(4.2.10d)

dz

The critical conditions are determined when the boundary conditions
(4.2.10a) - (4.2.10b) and (4.2.10c) - (4.2.10d) are respectively applied to
equations (4.2.9a) and (4.2.7b), as it ispresented in Appendix 3. For low
values of z and t the polynomial series converge w ith few terms,
otherwise many more terms should be included in the series and the
programming technique needs to be further refined. Having said that.
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this analysis is restricted to z ^ < - 6 and t < 1. For t = 1, for instance, the
applied torque T {T = p m t^) ranges from T = 25000 ft.lbj (33.9*10^ N.m)
in drill pipes to T = 600000 ft.lbf (81.3*10^ N.m) in drill collars. The results
are plotted in Table 4.2.1, which contains the critical combinations of nondim ensional distance of neutral point above bit, Z2 , versus

non-

dim ensional torque, t, for some non-dimensional distance of neutral
point below kelly, Zj. The values in brackets represent percentages of
for t - 0 . Table 4.2.1 shows that the higher the applied torque the smaller
is the weight on bit (which is directly proportional to z^ ) required to
buckle the drill string. Table 4.2.1 also shows that shorter drill strings (i.e.,
smaller values of jz^l + Zg) require more weight on bit (i.e., larger Z2 ) for
buckling. Results for three drill pipes are presented, in dimensional
variables, in Table 4.2.2. It is assumed that Young's modulus is 30*10^ psi
(2.07*10^^ N/m?-), mud density 12.0 pounds per gallon (1438 Kg/m^) and
Zj = -

6. 0 .
t

Zi

0

1

0.1

1

0.2

1

0.4

1

0.8

1

0.9

Zz
-6

-5
-4
-3
-2

-I
0

3.4258
(100%)
3.4617
(100%)
3.5070
(100%)
3.5740
(100%)
3.6830
(100%)
3.8810
(100%)
4.2110
(100%)

3.4194
(99.81%)
3.4555

(99.82%)
3.5000
(99.80%)
3.5680
(99.83%)
3.6770
(99.84%)
3.8760

(99.87%)
4.2050

(99.86%)

3.402
(99.31%)
3.437
(99.29%)
3.482
(99.29%)
3.548

(99.27%)
3.660

(99.38%)
3.860
(99.46%)
4.193
(99.57%)

2.996

3.329
(97.17%)
3.361

3.077
(89.82%)
3.108

(97.09%)

(89.78%) (87.62%)

3.409
(97.21%)
3.477
(97.29%)
3.589
(97.45%)
3.796

3.150
(89.82%)
3.222
(90.15%)
3.344
(90.80%)
3.580

(97.81%)

(92.24%) (87.50%)

4.155

(98.67%)

3.965
(94.16%)

Torque and Self Weight (Dimensionless Units)
Table 4.2.1

(87.45%)
3.033
3.067
(87.45%)
3.140

(87.86%)
3.178

(86.29%)
3.396
3.917

(93.02%)
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t
PIPES
O D = 2 3/8"
ID = 1.995"
O D = 4 1/2"
ID = 3.958"
O D = 6 5/8"
ID = 5.965"
O D = 6"
ID = 3 "
O D = 8"
ID = 3 "

1

0

0.4

1

0.9

T (10^ ft.lbf); VJOB (10^ Ihf)
T =0
WOB = 0.469
T =0
WOB = 2.044
T =0
WOB = 4.87
T =0
WOB = 12.01
T =0
WOB = 27.42

T = 1.892
WOB = 0.456
T = 12.68
WOB = 1.986
T = 39.21
WOB = 4.73
T = 83.58
WOB = 11.67
T = 227.34
WOB = 26.65

T = 4.257
WOB = 0.410
T = 28.53
WOB = 1.788
T = 88.22
WOB = 4.26
T = 188.06
WOB = 10.50
T =511.52
WOB = 23.98

Practical Example for Critical Conditions
Table 4.2.2
The buckled shape
The deflected drill string shape can also be expressed in cylindrical co
ordinates (see Figure 2.4.5) by :
c2 (z) = x^(z) + yHz)

(4.2.11a)

p(z) = tan-'^ {x(z)ly(z}}

(4.2.11b)

w here c(z) is the radial clearance, x(z) = c(z) cos p(z) and y(z) = c(z) sin
P(z). The point of maximum radial displacement Z3 is found by setting
£ ( 23) =

0

or:

*{2 3 ) ^ ( 2 3 ) +

=

0

(4.2.12)

The determination of the point of maximum displacement and the shape
of the buckled drill string is presented in Appendix 3. Results for three
values of torque are shown in Figures 4.2.2a to 4.2.2d in the form of plane
projections. Three-dimensional perspective view s are sketched in Figure
4.2.3. The buckled shape is "more spiral" for larger torques and shorter
drill strings.
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4.3 - Helical Buckling
The relation between axial force and helical pitch for unloading and
loading conditions were presented in section 2.4 (see equations (2.4.2) and
(2.4.5)). In addition, Mitchell (1982) and Sorenson and Cheatham (1986)
showed the importance of the boundary conditions on solution. When
the axial force is constant along the pipe, the helical pitch and the
distributed contact forces are constant. However, if the axial force is
variable (due to self weight, for instance) it is expected that the helical
pitch and contact forces vary. The governing equations for vertical pipes
(self weight included) are derived in this section. Thus :

E I ^

+ q(Z) cosP(Z) = 0

(4.3.1a)

+ ( W , - p Z ) ^ - p ^ + q (Z )s in p (Z ) = 0

(4.3.1b)

+ (W2 - p Z ) ^ - p ^

aZ

E I ^

uZ

aZ

uZ

flZ

aZ

where :
E is the Yoimg's modulus ,
I is the second moment of cross-sectional area ,

y I and V 2 describe the position of the rod centreline ,
W2 is the weight on b i t ,
p is the drill pipe weight ''in mud" per unit length ,
q(Z) is the distributed contact force and
/3(Z) is the circumferential position of the rod centreline .
Equations (4.3.1a) and (4.3.1b) reduce to the equations given by Sorenson
and Cheatham if the axial force is constant. Assuming that E I = p
{m
is a characteristiclength), Z = m z, Vi = m
V 2 = m V2, Wz = p m Wz, q(Z)
= p q*(z) and substituting these relations on equations (4.3.1a) and (4.3.1b)
results in :

dz

dz

+ (W2 -

+ (W2 - z)

dz

dz

^

+ q*(z)cosp(z) = 0

(4.3.2a)

^
+ q*( z ) sinP(z) = 0
dz

(4.3.2b)

dz
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Assuming permanent contact the following relations are valid :
= CCOSP(Z)

(4.3.3a)

Ü2 = c s i n p ( z )

(4.3.3b)

w here c is the dimensionless radial clearance. Substituting equations
(4.3.3a) and (4.3.3b) in (4.3.2a) and (4.3.2b) produces :

dz^

Wj —z —6 \ ——
\dz.

d p d^P ^
dz dz'

d^P

dp

dz

dz

=

(4.3.4a)

0

dp
(d*p'^'
+ {w 2 - z ) \ - ^
^dz%

= q*( z )

(4.3.4b)

Solution of equation (4.3.4a) gives P(z) which can be substituted in (4.3.4b)
to give the contact force q*(z).
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CHAPTERS - VIBRATION ANALYSIS

It is quite difficult to describe drill string vibration during drilling complications arise from bit/soil interactions, contact forces (shocks and
dry friction) and hole geometries, just to mention a few. Bogdanoff and
Goldberg (1961) supported that random models would better represent
this irregular behaviour. Transient analyses, reviewed in section 2.2.2,
certainly model the drill string dynamic behaviour more accurately, but
they require large computational effort. Mechanical vibrations have a
strong effect on drilling performance through the achieved rate of
penetration, accelerated bit wear, string trajectory and so on.
Furthermore, dynamic stresses resulting from vibrations are generically
blamed for many drill string failures due to the accumulation of fatigue
damage (see Dareing (1985) and Aarrestad and Kyllingstad (1988)) but in
fact little is definitively known.
This chapter presents some simple (though representative!) m odels to
evaluate the contribution of vibration to cyclic loading. Analytical
solutions are developed for longitudinal (section 5.1), torsional (section
5.2) and lateral (section 5.3) vibrations. Dareing and Livesay's model
(1968) is applied to longitudinal and torsional vibrations w ith the
assumption that the bit is subjected to sinusoidal displacement at a
frequency three times the rotary speed and that dissipative forces are
represented by a viscous term. The effect of tool joints in torsional and
longitudinal vibrations was shown to be "insignificant" and therefore the
segments of pipes can be considered continuous (Bradbury and Wilhoit,
1962). The lateral vibration of vertical drill strings is investigated using
results from section 3.1 and from Huang and Dareing (1968), w ith
damping forces and wall confinement effect disregarded.

5.1 - Longitudinal Vibration
A solution is initially developed for the drill string arrangement defined
in Figure 5.1.1, and then generalised for any drill string configuration
(Figure 5.1.2). The governing equation describing the longitudinal
displacements derives from the balance of axial forces in an infinitesimal
element (Figure 5.1.1). Thus :

I ll

-

7 /" ^

+

Pf

+

(P i - P m ) ^ A

2 = 1, 2

(5 .1 .1 )

where :
the subscripts f =
segments ,

1 ,2

refer, respectively, to drill collar and drill pipe

Vi = Vj (x,t) is the longitudinal displacem ent,
Ai is the cross-sectional area - A, = 0.7854 (D,^ -

,

Dj and d, are respectively the outside and inside pipe diameters ,
£, is the Young's modulus ,
Yi is the viscous damping coefficient,
pi

is the density of the material,

Pyn is the density of the mud and
g

is the acceleration due to gravity .

The damping factors of drill collars and drill pipes are obtained from the
logarithmic decrement of the transient responses of bit and kelly,
respectively. The viscous damping model does not exactly represent the
actual non-conservative forces - however, it constitutes an approximation
to account for the dissipation of energy. Equation (5.1.1) admits static and
dynamic solutions, respectively %(x) and Ui(x,t), given by :
Vi (x,t) = Ui(x) + Ui (x,t)

(5.1.2)

Substituting equation (5.1.2) in (5.1.1) results in :
-j2—
(5.1.3a)

Equation (5.1.3b) is the so called wave equation. Theboundary conditions
to be applied to the extremities and drillpipe-drill collarconnection are
given by :
u,(0) = 0

(5.1.4a)

E ,^ (0 ) = - ^ ^
dx
Aj

(5.1.4b)
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/T \ —
A T
^ 2
A j£ j— (Ijj
= A2E2t —(Li )
dx
dx

(5.1.4c)

ïZjfLj) = ÏÏ2(Lj)

(5.1.4d)

UiiO, t) = Uo sin cû t

(5.1.4e)

A , E , ^ ( L „ t ) + K U2(L2,t) + M ^ ( L „ t ) = 0
dx
dt

(5.1.4f)

= A 2 E 2 -^ (L i,t)
Ujd^rt) = U2(L2,t)

(5.1.4g)
(5.1.4H)

where :
WOB is the weight on b it,
Uo is the amplitude of bit displacem ent,
(0 is the circular frequency ,
ka is the spring stiffness of cables ,
M is the mass of kelly, swivel and travelling block and
Li and L2 are the lengths as defined in Figure 5.1.1 .
The boundary conditions (5.1.4a) to (5.1.4d) and (5.1.4e) to (5.1.4h) apply
respectively to equations (5.1.3a) and (5.1.3b). Equations (5.1.4a), (5.1.4d),
(5.1.4e) and (5.1.4h) are related to displacement constraints and equations
(5.1.4b), (5.1.4c), (5.1.4f) and (5.1.4g) are related to balance of forces. For
three-cone drill bits the circular frequency co is equal to three times the
rotary table speed. The spring stiffness may be determined by measuring
the net elongation of cables when a known mass is picked up. The
amplitude of bit displacement is reported to depend on the particular
drilling situation. In this work it is assumed that Uo is either known or
obtainable from a "measuring while drilling" device.
Solution of the static equations
Substituting the boundary conditions (5.1.4a) to (5.1.4d) in equation
(5.1.3a) leads to :
üi(x) =

2 Ej

-AjEj

%

(5.1.5a)
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Biais, x^ + b2%4- C2

üJx)

(5.1.5b)

2E,

&2 - gLj A ( P l ~ Pm)~^2 (Pl - Pm^
A 2 E2

r "

2

(Pl~Pm^
[
El

(Pl -Pm)

J

£2

WOB

(5.1.5c)

A 2 E2

'WOB

^■

[a e ,

'J

— El ------- + b.

(5.1.5d)

Let Pl and p 2 be, respectively, the weight "in mud", per unit length, of
drill collar and drill pipe given by the following expressions :
Pi=g{pi-Pm)A

(5.1.6)

i = l,2

Substituting (5.1.6) into equations (5.1.5a) to (5.1.5d) produces

Uj(x)

-WOBx

-

^

+ L

Pl

Pl

2AjEi

2A2E2

(5.1.7a)

A, El

[(Pi - Pz)Li - WOB]

A2E2

Lj

X

+

A 2 E2

Aj Ei j

(5.1.7b)

Hence the static axial stresses cr, (x) can be obtained by

Ai

A2

(5.1.8a)

Ai

(5.1.8b)

A2

Solution of the dynamic equations
Equation (5.1.3b) admits the following solution :
u.(x, t) = Real {B- s i n ( x + b^)

}

(5.1.9a)
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;

;

f = - l

(5.1.9b)

t

I

w h ere B„ bt and A, are complex numbers. The constants B, and
are
determined by substituting (5.1.9a) in equations (5.1.4e) to (5.1.4h). Thus :
h i

Bi sin bi = - j Uo

(5.1.10a)

tan[X2L + b^ =
^
'
Mco-k^

(5.1.10b)

Bj Aj cos(Aj Lj + bj) =

Aj Ej

^2

X2 Cos[X2 Lj + ^2 )

Bj sm(Aj Lj + fcj) = B2 sin[X2 Lj + &2 )

(5.1.10c)

(5.1.lOd)

Equations (5.1.10a) to (5.1.10d) represent a system of four equations and
four unknowns whose solution gives Bj, B2 , bi and &2 . The dynamic axial
stress Oi(x,t) is expressed by :

(Ji(x,t) = E i ^ ( x , t ) = Real {B. A,. cos(A, %+ &,)

(5.1.11)

G e n e ra lis a tio n o f th e s o lu tio n

Actual drill strings comprise a number of drill collars, drill pipes and
shock-subs, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.2. Once the case of drill collar-drill
pipe is understood it becomes simple to extend the solution to general
configurations. The solution for static axial stress can be generalised to :

(5.1.12a)

âj(x) = ^ x -

A

A

5,.(*) = {ffj.i(L,..;)A-i+Pi(*-i-,-3)}/A

i = 2,3,...,m

where :
m

is the number of pipe segments ,
i

4 =

Pi=s{Pi-Pm)A

;=i

i=l,2,...m.

(5.1.12b)
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Equation (5.1.9a) applies to each segm ent of pipe.

The boundary

conditions for the top of section i (i = 1, 2 ,..., m ), i.e., dàx = Ly are :
du,
Ai Ei —^ (Li , t) - Ai^j
dx

[Ui(Li,t) - Ui^^(Li,t)]

du

(Li , t)

dx

(5.1.13a)

~ ^f+3 (Lift)

if

=

oo

(5.1.13b)

=

if

* ~

(5.1.13c)

Combining equations (5.1.13a) and (5.1.13c) gives

sin[XiLi + b i ) +

®z+l —

K.7+1

b,. = ia n - 4

cos(A,.E, +

)
(5.1.14a)

B,

4 + K i)

~

LA+1 A + i A + i

Ei Ai 2>i

(5.1.14b)

K,7+1

and combining equations (5.1.13a) and (5.1.13b) results in

if

4+1 =

sm(A,+iE,+&,+i)J

^7+1 =

(5.1.15a)

B,

L^z+1A+i^z+1

A, I;

(5.1.15b)

J

The boundary conditions at the bit and top of the drill string produce :
-ju„

B, =
sinbj -

if

cosb]

4-.I ^ ~

(5.1.16a)
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(5.2.2b)

where I is the polar moment of inertia of the kelly and k, is the torsional
spring of cables.

Inertia term usually predominates over restoring

moments (Bailey and Finnie, 1960), hence the boundary condition (5.2.2b)
could simplify to equation (5.2.2c) as follows :

=0

(5.2.2c)

The dynamic shear stress r/x.t) is then given by
T,-(%,t) —0.5 Dj- Gj

(5.2.3)

In section 6.2.2 a computer program is developed to calculate torsional
vibration and some examples are also presented.

5.3 - Lateral Vibration
The assessment of lateral vibration is complicated because drill strings are
confined to bore holes (intermittent shocks may occur!), friction forces
originate from contact ('"dry friction") and from mud fluid ("viscous
damping") and the bit/form ation iteration is quite complex. In this
section a m odel to estimate cyclic loading due to lateral vibration is
sought. The differential equation governing lateral motion of vertical
drill strings (Figure 5.3.1) is given by :
9
E (x )I(x )^ (x ,t)
dx
dx^

d
T(x,t) ^ - (x ,t)
dx
dx

+ p ( x ) ^ ( x , t ) + h ( x ) ^ ( x ,t ) = 0
ot

OL

where :
y(x,t) is the lateral displacement,
E{x)
l(x)

is the Young's modulus ,
is the second moment of cross-sectional area ,

T(x,t) is the axial force ,

+

(5.3.1a)
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if

(5.116b,

The order of solution is :
1)

Calculate

using equation (5.1.16c).

2)
3)
4)

Calculate from b^.i to bi using equation (5.1.14b) or (5.1.15b).
Calculate Bj using equation (5.1.16a) or (5.1.16b).
Calculate from 8 2 to
using equation (5.1.14a) or (5.1.15a).

This general formulation was programmed in FORTRAN and som e
examples were run as a check (see section 6.2.1 for results).

5.2 - Torsional Vibration
Torsional and longitudinal motions are assumed independent - the wave
equations governing these vibrations are similar provided corresponding
parameters are replaced. For torsional vibrations, the wave equation is :

/, G, 0

= r, ^

+ Pi h ^

i = l , 2 .......m

(5.2.1)

where :
is the number of different segments of pipes ,
6i = 6i(x,t) is the angular displacement,
J i is the polar moment of the cross-sectional area /, = 0.098175 { D f - d f ) ,
m

Gj is the shear modulus and

remaining variables are defined as in equation (5.1.1) .
The boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the drill string are
given by :
6(0,t) =

60

sin CÙt

(5.2.2a)
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(5.2.2b)

where I is the polar moment of inertia of the kelly and kt is the torsional
spring of cables.

Inertia term usually predominates over restoring

moments (Bailey and Finnie, 1960), hence the boundary condition (5.2.2b)
could simplify to equation (5.2.2c) as follows :

(5.2.2c)

The dynamic shear stress Ti(x,t) is then given by
r,(x,t) = 0.5 D, G , . ^

(5.2.3)

In section 6.2.2 a computer program is developed to calculate torsional
vibration and some examples are also presented.

5.3 - Lateral Vibration
The assessment of lateral vibration is complicated because drill strings are
confined to bore holes (intermittent shocks may occur!), friction forces
originate from contact ("dry friction") and from mud fluid ("viscous
damping") and the bit/form ation iteration is quite complex. In this
section a m odel to estimate cyclic loading due to lateral vibration is
sought. The differential equation governing lateral motion of vertical
drill strings (Figure 5.3.1) is given by :
3
E (x)I(x)^ (x,t)
dx^
dx

+ p(x)

dt

d
T(x,t) ^ - (x ,t)
dx
dx

Y (x,t) + h(x)-^ (x,t) — 0
dt

where :
y(x,t) is the lateral displacement,
E(x)
l(x)

is the Young's modulus ,
is the second moment of cross-sectional area ,

T(x,t) is the axial force ,

+

(5.3.1a)
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p(x)
h(x)

is the physical plus added mass per unit length and
is the viscous damping coefficient per unit length .

Equation (5.3.1a) is valid for strings in bore holes with small curvatures.
There is no direct forcing mechanism inducing lateral motion, excitation
originates parametrically from the axial force which is a function of
position (drill string self weight) and time (bit harmonic oscillation on
the three lobe pattern). Convenient boundary conditions must be applied
to the drill string bottom (at %= 0 ) and top (at %= L ) ends. Equation
(5.3.1a) can be rewritten if the geometric and material properties of pipes
and damping coefficients are assumed constant. Thus :
7 ^
dx

where y = y(x,t) and T = T(x,t). Equation (5.3.1b) should be "fairly correct"
for low vibration m odes even if there are slight differences in the
properties of pipes (higher modes are more sensitive to local variations,
though). The tension force can be written as :
(5.3.2)

T ( x , t ) = - p \ x - X 2 (l+£sincot)\

where :
p

is the drill pipe weight "in mud" per unit length ,
is the average distance from the neutral point to b it ,

e

is a perturbation parameter and
is the circular frequency which is three times the rotary speed .

CO

Substituting equation (5.3.2) in (5.3.1b) gives :

E I^

-

- p [ x - X 2 (l+ e sin G A )\^ +

= 0

(5.3.3a)

In section 3.4, Galerkin's method is applied to equation (5.3.3a). As
solution is written in terms of a system of non-linear equations with
tim e-dependent coefficients. For static analysis, equation (5.3.3a)
sim plifies to (A1.7) (Lubinski's equation!) provided the system of
reference is translated. This problem was studied in previous chapters. If
the perturbation parameter is zero at equation (5.3.3a) the lateral motion
is transient because damping will continuously attenuate vibration whilst
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no energy is supplied to maintain the oscillation. In addition, if damping
and perturbation parameter are neglected, equation (5.3.3a) simplifies to :

whose solution gives the undamped natural frequencies and respective
shapes of vibration. This equation may be solved by a power series
method (Appendix 4) or using Galerkin's method (section 3.1). It is
shown that the natural frequencies for the first modes of vibration are
very low. This fact suggests that equation (5.3.3a) could be approximately
solved by a quasi-static model, if an estimate of the cyclic loading for the
first modes of vibration is sought.
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+ M -^ (L ^ ,t) = 0
dt

m -2

U^(0)=0
àx

A,

Uj(0,t) = UfjSin cot
WOB, U

Schematic of Generalised Drill String Design
Figure 5.1.2
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CHAPTER 6 - APPLICAHON TO CYCLIC LOADING

A significant number of oil rigs experience drill string failures. This is
particularly true for directional drilling where most drill pipe failures are
due to the accumulation of fatigue damage. The cost per event may total
some tens of thousands of pounds (Joosten, Shute and Ferguson, 1985)
and, therefore, it is clearly necessary to minimise such occurences. Such
drill pipe failures are thought to originate primarily in dog-legs, caused by
the rotation of bent pipes under high tensile forces.

Longitudinal,

torsional and lateral vibrations might also contribute to the accumulation
of cyclic loading leading to fatigue damage and this needs to be
investigated. To the author's know ledge, no previous work has
"quantitatively correlated" drill string vibration to cyclic loading.
Dynamic stresses may also result from a variety of sources: for instance,
when slips are set the drill string suddenly stops and stress waves are
produced (Vreeland, 1961) or when the drilling vessel is subjected to seaw ave induced motions the kelly and first drill pipe tool joint might be
subjected to cyclic stresses (Hansford and Lubinski, 1964). When these
dynamic stresses are combined with the static stresses due to self weight, a
further detrimental effect is caused. In fact, an accurate understanding of
the cyclic loading mechanism in drill strings is still to be developed.
Section 6.1 presents a solution for drill string loading when drilling past
dog-legs whereas section 6.2 describes computer programs and examples
for the loading due to vibration. Finally, in section 6.3, a practical
example is presented to compare the importance of cyclic loading due to
dog-legs and due to axial and torsional vibrations.
A drill pipe may fail under repeated cycles of relatively low stress levels
ow ing to the growth of internal cracks that can be initiated from small
local defects or at stress concentration sites. Such fatigue damage is
usually quantified by using experimental S- N curves which are plots of
stress range S against number of cycles to failure N. The PalmgrenMiner cumulative fatigue damage rule quantifies the fatigue damage
caused by a number of cycles at low stress ranges. This linear damage law
assumes that the total fatigue damage results from the summation of the
fractions (or percentages) of life expended in each stress cycle. When the
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total accumulated fatigue damage approaches unity (or 100%) the drill
pipe section should be removed from service to avoid unexpected failure.
Assuming a repetition of low stress ranges it is possible to quantify the
fatigue damage using the Palmgren-Miner's cumulative rule as follow :
^

ri;

where :
D is the cumulative fatigue damage ,
n, is the number of stress cycles experienced in the
level ,

stress

N, is the number of cycles given by the experimental curve
stress versus cycles and
N is the total number of stress interval considered .
If the cumulative fatigue damage approaches one a pipe may be subjected
to failure. To be on the safe side this pipe should be removed from
operation.

6.1 - Loading Due to Dog-legs
Hansford and Lubinski (1966) created a method to estim ate the
accumulation of fatigue damage in gradual and long dog-legs.
suggested that the following parameters influence drill pipe life :

They

1 - Rotary speed {RPM ) ,
2 - Rate of penetration (ROP ) ,
3456-

Drill pipe outside diameter (OD ) ,
Tensile force (T ) ,
Dog-leg severity (DLS ) ,
Specification (corrosive or not) and density of mud and

7 - Grade of ste e l.
Parameters 1, 2 and 4 vary substantially during drilling however, along
with parameter 5 they will be represented by the averages calculated over
a 30 ft (9.14 m) segment of hole. The other parameters can be considered
constant. Dog-legs are characterised by the rate of change of the hole
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angle, this can be smooth and gradual (Figure 6.1.1a) or sudden (Figure
6.1.1b). Abrupt dog-legs were disregarded from this analysis because they
do not pose an imminent risk to drilling: the maximum bending stresses
lasts only a short period of time, moreover the rubbing action of the drill
pipes tends to ''round off" the bore hole wall and "smooth" the dog-leg.
Lubinski (1961) established theoretical boundaries for dog-leg severities
beyond which fatigue may occur. It is a valuable tool to avoid excessive
dog-legs, but it is more suitable to design applications. The calculation of
fatigue damage presented in this section was extracted from Hansford and
Lubinski's work (1966). Fatigue damage of range 3 drill pipes (i.e., 45 ft
long), excluded from this work, was analysed by Lubinski (1977). The
main difference being the possibility of these longer pipes contacting the
bore hole wall. The first work to apply the concept of accumulation of
fatigue damage to driU pipes is credited to Hansford and Lubinski (1964).
Fatigue damage in long and gradual dog-legs
It is assumed that a linear damage law (Palmgren-Miner's law) is valid
which means that the total fatigue damage results from the summation
of the fractions of life in each stress cycle. Let B be thenumber of cycles
when drilling a30 ft (9.14 m) segment of hole and N be the number of
cycles for a drill pipe to failure. The fraction of drill pipe lif e / is given by:
f=B/ N

w h e r e B is function of the rotary speed RPM

(6.1.1)
(rpm) and rate of

penetration R O P (ft/hr) - or B = ( 1800 R PM ) / ROP. The number of
cycles to failure depends on the bending stress (7b (psi) and tensile stress Gj
(psi) which are expressed by :
Gt = T / A

(6.1.2a)

Gb = E D Ko / 2

(6.1.2b)

where T (lb) is the tensile force (given by the drill string weight "in mud"
below the dog-leg minus the weight on bit), A (in^) is the drill pipe crosssectional area - A = 0.78540 (D^ - d7), E is the Young's modulus (psi), D
(in) is the outside diameter, d (in) is the inside diameter and Ko (rd/in) is
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the maximum drill pipe curvature. The Young's modulus is equal to
30*10* psi (2.07*10* N/m^) for steel Grade E. The tensile force is given by :
T = W * FACT - WOB

(6.1.3)

w h ere W (Ibf) is the suspended drill string weight below the dog-leg,
FACT is the buoyancy force factor - FACT = 1.001 - 0.01534 D M - and DM

(lb/gallon) is the mud density. The hole curvature k (rd/in) and the drill
pipe maximum curvature Ko (rd/in) are correlated by :
(6.1.4)

Ko = k ( K L j/2)

where L1/2 is the half length of a drill pipe (L2/2 = 180 in) and K is obtained
from :
K = (T/E 1)0.5

(6.1.5)

where I (W) is the drill pipe second moment of cross-sectional area - J =
0.049087 (D^ - d^). Equations (6.1.4) and (6.1.5) were derived in Hansford
and Lubinski's paper (1966). Figure 6.1.2 represents N as a function of the
product of Gb and TT. The correction factor TT, which accounts for the
combined effect of dynamic bending and static axial stresses, is given by :
T T = Gj /(G j

-

(6 .1.6)

G j)

where Gj (psi) is the tensile strength of steel, Gj = 100000 psi for steel
Grade E. The curve valid for corrosive mud was plotted as 60% of the
ordinates given by the curve for non-corrosive media (see Figure 6.1.2).
In terms of computer programming it is convenient tofind analytical
expressions for N versus TT * Gb- Equations (6.1.7a) and (6.1.7b)
respectively corresponding to non-corrosive and corrosive mud are given
by:
I T * C7b

kg, =

> 20000 p s i

(6.1.7a)

I T * <% > 12000 p s i

(6.1.7b)

In equations (6.1.7a) and (6.1.7b) N is expressed in millions of cycles and
TT * <7b in thousands of psi. If TT * Gb is smaller than 20000 psi or 12000
psi (for respectively non-corrosive and corrosive mud) there is no fatigue
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damage and, in theory, the drill pipe could stand this stress forever. It is
assumed that the averages of the rotary speed, rate of penetration,
inclination and weight on bit are known after every 30 ft of hole is drilled.
In conventional oil rigs these parameters are routinely recorded in the
''drilling sheet" but in modern rigs measurement while drilling (MWD )
systems provide these data at virtually any time. The M W D system is
basically a device, powered by a turbine activated by the drilling mud,
containing some transducers. When drilling stops, usually after 30 ft of
hole is drilled, coded pulses are sent to the surface via the mud, and the
received data are then decoded.
Examples
The results presented in these examples were obtained from the
FORTRAN program developed in section 7.2. These examples illustrate
the importance of dog-leg control to minimise fatigue damage. The
conclusions reached here should not be generalised, each particular case
should be analysed on its own merit. The two hole profiles (Figure 6.1.3)
are meant to reach the same final target. Well number 1 has a dog-leg 600
ft long and severity equal to 2.50 degrees/100 ft while in well number 2
the dog-leg has half the severity and double the length. The following
data is common to both examples :
Number of drill collars : 10
Drill collar outside diameter : 7"
Drill collar inside diameter : 1 1/2"
Drill collar weight : 125 Ibf/ft
Total drill collar weight : 37500 Ibf
Mud : corrosive, 12.0 lb/gal
There were two drilling sessions with constant drilling parameters (Table
6.1.1) and five drill pipes are used in each session.

session
a
b

RO P (ft/hr) R PM (rpm)

100
50

WOB (Ihf)

In clin ation
(degree)

30000
25000

15
15

100
100

Drilling Sessions
Table 6.1.1
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Example 1
The drill string arrangement 1 (Figure 6.1.4a) is "run" in holes 1 and 2. In
session a the drill pipes 351 to 355 were tripped in and in session b the
drill pipes 356 to 360 were used. Table 6.1.2 presents the accumulated
fatigue damage, after the trip in, for the affected drill pipes. The average
accumulated fatigue damage, calculated over the drill pipe sections
fatigued, is 3.1% and 6.5% for arrangement 1 in holes 1 and 2, respectively.
In longer and less severe dog-legs more drill pipes are "damaged" but the
fatigue damage is more evenly distributed between the affected drill pipes
and the rate of accumulation for an individual segment is lower. Thus,
from the fatigue damage point of view it would be better to adopt the hole
profile 1.
H o le l
Fatigue (%)
Tag numbers
292
0.3
293
0.6
294
0.9
295
1.2
296
1.5
297
2.1
2.7
298
299
3.3
300
3.9
301 to 311
4.5
312
4.2
313
3.9
314
3.6
315
3.3
3.0
316
317
2.4
318
1.8
1.2
319
0.6
320

Hole 2
Tag numbers
Fatigue (%)
297
0.6
298
1.3
1.9
299
300
2.6
301
3.3
302
5.0
6.7
303
304
8.5
305
10.3
12.2
306
307
11.7
11.1
308
10.5
309
9.9
310
311
9.3
312
7.5
5.7
313
3.9
314
2.0
315

Accumulated fatigue Damage in Two Hole Profiles
Table 6.1.2
Example 2
A heavier drill string arrangement 2 (Figure 6.1.4b) is run into the well
number 2. In drilling sessions a and b the drill pipes 591 to 600 were
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tripped in. Table 6.1.3 gives the accumulated fatigue damage after the ten
drill pipes were used.
The average accumulated fatigue damage using arrangement 2 in hole 2
is 7.7% per affected pipe. The total dry weights of the two drill strings are
129150 Ibf and 155625 Ibf. The axial forces in arrangement 2 are higher
than in arrangement 1 resulting in more severe fatigue damage.

Tag numbers
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546

Hole 2 / Arrangement 2
Fatigue (%)
Tag numbers
0.8
547
1.5
548
2.4
549
3.2
550
4.0
551
552
6.0
8.0
553
554
10.1
12.3
555
—
14.5

Fatigue (%)
13.8
13.1
12.4
11.6
10.9
8.8
6.7
4.5
2.3
—

Accumulated fatigue Damage in Heavier Drill String
Table 6.1.3

6.2 - Loading Due to Vibrations
A priori the importance of vibration to fatigue analysis can not be ruled
out (see Hansford and Lubinski (1966)). It is true, however, that higher
stresses are more likely to occur in bent strings in dog-legs than in
vibrations. Hence, it is expected that the largest part of accumulated
fatigue damage originates in dog-legs but vibration might contribute to a
fraction of the damage. In sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, computer programs and
examples are respectively developed for longitudinal and torsional
vibrations. In section 6.2.3 simplified models to estimate lateral vibration
are investigated.
The dynamic stresses developed during vibration are m ultiplied by
factors which account for the high static tensile stresses due to self weight,
i.e., using Goodman's relation (see Harris and Crede, 1976). Note that,
according to Von Mises criterion the shear stresses due to torsional
vibration must be multiplied by V3. These ""adjusted" stresses are then
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entered in the experimental curve "stress versus cycles" (Figure 6.1.2) and
the number of cycles to failure extracted. Finally, the actual number of
cycles is divided by the number of cycles to failure and the fraction of life
in this stress state is determined.

6.2.1 - Longitudinal Vibration
Basically the computer program calculates displacements and dynamic
and "adjusted" stresses (am plitudes and phases) for drill string
arrangements as shown in Figure 5.1.2. The "adjusted" stresses are
obtained using Goodman's relation which takes into account the high
static stresses due to self weight. This is performed by multiplying Ci(x,t)
by \ l - { â j ( x , t ) / G j ) \ . Observe that |(T.(%,t)|4-|â/%,f)| should not exceed the
steel yield strength. The maximum displacements and stresses for each
frequency are also determined. The formulation is based on equations
(5.1.14a) to (5.1.16c). The program is structured in one data file and two
output files. The data file has the following configuration :
MM, M, K,

p ,, WOB

E d h p(l), XI), ODd), ID il), L d h K d )
E(2), p(2), X2), OD(2), ID(2), L(2), K(2)

................................... ETC ...................................
....................................ETC ...................................
E(MM), p(MM), XMM), OD(MM), ID(MM), L(MM), K(MM)
where :
MM is the number of segments of pipes ,
M is the mass of kelly, swivel and travelling block (Ib^),
ka is the spring stiffness of cables (Ibf/ft),
Uo is the amplitude of the bit displacement (ft),
Pm is the density of mud (Ibm/in^),
WOB is the weight on bit (Ibf),
for each segment of pipe i ,
E(i) is the Young's modulus (Ibf/in^),
p(i) is the density of material (Ib^/in^),
y(i) is the viscous damping coefficient (Ibf. sec/ft^),
OD(i) and ID(i) are the outside and inside diameters (in ),
L(i) is the length (ft) and
K(i) is the spring stiffness of the shock-sub (Ibf/ft).
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If there is no shock-sub between two pipe segments then K(i) is entered as
zero. One output file records displacements and stresses (amplitudes and
phases) for several points along the drill string and a second file records
maximum displacements and stresses for each frequency.
Example
Results obtained by the computer program match those presented by
Dareing and Livesay (1968). The following data, except when mentioned
to the contrary, are common for Figures 6.2.1.1a to 6.2.1.5b :
(DILw. =&5"
7œiiar = 5.01bf.sec/ft^

IDaWr =2!.25"
=3*26"
y^i^ = 0.7lh,.sec/fi^

P i = P 2 = 0.28505lb/in^
^cabks = 6400001bf/ft

^ *, = 7200)%
U , = 0.01 f t

= 12.01b/gal = 0.051951b/in^
M = 200001b

WOB = 450001bj

Some conclusions can be inferred from those Figures :
1

Drill pipes are subjected to higher axial stresses (static and dynamic)
than drill collars (Figures 6.2.1.1a, 6.2.1.1c and 6.2.1.2b), thus drill
pipes are more vulnerable to fatigue damage induced by longitudinal
vibration.

2

The rotary speed affects the magnification of the stresses and
displacements along the drill string (Figures 6.2.1.1b and 6.2.1.1c).

3

Dynamic stresses are low in comparison to static stresses (Figures
6.2.1.1a, 6.2.1.1c and 6.2.1.3b). However, a "combination" of high
mean stresses w ith m edium am plitude dynamic stresses may
contribute to fatigue damage.

4

The maximum dynamic stresses and displacements depend on the
rotary speed (Figures 6.2.1.3a and 6.2.1.3b). The maximum stress and
displacement, for Uo = 0.12 in, are respectively around 7000 psi and
1.4 in.

5

Figures 6.2.1.2a and 6.2.1.2b show how shock-subs can alleviate
stresses and displacements. However a detrimental effect may take
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place if inadequate frequencies are used (as for 35 rpm in Figures
6.2.1.3a and 6.2.1.3b).
6

There is a discontinuity in the stress levels at the drill pipe-drill
collar connection (Figures 6.2.1.1c and 6.2.1.2b). Boundary conditions
at connections only assure continuity of displacement and balance of
forces.

7

Figures 6.2.1.1b and 6.2.1.1c and 6.2.1.2a and 6.2.1.2b illustrate that
stresses and displacements are 180 degrees out of phase, that is,
maximum displacements occur at minimum stresses and vice-versa.

8

Figures 6.2.1.4a and 6.2.1.4b emphasise the important role of
damping coefficients on vibration. Results for any combination of
damping between zero and 5.0 Ibf.sec/ft^ would lie inside these
curves.

9

Figures 6.2.1.5a and 6.2.1.5b suggest that the vibration characteristics
are not very sensitive to small variations in the drill pipe length.

6.2.2 - Torsional Vibration
The programs for longitudinal and torsional vibrations are basically the
same. The output files are equivalent to the ones for longitudinal
vibration. The dynamic shear stresses can not be entered directly in
Figure 6.1.2 as it results from bending tests. "Equivalent" stresses are
calculated by using Von Mises criterion (see Dieter, 1988), which reduces
to multiplying these dynamic shear stresses by Vd, in case of pure torsion.
Then the

"adjusted" shear stresses are calculated using Goodman's

relation to account for the high static tensile stresses.Any steady shear
stress from mean driving torque is disregarded. The data file has the
following configuration :
MM, /
p«, WOB
G (l ) , p ( l ) , X D , O D (l ) , ID(1 ) , L (l ) , K(l )
G(2 ) , p(2) , X2) , OD(2) , ID(2) , 1(2 ) , K(2)
...................... ETC .................. ETC ...................
...................... ETC .................. ETC ...................
C (M M ) , p (M M ) , XMM) , OD(M M ) , ID(MM ) , L(MM) , K(MM)
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where :
is the number of segments of pipes ,

MM

I

is the polar moment of inertia of the kelly bushing (Ib^ • ft^),
kt is the torsional spring of cables (Ibf. ft),
is the amplitude of the bit angle (rd ),
pm is the density of mud (Ib^/in^),
WOB is the weight on bit (Ibf),
60

G(i)
p(i)
y(i)

for each segment of pipe i ,
is the shear modulus (Ibf / in^)
is the density of material (Ib^ / in^)
is the viscous damping coefficient (Ibf. sec)

OD(i) and lD(i) are the outside and inside diameters (in ),

is the length (ft) and
K(i) is the shock-sub torsional stiffness (Ibf.ft).
L(i)

Example
An example is run to check the computer program and verify the
dependence of the solution on some variables. The example presented
features the following data :
MM = 2

I = 5000

kt = 5 0 0 ft Ibf

O D (l)= 6.5"

ID(1) = 2.25"

L(l) = 8 0 0 ft

OD(2)= 4.5"

ID(2) = 3.826"

L(2) = 7200ft

y(l) = 0.5 Ibf sec
do

= 0.17453 rd

y(2) = 0.07 Ibf sec
G(1)=G(2)= 12*10* psi

K( l ) = K(2) = 0
p (l)= p (2 )= 0.28505 Ib jiv?

Data for the torsional viscous damping coefficients was not found in
literature so the values used in this example were estimated. Some
conclusions can be inferred by examining Figures 6.2.2.1a, 6.2.2.1b, 6.2.2.2a
and 6.2.2.2b :
1

Maximum displacements (and minimum stresses) occur at the drill
collar-drill pipe joint (Figures 6.2.2.1a and 6.2.2.1b).

2

Maximum stresses occur at the bit (Figure 6.2.2.1b). Hence torsional
vibration may contribute to fatigue damage of drill collars. In
longitudinal vibration, in contrast, the maximum stresses occur at
the drill pipes (Figure 6.2.1.1c).
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Maximum dynamic stresses and displacements can be significant if
damping is small (Figures 6.2.2.2a and 6.2.2.2b).

6.2.3 - Lateral Vibration
In section 5.3, the mathematical difficulties of solving for lateral vibration
in vertical drill strings are outlined. It is also suggested that these
dynamic forces are not "very important" for the first mode of vibration
and static buckling theory might approximate the solution. In this
section, the bending stresses are quantified, for the first two modes of
vibration, using the static m odel developed by Lubinski (1950) and
summarised in Appendix 1. The material and geometric properties of the
pipes are assumed constant and the wall confinement effect is considered.
The equations for the bending moment M and bending stress cr are
respectively :
M = ( i p m C ) sin Q t

(6.2.3.1a)

a = [0.5MD/Î]

(6.2.3.1b)

where:
i

is a coefficient dependent on the weight on bit and vertical

position,
p is the drill pipe weight "in mud" per unit length ,
£

is the Young's modulus ,

I

= pfE I ,
is the second moment of cross-sectional area ,

C is the radial clearance ,
D is the pipe outside diameter and
£2 is the circular frequency of the rotary table .
Two models, both applying Lubinski's formulation, are investigated: a
static m odel with constant weight on bit and a quasi-static m odel in
which inertia forces are disregarded but the weight on bit may vary in
time.
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First model: constant weight on bit
In this model the maximum bending stresses are calculated using results
from Appendix 1. Table 6.2.3.1 represents the maximum bending stresses
for some typical dimensions of pipes. It is assumed that i = 1.84 and that
the mud density is equal to 12 lb/gal. The radial clearance C must be
entered in inches.
Pipe Dimensions

Bending Stresses (psi)

Collar: 0 D = 7" ID=3"

g

=321C

Collar: O D=6 1/4" ID=2 1/4"

a=340C

Collar: 0 D = 4 3/4" ID=1 7/8"

o —362 C

Pipe: 0 D = 4 1/2" 16.6 lb/ft

a=298C

Pipe: O D=3 1/2" 13.3 lb/ft

o —334 C

Maximum Bending Stresses
Table 6.2.3.1
Usually the radial clearance does not exceed two or three inches, hence
the bending stresses are very small. In soft formations, on the other
hand, large diameter caves may be generated and consequently more
significant stresses could be induced. Even though, it seems that the
bending stresses are never large enough to cause fatigue damage, at least if
analysis is restricted to second order buckling.
Second model: weight on bit fluctuations
Suppose that the weight on bit oscillates harmonically around an average.
Hence :
^2

where

%2

(6.2.3.2)

= ^ 2 (l + e sincùt)

is the average distance from neutral point to bit, Xi is this

'"instantaneous" distance, e is the amplitude of this variation and (o is
three times the rotary table frequency (i.e., co= 3 Q ) . The coefficient i for
the maximum bending moment in the drill string may be written as (see
Figure A1.4) :
i = 0.303 %
2 + 0.143

1.94 < X2< 3.753

(6.2.3.3a)
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i = 3.301

- 25.111 X2 + 49.028

3.753 < %
^ < 4.218

(6.2.3.3b)

It is particularly interesting to assume that the maximum bending
stresses, which vary with the weight on bit, occur for a fixed position in
the drill string. The maximum bending stresses occur close to the bit and
consequently lateral vibration would more likely damage drill collars.
Substituting equation (6.2.3.2) in (6.2.3.3a) and (6.2.3.3b) and then in
equation (6.2.3.1a) and (6.2.3.1b) results in :

<7 = —

p m C [0.303 X2 {l + £ sincot) + 0.143] sin f i t
1.94 < X2 < 3.753

(6.2.3.4a)

and
<7 =

0.5 D

_
pm C

3.301x2 {l + e s in c a t f +

s in Q t

- Z S . l l l x ^ i l + e s i n e t ) + 49.028
3.753 <

< 4.218

(6.2.3.4b)

If %2 < 1.94 the drill string does not buckle (i.e., i = 0 ) and for %2 > 4.218 no
result is available. Examples of bending stress time history using
equations (6.2.3.4a) and (6.2.3.4b) can be seen in Figures 6.2.3.1a and
6.2.3.1b. The following data is common to both Figures: C = 1 m, OD = 4.5
m, ID = 3.826 in, psteei = 0.28505 Ib/in^, pmud = 0.05195 Ib/in^ (or 12 ppg), E =
30*10* psi and g = 386.2 in/s^. Actual bending stress time history would
be much more complicated. Equations (6.2.3.4a) and (6.2.3.4b) would be
important if the stresses were higher.
A "quantitative analysis" of the bending stresses resulting from static
buckling indicates that fatigue damage is unlikely to occur for the lowest
modes of lateral vibration. However, larger stresses could be induced in
higher modes. Fortunately, it is not common to apply heavy weight on
bit in non-stabilised drill strings and, from the static point of view,
buckling of higher modes is unlikely to occur.

6.3 - Practical Example
Fatigue due to longitudinal vibration and dog-leg
The aim of this section is to illustrate that cyclic loading due to
longitudinal and torsional vibrations may as w ell induce significant
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fatigue damage to drill strings. It is likely easier to reach higher stresses
by bending a long pipe (as it occurs in dog-legs) than by exciting it axially
or torsionally. However, if a vibration induced stress exceeds the
"threshold" of "stress versus cycle curve" (i.e., the endurance limit of the
material) fatigue damage may accumulate quickly because excitation
occurs three times faster. Furthermore, many pipes near the stress peaks
may also exhibit high vibration levels and thus be liable to significant
fatigue damages.
In this section the cyclic loading (and fatigue damage) is calculated due to
drilling past a dog-leg and due to longitudinal and torsional vibrations.
Each case is dealt with separately with the static stress due to self weight
always considered. The well geometry consists of a 300 ft (91.4 m) vertical
section and a 6600 ft (2011.7 m) straight section inclined to 1.5 deg. The
w ell contains a dog-leg of 5 deg/100 ft (16.40 deg/100 m) at the "kick"
point. Three drill string arrangements containing 900 ft (274.3 m) of drill
collars (OD = 7.0"(177.8 mm), ID = 1.5" (38.1 mm)) and 6000 ft (1828.8 m) of
drill pipes (OD = 3.5" (88.9 mm), ID = 2.992" (76.0 mm); OD = 4.5" (114.3
m m ), ID = 3.958" (100.5 mm); OD = 5.0" (127.0 mm), ID = 4.408" (112.0
mm)) are analysed. The steel density of each pipe was adjusted to account
for the weight of threads and couplings (API RP 7G). The steel densities
are respectively 7.854, 8.461, 9.205 and 8.570 ^lO^kg/m^. It is further
assumed that the rotary table speed is 1 0 0 rpm, the rate of penetration is
10 ft/h r (3.05 m /hr), the length of hole drilled is 30 ft (914.4 cm), the
Young's modulus is 2.07*10^^ N/m^, the shear modulus 8.28*10^° N/m^,
the weight on bit 2.67*10^ N (60000 Ibf ) and the mud density 1.44*10^
K g / m3 (12.0 lb/gallon) (mud can be corrosive or not). The following
vibratory pattern is assumed: spring constants
= 9.34*10® N /m , kf =
678.0 N.m damping coefficients 7 i = 239.4 N.sec/m^, 72 = 33.5 N.sec/m^,
= 2.92 N .sec/m ,

= 0.292 N .sec/m , bit amplitudes Uo = 6.1 mm and
0.17453 rd, M = 9070 kg and J = 210.7 k g .m \
«2

$0

=

The fatigue damage due to the dog-leg is calculated as in section 6.1 and
results presented in Table 6.3.1. Tables 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 are obtained from
the longitudinal and torsional vibration analyses based on the maximum
adjusted stresses of Figures 6.3.1a and 6.3.1b. Figures 6.3.2a and 6.3.2b
present the maximum adjusted stresses in terms of the rotary table speed.
In the dog-leg analysis only one pipe is affected each time a drill pipe is
tripped in, however, excessive vibration may affect many pipes. The steel
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endurance lim its for corrosive and non-corrosive m uds are 12000
(8.28*107) and 20000 (1.38*10^) psi (N/m^) respectively. When drilling in
corrosive mud at 100 rpm four sections of the drill strings present
''adjusted" dynamic stress exceeding 12000 psi for the case of longitudinal
vibration (Figure 6.3.2a). Note that around 100 pipes could suffer fatigue
damage for any of the drill string arrangements. The case of torsional
vibration (Figure 6.3.2b) shows that many drill collars and drill pipes (for
corrosive mud) could be damaged.
OD (in)
corrosive
non-corrosive

3 1/2"
60.7%
6.8%

4 1/2"
36.1%
4.9%

5"
26.0%
4.1%

Fatigue Damage Due to Dog-Leg (at 100 rpm)
Table 6.3.1
OD (in)
corrosive
non-corrosive

3 1/2"
43.7%
-----

4 1/2"
48.1%
9.1%

5"
38.8%
------

Maximum Fatigue Damage Due to Longitudinal Vibration (at 100 rpm)
Table 6.3.2
OD (in)
corrosive
non-corrosive

3 1/2"
80.0%
10.1%

41/2"
23.1%
4.8%

5"
48.3%
7.5%

Maximum Fatigue Damage Due to Torsional Vibration (at 60 rpm)
Table 6.3.3
At 85 or 105 rpm there is no fatigue damage due to longitudinal vibration
(Figure 6.3.1a) because the dynamic stress is smaller than the endurance
limit of steel. However, at 100 rpm longitudinal vibration may damage
many pipes. In terms of torsional vibration "rough" drilling could occur
between 50 and 70 rpm. This example is an exercise to illustrate the
importance of longitudinal and torsional vibrations in the computation
of cyclic loading in drill strings.
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CHAPTER 7 - IMPLEMENTATION ON DRILL FLOOR

Exploration and production of hydrocarbons particularly in the U.K.
North Sea is increasingly dependent on advances in drilling technology
to achieve large horizontal well deviations, greater drilling depths and
more efficient drilling rates and bit utilisation. A technique for
automated in-service monitoring of drill pipe deployment and ^service
loading would improve drill pipe utilisation and avoid costly down hole
failures. Such in-service monitoring needs to be completely automated
so as to run essentially independent of the drilling crew and to use robust
sensors, computers and software. Information from the monitoring
system may either be used by drilling engineers on a day-to-day basis or be
archived for record purposes for review and analysis at a later date. The
identification of drill pipe deployment in bore holes and an estimate of
the cyclic loading history to which a pipe segment is subjected offers
substantial operational advantages in four areas :

1)

It permits identification of the precise location of each drill pipe
section in the hole at all times.

2)

This identification, combined with a drill string analysis, allows the
cyclic loading history of each drill pipe to be identified and
m onitored.

3)

The cyclic loading histories can be used in a conventional fatigue
damage analysis to identify the expended and remaining service
life of each drill pipe section.

4)

Unique identification of each drill pipe segment w ill improve
inventory control as w ell as drill pipe m aintenance and
refurbishment.

Thus, the basic requirements of the system are to read and identify each
drill pipe uniquely as the pipe is run into the hole and to combine this
information to give each pipe a "life history" within the computer
software. The monitoring system will allow the drill pipe deployment to
be precisely known and recorded. Furthermore, the identification and
removal of the drill pipes that may have expended most of their service
lives will reduce the risk of down hole failures and significantly improve
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their utilisation.

The aim of the work described in this chapter is to

develop and test a prototype software for the automated in-service
monitoring of drill pipe deployment incorporating analysis techniques
for pipe service loading and fatigue damage.
The development of hardware for this automated tagging was done
w ithin parallel work by McCann (1992). However, this hardware
development is described here for completeness.
This chapter has been divided into two distinct sections :

Section 7.1 - Hardware: The development process for the hardware is
reproduced here from the work of McCarm (1992). It involved, at first, an
examination of the environment and use that drill pipes experience.
Various methods of identifying and tagging drill pipe segments were
investigated. This led to the choice of a passive coded semiconductor chip
inserted into the drill pipe which can be "interrogated" by a non
contacting read head to provide a unique identification number. In terms
of hardware this was the most challenging part of the work of McCann
(1992) as no existing system was commercially available.

Section 7.2 - Software: The second part of the project was carried out by
the author. It concerns the implementation of drill string analysis
techniques into software to determine the service loading that drill pipes
are subjected to. These service loading can then be used to compute the
fatigue life expended by each drill pipe section as its operational life
progresses.

The hardware (McCann (1992)) and software components of the project
described here have resulted in the development of a pipe identification
system that could operate successfully in the drilling environment.
Similarly, the service loading theory and resulting computer software
have been developed such that a detailed code could be written for a
specific application. The project is at a point where a prototype system for
a specific drilling program can be produced within a short period of time.
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7.1 - System Hardware
7.1.1 - The Drilling Environment
To develop a system to mark or tag drill pipes, it is necessary to
understand the working environment and forces acting upon them. The
down hole environment is extremely harsh with high temperatures and
pressures, large abrasive forces, excessive vibration and considerable
impact loads. Down hole temperature, assumed to increase linearly with
depth, typically range between lOO^C and 150°C at the bottom of a deep
well and the drilling fluid imposes a considerable pressure (dependent on
the hydrostatic height and mud density).
The design environment for the drill pipe was, therefore, defined as :
Physical

Rough handling and impact loads from tongs, elevators,
cranes, tuggers and kickback or jarring if the pipe gets
stuck down hole. Strong abrasive forces from contact and
returning mud and high vibrations.

Chemical

Drilling muds can be sea water, oil or high chloride
polymer based.

Temperature

-40°C to 200®C although it would be preferable if even
higher temperatures could be sustained.

Pressure

15000 to 20000 psi (l.OSnO^ to 138*10^ N/m ^) at the
bottom of a deep well.

Further points to be considered are that:
1

Wear at the tool joints during its life may reduce its diameter by 10 to
15 mm (most wear occurring at the box connection).

2

During pipe joint refurbishment, layers of steel are laid down at
temperatures around 600°C and any mark or tag would probably be
destroyed.

3

Drill pipes can magnetise during drilling, so much so that it is often
difficult to separate the "stands", sets of three drill pipes, when they
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are stacked after a tripping out. This is owing to the ferrous drill
string being rotated in one direction for long periods of time in the
earth's magnetic field. The magnetism is removed during another
part of the refurbishing program when the pipes are passed through
a degaussing coil. Either of these processes may require the tag or
mark to be replaced during refurbishment.

7.1.2 - Hardware Alternatives
Initially, viability studies were carried out on five possible systems for
identification of drill pipe segments. The main features and results of
each of these systems are described below :
a) Manual input
This w ould necessitate a keyboard on the drill floor and a number
stamped into the pipe at a point protected from wearing and yet perfectly
visible to the operator. The base of the pin cormector (as recommended
in section 4 of API Spec. 7 (1990) and illustrated in Figure 7.1.2.1) would be
a possible place except when the pipes are assembled in "stands".
Furthermore, with recent trends to automate drilling systems and de
man drill floors, this is impractical as it would require an operator (an
extra person!) to key in each drill pipe’s code.
b) Optical system
The code might comprise a series of thick and thin contrasting lines
(barcode). Using a light (or laser) detector a sensor could "image" the
barcode and convert it into a number. However, should the barcode be
obscured (owing to wear or meshing by opaque fluids) the sensor may fail
to read the code. Wearing could be compensated by manufacturing threedimensional barcodes. However, it was concluded that optical systems
were unlikely to work on drill floors.
c) Electrical conductivity system
A barcode with alternately spaced conductive and insulating strips could
be inserted into the pipe or embedded in the surface. A measurement of
the sequential resistances across the set of strips could then be combined
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to yield a unique identification code. Abrasion and rust may be a problem
and, furthermore, the probe would have to contact the drill pipe in order
to establish a current flow. Other limitation w as the achievable
resolution and, therefore, the size of hole required to hold the "barcode".
An eddy current probe would give a maximum resolution of 1 mm. The
actual and ideal signals obtained if using 1 unit of the barcode equal to 1
mm would be as shown in Figure 7.1.2.2. There would be no definite
"on" and "off" due to the inductive effect of neighbouring conductors,
hence the actual resolution would exceed 1 mm. However, assuming
that the actual signal could be recognised and interpreted, this would still
require a hole of around 45 mm diameter. This size hole would not be
recommended in drill pipes and, therefore, this system was rejected.
d) Ultra-sonic method
The use of ultra-sonics finds applications in many areas in industry and
considerable developm ent has already been carried out. Accurate
measurements can be made once the velocity of sound in the medium is
known. The initial concept was to drill a series of holes or slots in the
drill pipes, leaving different thicknesses in each slot which could be read
by the ultra-sonic probe. However, it is impracticable to drill numerous
different holes accurately in each pipe. Alternatively, "three-dimensional
barcodes" composed of layers of materials with different densities and
thicknesses could be scanned using ultra-sonic signals. The ultra-sonic
probe could scan through the code and the beam reflected from the layers
of the barcode would take different amounts of time to return to the
receiver, hence a unique code could be identified. However, to get the
desired resolution the focus of the lens must be on the surface of the code,
therefore, the reader must be kept at a precise distance from the surface of
the code which would prove impossible on drill floors.
e) Crystal oscillators
Crystal oscillators are stable and cheap (they are used in watches and
computers for timing mechanisms!). Crystal oscillators of different
frequencies would be inserted in each drill pipe. This system would need
many different narrow banded frequencies equally separated, requiring
the crystals to be specially manufactured. This would not pose a problem
but the total number (tens of thousands!) required may.
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A frequency generator can be fitted into a small package and detected from
a remote position. Such systems contain a small coil which is excited by a
second coil forming the sensor (or read head). As the sensor "sweeps" the
tag, an induced current powers the system and the identifying frequency
is obtained. A crystal oscillator can be inserted into a 2 mm diameter
cylinder and so it is possible to form a cylindrical amplifier of 3 or 4 mm
diameter. The system shown in Figure 7.1.2.3 could be implanted in a
small hole in the pin connection as shown in Figure 7.1.2.4. The milled
slot would carry the aerial - a wide, thin strip of metal embedded in epoxy
- which ensures good reception.
Low frequency would have to be used because the large mass of steel
would attenuate the signals. The choice of frequency is important since it
is difficult to produce a device that operates at a discrete frequency.
Alternatively, a modulator can "attach" a signal (a coded number) to one
single frequency. An improvement on the simple single frequency RF
oscillator is commercially available from a number of sources (e.g.
Hughes Technology). These are known as Radio Frequency Identification
D evice (RFID).
Although this technology already exists som e
modifications would be needed for operation down-hole.

7.1.3 - A Suitable Tag
Basically, the tag consists of a microchip and a coil wrapped around a
ferrite rod (Figure 7.1.3.1). It contains a memory section, which stores a
unique identification number, and further sections to process and
transmit this number. The coil acts both as power supply (through
electromagnetic induction) and aerial to transmit the number back to the
receiver. These tags are available in a variety of shapes and sizes.
Laboratory tests have been performed with these but further operational
trials down-hole have yet to be carried out.
The tag should be located in a hole as shown in Figure 7.1.3.2.
Investigations were carried out at UCL to determine if the tags could be
read when bonded within a large volume of steel. The Hughes TX1200
slug tag was used to establish the relationship betw een depth of
embedment in the steel with read distance. The relationship appeared to
be almost linear with reasonable read distances being obtained for quite
deep holes (the deepest hole tested was 17 mm giving 10.5 mm of
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protective cover). It is envisaged that the system utilises a tag scanner
that surrounds the whole pipe. This is a set up which has successfully
been tested by Hughes and should allow the tag to be read at the highest
drilling rotation rate.
T a g lo c a tio n

A drill pipe hole should be located at the weld of the pin connector and
the drill pipe because the wall thickness is greatest and it suffers less
abrasion than the box joint. The hole could be as shown in Figure 7.1.3.2
and the sharp comers could be ''radiused" almost to the extent of milling
out a hemispherical hole in order to reduce the stress concentrations.
The final design shape would depend on various factors including the
results of a finite element analysis, read distance and levels of wear.
L o c a tio n o f d r i l l f lo o r e q u i p m e n t

As a consequence of detailed investigations (in particular on the drilling
semisubmersible Santa Fe Rig 135) a system of separate antenna, scanner,
and reader has evolved. The scanner and reader should be housed in an
explosion-proof box and placed either in the doghouse or to the side on
the drill floor. The antenna (or read head) can be located on the diverter
packer insert which has a large rubber annulus with an internal diameter
of 10 in (25.4 cm) and an external diameter of about 26 in (66.0 cm) located
at the top of the casing with a considerable clearance from the underside
of the drill floor. The antenna would need to be embedded in a solid
block of impermeable plastic formed into an annulus with a radius to
match the packer insert. The diverter packer ring is sandwiched between
two steel plates to which the antenna unit needs to be bolted using a quick
release system (see Figure 7.1.3.3). Hence, as the packer is removed from
the hole, the antenna can be disconnected and placed in a protective
housing beside the well opening.

7.1.4 - Deployment Issues
Some issues that still have to be evaluated during implementation of the
system within a specific drilling programme include:
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T e m p e r a t u r e e f f e c ts

Although the tag microchip can withstand 300°C and the copper in the
coil could survive a temperature of 200°C, the coil insulating material,
and connection solder need to be chosen to accommodate these
temperatures. A suitable compound for sealing the tags in the holes is
Dow Coming RTV 1345, a proven material used for M W D equipment.
I n tr in s i c s a f e t y

The tag reader may need to be certified intrinsically safe for location
under the drill floor. However, provided only the antenna was installed
on the drill floor, (with the other electronics located in the doghouse or
logging cabin) this intrinsic safety requirement could be satisfied.
M a g n e tis a tio n a n d d e m a g n e tis a tio n

Tests need to be carried out to confirm that magnetic fields induced on
the tag by degaussing during pipe refurbishment do not have any adverse
effects.
P ip e r e fu rb is h m e n t

The temperature changes and mechanical shocks imposed on the pipe
during refurbishment need to be evaluated to determine if the tags can
reliably survive these. If the tags cannot survive such treatment then tag
replacement would have to become part of the refurbishment process.

7.2 - System Software
The importance of a dog-leg control program to minimise dow n hole
failures was corroborated by Wilson (1967). His program comprises
preventive measures (planning the w ell shape to anticipate problems),
corrective measures (reducing unexpectedly severe dog-legs detected in
surveys) and deliberative measures (calculating fatigue damage and
''drilling carefully").
Drill pipes are usually inefficiently handled. They are commonly tripped
out in "stands", thus, after a trip, the relative position of a three drill pipe
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set is pre-determined. Furthermore, drill pipes must withstand high
tensile loads, collapse and torsional stresses, hence the "strongest" (the
heaviest!) pipes are repeatedly placed in the top most (and critical!)
positions of the drill string.
This section presents a software system developed by the author that
could operate with the drill pipe tagging hardware developed by McCann
(1992) and described in section 7.1, to count pipe cyclic loading and
resultant accumulated fatigue damage due to dog-legs. This software is
not directed to immediate field application, a few simple modifications,
described in Extensions, are required. In order to illustrate the software
and the com putational procedures involved, a sim ulation of the
operation of the software is presented below. A method to label pipes and
avoid their random use may also be implemented. Colour "badges"
could be placed during trip out operations to indicate the most damaged
pipes - for instance, a red stripe would mean that up to 50% of a drill pipe
fatigue life was already spent.

7.2.1 - Simulation
Ideally the software should operate with the tagging system hardware on
a real time basis and with the minimum of human interference. Sensors
monitoring mud pumps, rotary speed, weight on bit and bit trajectory
w ould send signals to the computer - it w ould interpret this data and
activate the corresponding modes. The main obstacle to attain this level
of automation has been the electronic identification of the tag numbers.
A tag reading device should be fool proof as unrecorded pipes may
"disrupt" the software or miscalculate the cyclic loading. In this section, it
is assumed that a reliable mechanism to read tags, as proposed in section
7.1, is available.
However, the software simulation presented here is conceived to be used
for drilling programme design or with the tagging system for on-site
monitoring or post drilling analysis. This software will subsequently be
referred to as "simulation". The simulation permits cyclic loading to be
calculated every time a drill pipe section is used or a few times a day using
the drilling sheet or M W D data - although this process is not automated
and requires operator interaction with the keyboard. As the rate of
accumulation of fatigue damage is low, it is preferable to accelerate the
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calculation by reading files instead of typing data.

In the real

environment data w ould be taken from keyboard, stored files and
electronic sensors.
It is difficult to control cyclic loading '"joint by joint" and, therefore, the
calculation in the low point of each drill pipe is assum ed to be
representative of the entire length.

7.2.2- Preparing data
The first step is to generate a file containing the tag numbers and the
accumulated fatigue damage for every drill pipe (Appendix 5). It is
assumed drill pipes made of Grade E steel with outside (inside) diameters
equal to 3.5" (2.992"), 4.5" (3.958") and 5" (4.408"). However, it is easy to
incorporate other pipes in to the program. The initial fatigue damage is
taken to be zero for the new set of pipes. The subroutine "pipes" allows
data input/change/deletion. Fatigue may only constitute a problem in
the late stages of drilling, when the well is deep (session C, Figure 7.2.2.1)
and tensile forces are significant. Hence, it is more convenient to start
analysis from an advanced phase of drilling because the fatigue damage is
negligible when the well is vertical or too shallow (sessions A and B,
Figure 7.2.2.1). The initial hole geometry is generated (Appendix 6) by
"splitting" the well in to vertical, curved and straight inclined portions.
A geometry file contains inclinations and curvatures of every 30 ft (9.14
m) so as to define the hole profile. Next, the sequence of tag numbers
(Appendix 7), corresponding to a trip in, is produced. The well and the
drill string lengths must equal. The generation of the pipe sequence is
simplified in the simulation: the tag number of the upper most drill pipe
is entered and a linearly decreasing distribution is used. In real situations
the tags are read in and the drill pipes are automatically sequenced. By
then all the preparatory work will have been done and drilling can start.

7.2.3 - Drilling
When the "drilling" mode is selected, the initial geometry and pipe
sequence are read. Drilling begins and every time a new pipe is "used", its
respective tag number is read and the averages of the rotary speed, rate of
penetration, weight on bit and bit inclination are read in. The curvature
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of the new ("bottom most") hole segment, the cyclic loading and fatigue
damage are calculated and files updated. If drilling continues a new tag
number is read and the process repeats. This part of the program is
outlined in the flow charts of Figures 7.2.3.1a and 7.2.3.1b. The following
break down corresponds to specific phases in the software.
Initial geometry
I - Read the initial geometry file .
This file (Appendix 6) contains the number of well (associated with a
location and name), total number of 30 ft segments, number of hole
sections (vertical, curved and straight inclined), inclinations (deg) and
curvatures (deg per 100 ft) of each segment.
n - Identify dog-legs .
It determines the position and severity of each dog-leg. Lubinski and
Hansford's (1966) theory does not apply if the curvature exceeds 10 deg per
100 ft (0.3281 deg/m ) and the program stops.
Trip in starts
m - Input kind and density of mud .
Mud can be corrosive or not ("kind" equal to 0 if so and 1 if not) and its
density is input in pounds per gallon (ppg). The mud density ranges from
8.4 to 20.0 ppg (1007 and 2397 kg/m^). The kind of mud can only be
changed when a new drilling section starts. However, this condition can
be relaxed as required.
IV - Read file of pipe order .
This file contains the trip in number, total number of pipes , number of
drill collars, total dry weight of drill collars and pipe sequence (tag
numbers). Drill collars are assumed to be 30 ft long. The program stops if
string and hole lengths are different.
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V - Identify pipes in dog-legs .
For each segment of dog-leg the corresponding pipe tag number is
obtained. If a dog-leg is occupied by a drill collar the tag number is
replaced by D C .
VI - Calculate drill string weight below each pipe .
The normal and frictional forces caused by contact between the drill string
and bore hole wall are neglected in the calculation of the tensile forces.
For large bore hole angles this assumption may be too conservative and it
should be reviewed. The dry weight WP , cross-sectional area A, second
moment of cross-sectional area INERT and outside diameter D, for each
drill pipe, are determined by comparing the tag numbers TAG, as
suggested in Table 7.2.3.I. The dry weight includes the weight of threads
and couplings.
Tag numbers

WP (Ibf)

A (in2)

INERT (in4)

D (in)

0 < TAG < 201

285.0

2.5902

3.4323

3.5

200 < TAG < 401

412.5

3.6005

8.0821

4.5

400 < TAG < 601

487.5

4.3743

12.1470

5.0

Drill Pipe Characteristics
Table 7.2.3.1
A drill pipe supports the "wet" weight of the string below it, minus the
weight on bit. The total weight of the top and bottom most drill pipes are
displayed on the screen.
Start drilling
VII - Input new tag number .
If a tag number corresponds to a non-existent or already used pipe, a new
number must be re-entered.
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V m - update/W rite sequence of pipes .
The new drill pipe goes to position "one" and the remaining drill string
m oves down one position. The drill pipe in position i assumes position
i+1 and so on.
Stop drilling
IX - Input jROP, RPM, WOB and inclination .

When drilling stops the averages of the drilling parameters are read in. If
this data is not within the following ranges they have to be re-entered.
0 < ROP < 200 ft/hr
0 < R PM < 300 rpm
0 < inclination < 90 degrees
W OB > 0
If the weight on bit exceeds the weight of drill collars, a display warns
"drill pipe under compression", but calculation proceeds. A file is opened
to store the drilling parameters.
X - Write drilling parameters .
Data from section IX is written to a file.
XI - Calculate fatigue .
Fatigue damage is calculated using the formulation of section 6.1. Fatigue
damage in drill collars is disregarded because they are considerably stiffer
than drill pipes. If the axial stress of a drill pipe in a dog-leg exceeds the
tensile strength an "alert" is displayed on the screen. This criterion could
be extended to drill pipes either side of the dog-legs.
XU - Update/Write pipe file .
The pipe file is updated once the accumulated fatigue damage has been
calculated. If the damage exceeds 30% a "warning" is displayed on the
screen.
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Xm - Update/Write geometry file .
The new curvature C (N -l) and inclination IN(N), corresponding to the
bottom most hole section, are written in the geometry file.
XTV - Check curvature .
If the curvature C (N -l) exceeds 10 deg per 100 ft the program terminates.
XV - Update drill string weight below each drill pipe .
The characteristics of the drill pipes (topic VI) are updated.
XVI - Drilling continues .
If drilling continues a new drill pipe tag number is read in and the
program resumes at topic VH, otherwise the program halts.

7.2.4 - Extensions
Before this sim ulation software can be applied to actual drilling
operations, a few modifications must be implemented :
1)
2)

The pipe file should incorporate other types of materials and
geometric dimensions to cover the range of drill pipes available.
The generation of the exact sequence of pipes will be automatic (by
using a tag reader device) or manual (by "laboriously" typing each

3)

tag number).
Hole profiles should be defined by three-dimensional curves and
then the dog-leg severities should consider the overall hole

4)

change, i.e., inclination and direction.
The program should have an option to read the tag numbers and
drilling parameters from files.
This w ould be particularly

5)
6)
7)

interesting in design and post-analysis.
The footage drilled by each pipe should be calculated as it can be
associated with pipe wear.
Inspections and repairs could be recorded in the pipe file.
The kind of mud, i.e., its corrosion potential, could be variable
because chemicals can be added to the mud during drilling.
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8)

9)

Contact and friction forces could be considered when calculating
axial forces along the drill string, particularly for large inclination
holes.
Axial (or Von Mises!) stresses, for all pipes could be compared with
the tensile strength. Other restrictions (e.g., collapse pressure)
could be introduced as well.

10)

It may be necessary to develop a methodology to calculate fatigue
for dog-leg severities exceeding 10 deg per 100 ft as dog-legs with
short radii of curvature are becoming popular in long reach wells.

Modifications 1 and 2 must be implemented before the software can be
applied to real situations, recommendations 3 to 9 would enrich and
make the program more user friendly and the last modification extends
theory to more severe dog-legs.
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SA M PLE M ARKING S AT BASE OF PIN
1

2

3

4

5

ZZ

()

70

N

E

1— Company Symbol
ZZ Company (Fictional for exam ple only)

2 — Month Welded
6—June

3— Year Welded
70— 1970

4— P ipe M an u factu rer
N — United S tates Steel Company

5— Drill Pipe Grade
E — Grade E Drill Pipe

Marking on Tool Joint^
Figure 7.1.2.1
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Figure 7.1.2.2

^ From American Petroleum Institute.
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Figure 7.1.3.1

^ From Hughes Technology.
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Figure 7.1.3.2
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CHAPTER

8

- CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The main conclusions and recommendations from this work are :
1

A power series method using complex variables and coefficients can
be used to extend Lubinski's analysis to the buckling of drill pipe
when subjected to both self weight and axial torque. The power
series converges rapidly for practical drill pipe cases and is amenable
to programmed solution by computer. When compared to drill
string buckling under self weight only, the effect of increasing
applied torque is to progressively reduce the weight on bit.

For

practical values of applied torques that were investigated in this
thesis, this reduction can be up to 12.5%. Examples for practical drill
strings can be deduced from the non-dim ensional variables
presented in Table 4.2.2. Although higher torques (i.e., t > 0.9 ) are
unlikely to be applied in practice, they are expected to produce
increasing loss of weight on bit.
2

It is shown that the Galerkin's approximation technique may be
successfully applied to analyse oil field drill strings in vertical and
deviated bore holes. The solution for these problems can then be
obtained through sim ple computer programs w ith the results
converging within a few terms. The results from the dynamic
analysis of vertical drill strings stress the importance of considering
inertia forces when assessing drill string stability. In the case of drill
string deflection in curved bore holes, results from Galerkin's
method improve the accuracy of the existing solution, especially for
the condition of low weight on bit and large drill string pendulum
length.

3

The analyses carried out in this thesis show that longitudinal and
torsional vibrations are a significant source to the accumulation of
fatigue damage. A "quantitative analysis" of the quasi-static bending
stresses indicates that fatigue damage is unlikely to occur for the
lowest modes of lateral vibration. In "rough drilling", longitudinal
vibration is more likely to affect drill pipes and torsional vibration
could cause the highest damage to drill collars, specially in the
section near the bit. The best way to avoid high cyclic loading due to
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longitudinal and torsional vibrations is to tune the rotary table speed
(and avoid resonance) or to use shock-subs. The fatigue damage due
to dog-legs is directly proportional to the rotary speed hence the
choice of the drill string arrangement and w ell geometry (dog-leg
magnitude) are more important.
4

A hardware and software development for automated monitoring of
cyclic loading and accumulated fatigue damage on oil field drill
strings is described in this thesis. The hardware developed by
McCann (1992) is capable of uniquely identifying drill pipe joints
w hilst they are being tripped in and out of the hole - the
accompanying software developed by the author then estimates
cyclic loading and both the expended and remaining service lives of
the pipe segments. At this stage, the system is ready for drill floor
deployment. Some further system development work remains to be
done although the details of this are dependent on the drilling site
on which the system will be deployed. Following such deployment,
further work is planned to assess the reliability and accuracy of
resultant fatigue damage estimates. Furthermore, experimental
work is required to better understand the dissipative forces
originated during drilling, i.e., to assess the role of dry and viscous
frictions.
A working drill floor automated system may be available within a
short period. This system will be capable of: identifying uniquely
drill pipes as they are tripped in, estimating the cyclic loading and
determining the expended and remaining service life of these pipes.
Joint work with tag manufacturer and pipe refurbishers is required
to further develop hardware. System should be followed up to assess
its reliability and check if fatigue damage estimate (i.e., Lubinski and
Hansford's model) is representative. At a later stage the contribution
of vibration and other dynamic phenomena on drill pipe service life
could be investigated.
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NOMENCLATURE

A

Cross-sectional area

^n/ ^n/ ^(2n-i)^ ^
fla, flf

Coefflclents
Axial and torsional wave parameters
Number of cycles when drilling a 30 ft (9.14 m)
segment of hole

B
Bi, hi

Complex numbers

Bi, Bi

Total buoyancy and hydrostatic forces
Constant

h
h, b(x)

2 ha
2 ht
C (c)

Cf
C„
Cto

c, c
D, d
D
Dh
DLS

DM
E,E(x),E(i)
E
F
F
F = F(x,t)

F
FACT
F(x)
F(t), - F
Fi, F„

Viscous damping coefficients per unit length
Longitudinal viscous damping per unit length
divided by A p
Torsional viscous damping per unit of length
divided by Jp
Radial clearance (dimensionless)
Radial clearance at %= L,
Complex coefficients
Wave parameter
Constants
Pipe outside and inside diameters
Cumulative fatigue damage
Hole diameter
Dog-leg severity
Mud density
Young's Modulus
Differential operator
Axial compressive force applied to the rod end
Reaction force of the wall on the buckled pipe
Longitudinal excitation force
Horizontal component of the force on bit
Buoyancy force factor
Amplitude of harmonic excitation
Fluctuating and constant axial forces on bit
Loading and unloading axial forces

F2 (fi)

Component of force on bit transversal to the
hole centreline (dimensionless)

F(x), G(x), H(x)

Power series
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Fi, Gi, Hi

Power series calculated at x =

F*(z), G*(z), H*(z)
Fj^

Complex functions
Generalised applied nodal-force vector
External force vector acting in node N

FjJ

Component of steady force

F

F^

Force vectors proportional to sin£2t and cosQt
Fraction of drill pipe life
Force on wall coefficient
Complex constant

f

/
/
f2

bit
fjt)

/i,/2

Non-dim ensional component of the force on
transversal to the centreline
Time dependent functions
Respectively maximum and minimum
frictions

f ^

Torque induced by dry friction

G , G„ G(i)

Shear modulus
Constant
Acceleration due to gravity
Drilling anisotropy index
Second moment of cross-sectional area
Polar moment of inertia of the kelly
Second moments of the cross-sectional area
around Y and Z axes
Coefficient for maximum bending moment in

g
g
h
I, I(x)

I
ly, Iz
i
i

/, Ji
Ki, ka
K(i)

the drill string
Bending moment coefficient
Polar moment of the cross-sectional area
Longitudinal spring stiffness of the cables
Shock-sub torsional or longitudinal stiffness

Ka

Torsional spring stiffness of cables
Longitudinal spring stiffness of shock-sub

Kn

Generalised coefficients

[K]

Stiffness matrix
Complex constant
Drill string length (dimensionless)
Drill string "pendulum" length
(dimensionless)
Half length of a drill pipe

kt

K*
L (I)
L (I)
h

/2
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Li
Li
Li, L2, L(i)
Li(x,t), K(x,t)
-L ^ (x ),-K

Distance from the bit to the point of contact i
Distance from packer to full helix
Lengths
Random torque fluctuation functions
Torque constant means

Lp

Random axial force fluctuation function
Drill pipe length

M
M

Mass of kelly, swivel and travelling block
Bending moment

MM, m

Number of segments of pipes

MN

Arbitrary pipe section
Characteristic length of drill pipe
Number of terms
Rotary speed
Total number of stress interval
Number of cycles for a drill pipe to failure
Number of cycles given by the experimental

LiiXft)

m

N
N
N
N
Ni
n
n
rii

curve stress versus cycles
Inclination of the force on bit coefficient
Buckling mode
Number of stress cycles experienced in the ilh

P

stress level
Neutral point
Outside and inside diameters
Axial force

Pt

Amplitude of weight on bit variations

Per

Euler's critical axial load
Power series
Power series calculated at x = x,

O
OD(i), ID(i)

P(x), Q(x)r R(x)

P;, Q„ Ri
P*(z)r Q*(z), R*(z)
Ph
p

pi, P2

Complex functions
Helical pitch
Drill string weight "in mud" per unit length
Weight "in mud", per unit length, of drill
collar and drill pipe

Q
q*

Shear force
Contact force
Apparent wall force

q(Z) (q*(z))

Distributed contact force (dimensionless)

q
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S(x), T(x), U(x)

Radius of curvature of the bore hole
(dimensionless)
Rate of penetration
Rotary speed
Power series

Si, Ti, Ui

Power series calculated at %=

S*(z), T*(z), U*(z)

Complex functions

S

Nodal-displacement vector
Nodal response vector

%

Component of steady displacement

S^,

Displacement vectors proportional to sinQ t

R (r)

ROP, Rp
RPM

and cosQt
s
T and t
T
T(t), - T
T(x,t)
TT
t
t

T
U
U(x,t), U(s,t)
U (x )
Uo
U (u)
u(z), v(z)
u^ix), Ui(x,t)
V(x, t)
V
Vi (Vj), V 2 (V2 )
W
W

W
W„
Wcr
W 2 (wz), WOB
lu

Length co-ordinate along the drill string
Applied torque (dimensionless)
Tensile force
Fluctuating and constant torques on bit
Axial force
Correction factor
Bit inclination coefficient
Constant time
Superscript indicating transpose
Transversal component of the force on bit
Longitudinal displacement
Amplitude of harmonic displacement
Amplitude of bit displacement (longitudinal)
Transversal component of the force on bit
(dimensionless)
Complex variables
Static and dynamic displacements
Longitudinal or angular displacement
Vertical component of the force on bit
Positions of rod centreline (dimensionless)
Weight of drill string below section M N
Longitudinal component of the force on bit
Drill string weight below dog-leg
Constraining force
Lubinski's critical weight on bit
Weight on bit (dimensionless)
Drill pipe weight per unit length
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X (x)
X(Z), x (zlY (Z ), y(z)
Xi (xi)

Axis tangential to the bore hole centreline
(dimensionless)
Functions describing the buckled curve
Vertical distance from the bit to the point of

Xi (xi)

tangency (dimensionless)
Vertical distance from the neutral point to the
upper end (dimensionless)

X2 (X2)
X2

X3 (X3)
X 4 (X4)
Y(X) (y(x))
Y(X,t), y(x,t)

Z(X), Y(X)
z(x)
Zi, Z2

23

Vertical distance from the bit to the neutral
point (dimensionless)
Average distance from the neutral point to bit
Vertical distance from the contact point to the
neutral point (dimensionless)
Vertical distance from the neutral point to the
stabiliser (dimensionless)
Axis of the buckled drill string (dimensionless)
Lateral displacement
Three-dimensional curve of the deflected drill
string
Variable
Distances from the neutral point to upper end
and bit
Point of maximum radial displacement
GREEK

a
P
p, P(Z)
X
AL
AF
e
e
0

Bore hole angle
Angle of the force on bit
Circumferential position of the rod centreline
Formation angle (or dip of formation)
Increase in length
Difference between applied and unloading
forces
Perturbation parameter
Amplitude of the weight on bit variation
Phase angle between dynamic bit force and bit

(()

displacement
Angle of the resultant force on bit
Absolute angular displacement

y(s,t)

Angle of precession

(f)
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Yi,

y(i)

Viscous damping coefficient

77

Specific weights of steel and mud
System of co-ordinates
Severity factor

77

„(x)
Ç)

Shape functions
Relative displacement

K

Hole curvature

Ko

Drill pipe maximum curvature

Û

Poisson's coefficient
Lagrange multipliers
Complex numbers
Viscous damping constant (longitudinal)
Viscous damping constant
Potential energy for discrete systems
Angular displacement
Amplitude of the bit angle
Mass of the drill string per unit length
Density of the pipe material

Ys, Ym
77,

Ai

A,
/X
V

n
6

(x,t), 0i=Oi(x,t)

60

p , p(x)
p, p(i)
Pm
o) cTb
Gr
Gj
cTi(x,t)

Gi(x)
Ti(x,t)
Q
Qo
0)

cOp
of

Mud density
Bending stress
Tensile stress
Tensile strength of steel
Dynamic axial stress
Static axial stress
Dynamic shear stress
Rotational speed
Torsional natural frequency
Angular frequency (assumed three times the
rotary speed)
Rate of change of axial twist with length
Tranverse natural frequency

^

Axial natural frequency
Angle of actual drilling

Ç

Total potential energy relative to initial
position
Viscous damping ratio

OJF
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APPENDIX 1 - Stability of Drill Strings in Vertical Holes

Lubinski's solution is reproduced here in detail as a background to the
author's own solution, presented in chapter 4, for the buckling of drill
strings subjected to torsion and self-weight.
Figure A l.l depicts the external forces - except the hydrostatic and gravity
forces - acting on a continuous pipe. The neutral point O - defined here
as the point below which the drill string weight "'in mud" equals the
weight on bit - is chosen as the centre of the co-ordinate axes, hence the
neutral point height is proportional to the weight on bit carried. The axis
of the buckled string is represented by a function Y(X). The weight of the
tool joints is distributed uniformly along the drill string whose geometric
and material properties are assumed constant. In addition, the influence
of centrifugal forces, hydrostatic pressure and pump pressure on buckling
are neglected. Figure A1.2 shows the forces that act below an arbitrary
pipe section M N: if there were no pipe above this section, the total
buoyancy force would be Bi, but as no hydrostatic pressure acts on M N ,
the hydrostatic force B2 should be vectorially subtracted from Bj. For
small curvatures, the bending moment M and the shear force Q are
given by:
d^Y

M=E I ^

(A l.la)

Q=E ^ §

(A l.lb)

w here E is the modulus of Young and I is the second moment of the
cross-sectional area. For circular sections :

I =

7r(D^-d^)
^
^
o4

(A1.2)

where D is the outside diameter and d is the inside diameter of the pipe.
H ie shear force can be decomposed into (see Figure A1.2) :
Q = (W2 - W + B j)s in a - F2 cosa

(A1.3)
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where :
W2 is the weight on b it ,
W is the drill string weight below section M N ,
is the component of force on bit transversal to the hole
centreline and
a is the angle of tangency .

F2

Jet and viscous forces are not considered since they are much smaller
than the weight on bit. Assuming small angles a :

cosa = l

thus

and

s in a = ta n a = - ^

(A1.4)

(A1.5)

Q = - p X - ^ ~ F2

where p is the drill pipe weight "in mud" per unit length, p = A g ( p - p j ,
A is the cross-sectional area, g is the constant of gravity and p and p„ are
respectively the mass densities of steel and mud. For circular sections :
(A1.6)

A = j(D ^ -d ^ )

Combination of equations (A l.lb) and (A1.5) leads to :

which is the differential equation of a buckled drill string before contact
with the wall. After first buckling, the contact force F should be added
and the governing equation for the drill string above the tangency point
is:

Equations (A1.7) and (A1.8) can be dim ensionalised by using the
following relations :
X = mx

and

Y = my

(A1.9a)
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The constant m is defined when expressions (A1.9a) and (A1.9b) are
substituted in equation (A1.7). Thus :
j +
dx^
El

dx

El

(Al.lOa)

=0

(A1.10b)

The constant m depends on the mud density and pipe type but its values
range from 40 ft (12.19 m) to 65 ft (19.81 m). Now equation (Al.lOa) can
be expressed in its non-dimensional form as :
^

dx^

where

dx

c =

+ c = 0

(A l.lla )

(A l.llb )

pm

Equation (A l.lla ), independent of drill string geometry or drilling fluid
type, can be further modified to :
d^z

^

+ %z + c = 0

dx

where

(A1.12a)

z=^

(A1.12b)

dx

Equation (A1.12a) can be solved in terms of power (polynomial) series.
Thus :

z =

(A1.13)
n= 0

Substituting equation (A1.13) in (A1.12a) the follow ing relation is
derived:

^
n=0

+ c = 0

(A1.14)
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Equation (A l.14) is valid for any value of
In solving equation (A1.14), it
is observed that the coefficients a„ for n > 2 can be expressed as functions
of flo/

and c , resulting in :
_dy _

+ a^x 1-

c x^

X

1-

—

—

2.3

23.5.6

2.3.5.S.8.9

+

3.4

1-

+

3.4.S.7

—

3.4.6.7.9.10

+

+

+

(A1.15)

+

4.5

4.5.7.S

4.5.7.8.10.11

Expressions for the displacement y and curvature

are easily obtained

by, respectively, integrating and differentiating equation (A1.15). Note
that a fourth constant, g, is obtained when integrating z. The four
constants - Uq, Ui, c and g - are determ ined w hen four boundary
conditions are applied. Lubinski assumed that the bending moments and
displacements are equal to zero at the extremities (i.e., at %=
and x = x^.
Thus :

(A1.16)

Solution of the differential equation
Equation (A1.15) can be rearranged to give :
y(x) = a S(x) + b T(x) + c U(x) + g

(A1.17a)

É l (x) = a F(x) + b G(x) + c H(x)
dx

(Al.lTb)

A (x) = a P(x) + b Q(x) + c R(x)
dx^

(A1.17C)

where g and c are constants of integration, a = Uq, b = Ui and :

S(x) =

X

1-

2.3.4

+

2.3.5.6.7

2.3.5.6.8.9.10

(Al.lSa)
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T(x) = x^

U(x) = ~

x^

2

+

3.4.5

1
3

x^
3.4.6.7.S

4.5.6

4.5.7.S.9

X^
x^
F(x) = l - ^ +
2.3 2.3.5.S

G{x) = X

HW = - y

P(x) = ~

3.4

1-

4.5

3.5

X^
x^
Q(x) = l - ^ +
3
3.4.6

R(x) = - x

2.4

2.S.5.6.8.9

3.4.6.7

—

+

3.4.6.7.9.10.11

4.5.7.8.10.11.12

■+

4.5.7.8.10.11

3.5.6.8

3.5.6.8.9.11

+

(A l.lSf)

(Al.lSg)

(A l.lSh)

+

2.4.5.7.8.10

(Al.lSc)

(A l.lSe)

4.5.7.S

2.4.S.7

(Al.lSb)

(A1.18d)

3.4.6.7.9.10

3.4.Ô.7.9

+

+

(A1.18i)

Those functions were calculated for - 9 < x < 4 . 5 ; they are assumed to
converge when the relative error - defined as the ratio of the
term
and the value of the series calculated up to the
term - is equal to or
less than 0.0000001%. Convergence is good except for high values of x
when it deteriorates quickly.
C r i ti c a l c o n d i t i o n o f f i r s t o r d e r

Assum ing displacements and bending moments equal to zero at both
ends, the following boundary conditions apply :
a P(xi) + b Q(xi) + c R(xi) = 0

(A1.19a)

a Pixz) + b Q(x 2) + c R(x 2) =

(A1.19b)

0

a S W + b T(xi) + c U(xi) + g = 0

(A1.19c)
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a S(X2) + b T(x 2) + c U(X2) + g = 0

(A1.19d)

where Xi and %2 are, respectively, the distances from the neutral point to
the upper end and to the bit. Eliminating g from the last two equations
and using simplified notation (i.e., S(xi) = Si; S W = S2,' etc) the following
system of equations is obtained :
a P i + b Q i + c Ri = 0

(A1.20a)

a P 2 + b Q 2 + c R2 = 0

(A1.20b)

a (Si - S 2) + b (Ti - T 2) + c (Ui - U 2) = 0

(A1.20c)

To avoid trivial solution (i.e., a = b = c = 0 ) the determinant given below
must be zero :
Pi
Pz
Sj - S 2

Qi

Ri

Qz
Tj - T2

^2

=0

(A1.20d)

Hi - H;

Assum ing several values for Xi in equation (A1.20d) corresponding
values of Xz can be calculated by trial and error with results shown in
Figure A1.3. For small values of Xj more weight on bit - i.e., larger Xz - is
proportionally required to buckle the pipe: in other words, short drill
strings tend to be more stable. Furthermore, it is noted that above Xi = - 6
the critical Xz tends to a constant level around 1.9. In fact it is later shown
that the bending moment and deflection, up to the second mode, are
almost negligible for the portion of drill string close to the kelly's
bushing, hence it should not matter if the top end is assumed at %i = - 6 or
Xi = - 7 . It is possible, however, that another limit should be considered if
buckling of third and higher orders are calculated. The author's own
calculation of equation (A1.20d) resulted in the pair %
%= - 6 , %2 = 1.939
which virtually coincides with Lubinski's solution, but another pair (xi = 7, Xz = 1.9046) was also investigated. It is later seen that "extending" the
upper end to %i = - 7 does not substantially improve the results, especially
when analysing the lower string portion between the neutral point and
the bit.
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P o i n t o f ta n g e n c y f o r c r itic a l c o n d i t i o n o f f i r s t o r d e r

the inclination ày

In the point of contact, defined as at distance

dx

vanishes so that :
a F3 + b G3 + c Hs =

(A1.21)

0

which combined with equations (A1.20a) and (A1.20b) gives
'^3

A

Hi

Pi

Qi

Ri

Qz

Rz.

A

a

0

■b

0>

c

0

(A1.22)

The determinant must be zero for a non-trivial solution and by trial and
error it is found that
= 0.143 (for Xi = - 6 , Xi = 1.939 ) and X3 = 0.0724 (for
Xi = -7, X2 = 1.9046 ).
E q u a t i o n c o e f f ic ie n ts f o r c r itic a l c o n d i t i o n o f f i r s t o r d e r

So far the coefficients a, b, c and g are unknown and consequently the
displacements, bending moments and so on cannot be determined. The
system com posed of equations (A1.20a), (A1.20b) and (A1.20c) is
indeterminate. However, at the contact point the deflection is equal to
the apparent radius, i.e., yix^) = c (C = m e ) so that :
(A1.23)

a S3 + b T3 + c U 3 + g = c

where C = (Dh - Dj/2, Dh is the hole diameter and D is the pipe outside
diameter. Eliminating g from equations (A1.23) and (A1.19c) and
rewriting expressions (A1.20a) and (A1.20b) gives :

^3

^3

Pz

a

c

Qi

b

0^

Qz

Pz _ c

“^

^3

“

(A1.24)

0

The equation coefficients may be obtained if values of
substituted in (A1.24).

%2

and X3 are
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P o i n ts o f t a n g e n c y f o r 'W O B ' a b o v e c r itic a l c o n d i t i o n o f f i r s t o r d e r

After buckling, equation (A1.8) is introduced to account for the contact
force, hence two different equations are valid for below and above the
point of contact. The subscript i refers to above { i = 1 ) and below {i = 2 )
the tangency point. Thus :
y(x)

= Ui S(x) + bi T (x ) + q U (x) + g,

(A1.25)

The following boundary conditions must be satisfied :

At upper string :

=0

y(xi) = 0

At lower string :

=0

yixi) = 0

=0

=0

y fe) = c

(A1.26a)

y(x^ = c

(A1.26b)

Furthermore the bending moment should be continuous at %= x^, or :
F3 + b i Q 3 + Cj Rs =

«2

P3 + bz Qs + C2 R 3

(A1.26c)

The follow ing set of equations is formed from boundary conditions
(A1.26a), (A1.26b) and (A1.26c) :
Pi + bi Qi +

jR] = 0

(A1.27a)
(A1.27b)

Ui Fs + biG3 + c ,H s = 0
c, (U3 - U i )

=

c (A1.27C)

ui (S3 - S i) +

bi (T3 - T i) +

Uz P 2 + bzQz

+ C2 R 2 = 0

(A1.27d)

az F3 + bz G 3 + C2 H 3 = 0

(A1.27e)

az (S3- Sz) +

bz (T3- Tz) +

C2 (U 3- Uz)

= c

Ui P 3 + bi Q 3

+ Cj R 3 - (uz

P 3 + bz Q 3

+

(A1.27f)
C2 R 3) = 0

(A1.27g)
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Note that gi and gz were eliminated, as indicated in equations (A1.27c)
and (A1.27f). There w ill be a solution if the follow ing determinant
vanishes :
Qz
Ga

p,
Ps
$3 —Sj

Ts-T,

Ri

0

0

0

0

Hs
U s-U ,

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

c

0

0

0

Pi

Qi

Ri

0

0

0

0

Gs

H3

0

0

0

0

Ps
Ss —S2

Ps

Qs

Rs

-Ps

T3 - T 2

U3 - U

-Q s

-R s

2

=

0

(A1.28)

c
0

Table A l.l contains results for the tangency point.
X2

^3

Com m ent

1.940

0.145

Critical condition of first order

2.600

0.942

3.200

1 .6 6 8

3.753

2.346

4.000

2.672

4.218

3.098

Critical condition of second order
Second buckle contacts the hole wall
Tangency Point
Table A l.l

In the critical condition of second order (% 2 = 3.753, Xs = 2.346 ) the reaction
force and the angle of the deflected drill string are zero at the kelly's
bushing.
Equation coefficients for W O B above critical condition of first order
Table A1.2 was produced by substituting values of Xz and x^ in equations
(A1.27a) to (A1.27c) and (A1.27d) to (A1.27f). With these coefficients the
buckled shape and bending moments, for instance, can be calculated.
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Xz

ajc

bi/c

cjc

aJc

b jc

1.940
2.600
3.200
3.753
4.000
4.218

0.064
0.260
0.308
0.278
0.224
-0.009

- 0.406
- 0.104
0.070
0.205
0.280
0.474

0.482
0.313
0.165
- 0.002
- 0.124
- 0.512

0.064
- 0.025
-1.233
- 3.175
-4.017
- 4.610

- 0.406
0.495
1.849
2.853
3.007
2.905

c /c
0.482
0.971
1.462
1.946
2.164
2.176

Equation Coefficients
Table A1.2
Shape of the buckled drill string
Equations (A1.29a) and (A1.29b) are respectively valid for above and
below the point of tangency. Thus :
y(x) = a : ( S - S j ) + h ,( T - T ^ ) + c, (U - U^)

(A1.29a)

y(x) = a2 ( S - S2) + l>2 ( T - T 2) + C2 ( U - U2)

(A1.29b)

Figure 2.1.1.1 shows the shapes of a buckled drill string for some values of

Bending moments
The bending moment M and its coefficient i (Figure A1.4) are given by :

M = IV

,

c

j
and

.
1 d^y
i = - —y
c dx

(A1.30)

Inclination of the bit
The inclination a

and the inclination coefficient t (plotted in Figure

A1.4) are respectively defined by a =
^

dX

and t =

c dx

The results

obtained for Xi = - 7, X2 = 1.9046 and Xi = - 6, Xz = 1.939 are identical {t =
1 .00 ).
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L e n g th o f b u c k le d c u rv e s

The length of the buckled drill string between Xj and X2 is given by
equation (A1.31a) which sim plifies to equation (A1.31b) for small
inclinations. Thus :

J

L

=

(X 2

(A1.31a)

dX

—X

7

jj

4-

r

(jy

— j (-— )^dX
2X
1 dX

(A1.31b)

The increase in length 2IL, AL = L - (X2 - X J , can be rewritten as
dx. The "increase in length" coefficient is defined as
AL = ----- [
2m J
^
X2
^= ^ f
(see Figure A1.4).
Xi

I n c l i n a t i o n o f t h e f o rc e o n b i t

The inclination of the force on bit

is equal to :
(A1.32)

p = nc
Q

where n = ——

(Figure A1.4).

The inclination of the force on bit

C %2

coefficient, for the first critical condition, is identical for X i = - 7 and %] = 6 {n = 0.244 ).
F o rc e a p p l i e d b y t h e b u c k l e d d r i l l S t r i n g o n t h e b o r e h o l e w a l l

The reaction force F of the wall on the buckled pipe is given by :
(A1.33a)

F = F2 - Fj

but

Fi=p m

and

Fz = p m C2

(A1.33b)

Resulting m F = p m f c, where the coefficient/ , / = (Ô2 - c^)/c is shown in
Figure A1.4.
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Conclusion
Drill pipes and drill collars buckle in the same shape, however, much
more weight on bit is required to buckle drill collars. Buckling is avoided
if weight on bit does not exceed the critical weight. However, it is more
economical to drill rapidly and so it is recommended to use large drill
collars.

Lubinski's analysis is precise but it requires trial and error

operations to solve the equations.
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'N

Forces below Section
Figure A1.2
External Forces Acting on Drill Strings^
Figure A l.l

^ From Lubinski, 1950.
^ From Lubinski, 1950.
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2.8
2.6
2.4
X

2.2
2.0
1.8
0
XI

Weight on Bit Versus "Bushing" Distance (Dimensionless)
Figure A1.3

i (Bending Moment)
t (Bit Inclination)

CO

.1
s

3.0- r -

n (Force on Bit Inclination)

2.5----

q (Drill String Elongation)
f (Contact Force)

2 .0---1.5

0.5
0.0
1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

X2

Drilling Coefficients Versus Dimensionless 'WOB'
Figure A1.4

4.5
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APPENDIX 2 - Solution for Drill Strings in Inclined Holes

The mathematical solutions for drill strings in slightly inclined holes
developed by Lubinski and Woods (1953) and the extension for finite
inclinations proposed by Szego are reviewed in this Appendix.
Solution by series - small inclinations
The equation governing drill string ''behaviour" in vertical and slightly
inclined holes, and consequently the general series solution, are the same.
The general methodology and nomenclature are defined in Appendix 1
and the system of co-ordinates is referred to Figure A2.1. Applying the
boundary conditions at the bit (%= %2 ) and at the point of tangency (%=
gives :
(S 3 -

w here a

S2) Cl

+

(T 3 - T 2)

h

+

(LZ3 -

U2) c — c +

(%2 "

)

(A2.1a)

^3) cx

P3CI

+ Qsb +

R3C = 0

(A2.1b)

P2C1

+ Q ib +

R2C = 0

(A2.1c)

p2 u

+

h+

Ha

(A2.1d)

c — - oc

is the hole inclination, a, b and c

are constants to be

determined and S„ T„ Ll„ F,, G„ Hi, P„ Q, and R, (f = 2 and 3 ) are functions
given by equations (A l.lSa) to (A l.lSi) calculated at% =
Equation
(A2.1a) refers to the difference in displacement between points A and B,
equations (A2.1b) and (A2.1c) indicate that the bending moments are zero
at the extremities and equation (A2.1d) means that at point B the drill
string lies on the low side of the hole. The solution must satisfy :

S3-S2
det

P3
P2
P3

T3-T2
Q3
Q2
G)

^ 3~^2
R3
R2
H3

- + (X2
a
0
0
-1

=

0

(A2.2)

Values of c / a are obtained for combinations of %2 and X3 . From
equations (A2.1a), (A2.1b) and (A2.1c) the coefficients fl/a, b /a and c / a
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are determined. Unfortunately this method cannot be applied for large
values of weight on bit due to poor convergence of the series.
S o lu tio n b y ite ra tiv e m e th o d - s m a ll in c lin a tio n s

Figure A2.2 shows the co-ordinate axes employed in the iteration method.
The governing equation, for this system of reference, is written in integral
form to allow iteration. Thus :

eA

(A2.3)

= F X - V Y + j(Y -r])pd^

dX

w here F and V are the horizontal and vertical components of the force
on bit respectively, r] and ^ are defined in Figure A2.2. An estimate of
the exact solution, satisfying all boundary conditions, is written as :
Y(X) = (C/n) sininXIXr) + ( C + aX j) X/Xj

(A2.4)

where C is the radial clearance and Xj is the vertical distance from the bit
to the tangency point. Substituting equation (A2.4) in (A2.3) gives :

dX‘

+

c x

X,

= (F-Va)X + -{p X -V )sin ^ +
n

pX

-V

K

cos

k

X

1

(A2.5)

The bending moment at X = Xj is zero, furthermore F = V (f> (0 is the
angle of the resultant force on bit with the vertical, see Figure A l . l ) ,
V = p m X2 , Xj = m Xi and C = m c. Substituting these expressions back in
(A2.5) gives :
c

1 (1

a

Z2 I 2

-H

1

-

2x,

(A2.6)

Equation (A2.5) is integrated and the boundary condition ^ ( X ^ ) = a is
applied to obtain the constant of integration. This expression is integrated
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again and using Y(0) = 0 and Y(Xj) = C + a X j a new relationship is found
as follows :

a

c

1

a

.^ 1

1 ( 18 _ _2_

3^

2;r^

Sy

[ 1 * 4 1 + --X2 \
I
^ J

+1 1 -^2.

(A2.7)

Sx.

Finally ÿ/CK can be eliminated from equations (A2.6) and (A2.7) resulting
in :
24
7T^ X,

—

+

(28

lU

If “^

^
(A2.8)

X,

c

The results given by equation (A2.8) and those obtained by the series
solution are very close and no further iteration seems to be necessary.
Szego's extension to large inclinations
Figure A2.3 defines the co-ordinate axes and variables employed.
bending equation is :

= U X - W Y + j [( Y -T ]) p c o s a + ( X - ^ ) p s i n a ] d ^

The

(A2.9)

w here U and W are the components of force on bit as defined in Figure
A2.3. Equation (A2.9) reduces to (A2.3) when a approaches zero. Using
the following dimensionless groups - X = m x , Y = m y , L = ml , U = m p u
and W = m p ZV2 - to equation (A2.9) yields :

= u x - z v 2 y + j[(y-ri)cosa + {x -^ )s in a \d ^

0 ) = 0 = 0:
0; y(l) = c
The boundary conditions are: y(0) = i X ( (0)
dx"

— d) = ^ ^ ( l ) = 0.
dx
dx

(A2.10)

and

A first approximation satisfying the boundary

conditions is attempted as :

y(x) = c \ ^ + - s i n ^ ]
I
7Ü
I

(A2.11)
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Equation (A2.12) is obtained when (A2.11) is substituted in (A2.10) and the
boundary condition

= 0 is applied. To obtain equation (A2.13),

substitute (A2.11) in (A2.10), integrate it and apply ^ 0 ) = 0.

Finally,

combine equations (A2.12) and (A2.13) to determine (A2.14). From Figure
A2.3 note that tan(p) = ufwi. Thus :
tanp + ta na
tana

tan p + t a n a _
ta n a

c

1

cosaf 1

2

tana I

u?2 V2

7ü^)

~1

ta na I

fli

cos a ( l 8
Wi [ tt^

+ l-cosa

3

3]

2k ^

8]

I
2Wr

3

(A2.12)

+ l-co sa I L
8w ,

(A2.13)

ta na

24 w
28
- + cosal
I
n
I cos a

144
K

(A2.14)

Equations (A2.12), (A2.13) and (A2.14) reduce to equations (A2.6), (A2.7)
and (A2.8) when a and p are small. Finally it should be stressed that a +
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Ntutral

Point

Oipth

N outrol

Point Depth

x^m

-c x ,

I MZ.
X

IL__

Differential Equation Method ^
Figure A2.1

Figure A2.2

U

Y
Large Inclination Reference System^
Figure A2.3

^ From Lubinski and Woods, 1953.

Iteration Method ^
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APPENDIX 3 - Calculating Coefficients, Series and Critical Conditions

Expressing the coefficients C„ in terms of Cg, Ci a n d /
Equation (4.2.6) is independent of z if the sum of coefficients of each term
is zero, what translates into :

z°

z'

2 * lC ^ -(it)C ^ -f^ 0

^

C2 = h ( i t ) C , + f ]

3 * 2 C 3 - 2 ( i t ) C , + Co = 0

C, = - ^ [ ( i t ) ^ C , + ( i t ) f - C o \

and making A = [ ( i t f C j + ( i t ) f - C o ] :

z" ^

4 * 3 C ,-3 (W C 3 + C , = 0

z-

5 * 4 C s. - 4 ( i t ) C i. + C ^. ^= 00

z"

6 * 5 Q - 5 ( W C s + C3 = 0

Q=

-2Q]

0C^, = —
^ [ ( i t f A - 5 (it)C ,-3 f]
51

A -9(itfC ,-7 (it)f+ 4 C o ]

and so on.
Calculating S*(z), T*(z), U*(z), P*(zh Q*(z) and R*(z)
Those functions are simply obtained by integrating and differentiating
equations (4.2.8a) to (4.2.8c). Thus :
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10

-7

+
r8
r
( i t ) ^ + ( i t f ^ + ( i t f ^ + fzf/ ^ +...
~5l
81

z

S*( z) =

'81

9!

,20

,12

ÏÔ!

1Ï7

+

,12
,23
l O O ( i t ) ^ + 2350Y/ ^ + 455(it r — + 785(it)
.n

131

111

111

,14

141

(A3.1a)

+

,5

£

( l i ) ~ + (ii)^ — + (it)^ — + (it)^
3/
41
61

+

,7
,»
,0
z
5(it)—
—+ 9(it)^ — + 14(itŸ ~ “*■lO(it)^ — +...
~6l
7Ï
37
97

T*(z) =
+

,2 2

,20

z'

+
,22

4 0 ( i t ) ^ + 103m / ^ + 2150'^/ ^ + 395(it)^ ^ +...
1Ï7
12 /
ÎÔÎ

,25
,24
+ 38 35( it f ^ + 8575(it)^ ^ +... +
14/
15/

-12

440(ff)

12 /

+

+14700"// ^

+

(AS.lb)

+

+

,5
,6
,7
z
m)47 + (if/ ^ + (it/ ^ + (it/ ^ +.
4/
6Ï
7/
5/
,0
z

+
10

7 0 /j^ + 1 2 0 //4 : + 1 3 0 // ^ + 2 5 0 // ^

U V zl =

9/

81

+

z,10

,21

To/

1Ï7

67(it)— . + Ï63(it/

Z,13
13/

101

+.
13

,22

+ 3 2 5 ( i t f — , + 575(it/ ^
12/
13/

,24

,25

+
16

832{it)— , + 2 6 2 5 0 / / + 6 b l 5 { i i f — , + 1 4 0 0 0 0 // ^

14/

15/

16/

+,

(A3.1c)
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Z"

( i i ) ~ ■*■
P*(z) =

+

z

r4
“77

r5

4!

+.

6!

'.x^2£

9(it)=- + 15(ity S 7 + 2 2 ( i t f ^ + 30(it)^ i - +..
'6 !
7/
81
9!
,12
.Ï0
r}^
Z"
lOO (it )^ + 235(it f ^ + 455( i t f ^ + 785( i t f ^ +.
ÏÔ!
ÏÏ!

+

(A3.1d)
z^

z^

z^

+

+ (it)z + (it)^ — + (it)^~— + (it)* — +...
-

Q*(z) =

+
+

5 ( i t ) ^ + 9 ( i t ) ^ ^ + U(it)^ — + 20(it)^ — +...
4!
5!
0 !
/!
y7

8

9

,

10

+ 4 0 ( i t ) ^ + 103(it)^ ^ + 215(it)^ ^ + 395(H)* ^ +...
7/
81
9!
10!
~ I0
-

7 II

-1 2

+
13

4 4 0 ( i t ) ^ + 1 4 7 0 ( i i ) ^ ^ + 3 8 3 5 ( i t ) ^ ^ + 8575(it)*
+...
10!
11!
12!
13!

+

+
(A3.1e)
z^

z^

z^°

+

+ (i^)— + ( i t f — + (it)^ — + (it)^ — +...

-

R*(z)~

+

7 (it)— + 12(it)^ — + 18(it)^ — + 25(it)^ — +...
5!

6!

7!

8!

+

-8
-9
-10
-11
+ 6 7 ( i t ) ^ + 163 (it )^ ^ + 3 2 5 ( i t ) ^ ^ + 5 7 5 ( i t ) * ^ + . . .

-

z:'

8 3 2 ( i t ) ^ + 2625(it)^ ^
JL

Jl•

jL

+

#

+ 6525(it f ^ + 14000(it)* Ju «
14!

1

+

+
(A3.1f)
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Determination of the critical combination of weight on bit and torque
The boundary conditions (4.2.10a) and (4.2.10b) may be combined to
eliminate the constant K*. Thus :
u (Zi) - u (Zz) = Co [S*(Z2) - S*(Z2)] +

+ Q [T*(zi) - T*(z 2)] + f [ U * ( z j ) - U*(Z2 )] = 0

(A3.2a)

Equations (4.2.10c) and (4.2.10d) produce :
du
^ ( z , ) = Co F*(zi) + Q G*(zi) + f H * ( z 2) = 0

(A3.2b)

^ ( z , ) = Co F*(Z2) + C, G*(Z2> + fH*(Z 2) = 0
dz

(A3.2c)

and combining equations (A3.2a), (A3.2b) and (A3.2c) results in :
'S*(Z2)-S*(Z2)

(0,0)

T*(Z j) - T * ( z2)

U *(z,)-U *(z2)

F * (z ,)

GHz^)

H*(z,)

■Q

(0,0) ■

F V zj)

G*(z^)

H*(Z2)

[f\

(0,0)

Co

(A3.3)

To avoid trivial solution (i.e., Q = Q = / = 0 ) the determinant of the third
order matrix must be zero. Solution is obtained by trial and error, Z2 is
guessed for a given Zj and the determinant is then calculated.
Determination of the tangency point and buckled shape
Equation (A3.3) can be rearranged in a matrix of sixth order as it follows :
A

“A

A

Br

Br

Q

Cr

<=2

0

Er

F,

Er

C3

0

C4
C5

o'

A,

0

D,

El

D.

-D ,

Er

h

-J,

where :
/ = Cl + i C2 , Cl

= €3

0

"C,

B,

D,

h

Cr

-B ,

-E ,

Er
Er

f:R “ A
A

A

+ i C4 , Co =

A r + i A i = W ( z i ) - U * (Z 2) ,

€5

-E ,
-E ,

E,

Er .

+ i Cg,
4- z g , = T * (Z i) - T * ( z 2) ,

0

(A3.4)
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+ ! c , = S*(zi) - S*(Z2) , D r + ! D , = H*(Z2) ,
E r + i £, = G*(z , ) , Er + i F , = F*(z,),
Cr

/r +

i j , = H * ( z 2)

, Kr

+ Î K, = G * W and Lr + ! L, = F *feJ .

The first row of matrix (A3.4) is replaced by the condition that the radial
dc

displacement is maximum at the contact point z = Z3 , i.e., —

=

0

.

Thus :

^(2 3 ) ^ ( 2 3 ) + y k ) ^ ( z 3 ) =

0

(A3.5)

but
xiz^) —PrCi~ Pi Cl + Qr C3 - Qi C4 + Rr C5 - Rj Cg

(A3.6a)

dx

■^(^3 ) —

~

^2

Pr ^3~ Pi Q + P^R ^ 5 ~ P^i ^ 6

(A3.6b)

y (z 3) = P/ Cl + Pr Cl + Q 1 C3 + Qr C4 + R 1 C5 + Rr Cg

(A3.6c)

■^(^3 ) — Cl + Sr Cl + TjC3 + Tr C4 + Uj C5 + Ur Cg

(A3.6d)

The tangency point can be obtained when equations (A3.6a), (A3.6b),
(A3.6c) and (A3.6d) are substituted in (A3.5) and then combined with the
five last rows of the matrix given in (A3.4).
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APPENDIX 4 - Solution Using a "Quasi-static" Approximation

Equation (2.3.2.1a) can be solved by a"quasi-static" approximation.
Basically the weight on bit is calculated forseveral times t = t and the
mode shapes are obtained similarly as in Huang and Dareing (damping
coefficient is disregarded). Solution can be written as :
(A4.1)

y(x,t) = Y(x) sin cot

Substituting equation (A4.1) in (5.3.3b) results in :

= 0

(A4.2)

Solution for equation (A4.2) is written in power series :

Y(%) = T a,

(A4.3)

Finally equation (A4.3) is substituted in (A4.2) and solution is obtained
similarly as in Appendix 1.
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Appendix 5 - Generating Pipe File

The range of drill pipe dimensions and materials available today is quite
broad. In this work, nonetheless, the drill pipes are restricted to type 2
(length equal to 30 ft or 9.14 m) steel Grade E, with dimensions and
properties given below :
outside diameter (in): 3.5,4.5 and 5.0
inside diameter (in): 2.992,3.958 and 4.408
cross-sectional area (in^): 2.5902,3.6005 and 4.3743
second moment of the cross-sectional area (in^): 3.432,8.082 and
12.147
"dry" weight (Ibf/ ft): 285.0,412.5 and 487.5
However, thecomputer program can be promptly modified to accept other
kinds of drill pipes. It is assumed that there are two hundreds drill pipes of
each kind (totalling six hundreds overall) without any initial fatigue damage.
The characteristics of each drill pipe can be identified once its tag number is
known. Every time the fatigue damage is calculated this file is updated. The
pipe file has the following initial configuration :
200
200
200
285.0 412.5 487.5
1

0

2

0

600

0

The first line informs the number of drill pipes of each kind, the second line
their weights per unit length and the remaining lines the tag numbers and
acummulated fatigue damages. The pipe file could be extended to include
repairs and inspections carried out.
Consulting the file
Optionally a menu could be developed to allow the users to manipulate the
pipe file. There would be five alternatives :
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1 - Input new drill p ip e .
1.1- Tag number?
1.2 - Outside diameter (in) ?
1.3 - Accumulated fatigue damage
1.4 - Date and kind of work ?
1.5 - Date and kind of inspection ?
2 - Change data. Any data from 1.1 to 1.5 can be corrected.
3 - Delete drill pipe. It removes a drill pipe from the file.
4 - Consult file. The characteristics of drill pipes can be displayed. Option
to display pipes in crescent or decreasing order of accumulated fatigue
damage.
5 - Escape/end. Return to mam menu.
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APPENDIX 6 - Generating the Initial Geometry

First of all it is assumed that the well is contained in a plane, i.e. the azimuth
is constant. This is justified because the theory used to calculate cyclic
loading is two-dimensional and, furthermore, the azimuth deviation is often
very mild. Any hole shape can be defined by assuming that the initial
geometry is divided in to N T portions that can be vertical , curved or
straight inclined by respectively assigning type values 7Y equal to zero, one
and two.
This division in portions accelerates the generation of the
geometry file. Data are input in the following order: well number WELLNo
which is associated with its name and location, file name NAMEG, total
number of 30 ft segments N and number of portions NT. Next the type TY
and number of segments NS of each portion are input. Finally, the
inclinations IN, in degrees, of the curved elements and straight inclined
portions are input. The inclination is defined as the angle that the centre of
the hole makes with the axis X (Figure A6.1) at the lowest point of the hole
segment. Once the initial data are input the curvatures k are calculated and
the geometry füe is generated :
WELL NUMBER = WELLNo
TOTAL NUMBER OF 30 FT SEGMENTS = N
NUMBER OF INITIAL PORTIONS = N T
1

IN(1)

K(l)

2

IN(2)

k(2)

N-1

IN(N-l)

N

k (N-1)

IN(N)

—

The data input is not automatic if cartesian co-ordinates (X, Y ) are used
because the distance between each two adjacent points must be 30 ft.
Furthermore, the devices used to determine the bit trajectory usually
measure inclinations. If needed, however, the conversion from cartesian to
"angular" co-ordinates can be implemented.
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Calculating curvatures
It is assumed that the hole profile can be represented by a polygonal curve
(Figure A6.1) whose sides are 30 ft long. The curvature

k

(degrees/100 ft)

for a segment }-l is equal to :
K(f-1) = [ IN(J) - IN(}-1) ] *100/30

IN(1)
1N(2)
1N(3)
1N(4) /
1N(5)

Defining Hole Geometry
Figure A6.1

(A6.1)
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APPENDIX 7 - Ordering Pipes

The aim of this section is to generate a file containing the drill string order
during a trip in operation. The drill string consists of N D P drill pipes and
N D C drill collars, totalling N pipes ( N = N D P + N D C ). The drill pipes and
drill collars are assumed to be 30 ft long and the number of pipes equals the
number of hole segments. Data consist of: trip in number ( T R I P I N ), file
name ( N A M E O ), total number of pipes (N ), number of drill collars ( N D C )
and total weight of drill collars (WDC ) in pounds. Next the tag number at
the top of the drill string ( N I ) is input. For the sake of simplicity it is
assumed a linear decreasing distribution of tag numbers, from N I at the top
most drill pipe to N F ( N F = N I - N D P + 1 ) at the bottom most drill pipe. A
random distribution of tag numbers could be implemented but this would
not bring any improvement to the simulation. The file N A M E O
following configuration :
TRIP I N N U M B E R = T R IP IN
T O T A L N U M B E R O F P IP E S = N
N U M B E R O F D R IL L C O L L A R S = N D C
W E I G H T O F D R IL L C O L L A R S = W D C

1

NI

2

N I -1

NDP

N I - N D P +1

N D P +1

DC

N

DC

has the

